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the same year.Emma Mank, aged 21,
the daughter of William Mank, of West
Rockport, was found dead last Sunday
night in her room at the house of G. M.
Barney of Rockland, where she was employed as a domestic. Her sister came to
the house at 8 in the evening to visit her
and found her lying on the floor as though
she had fallen and died instantly. Coroner
Judkins held an autopsy Monday
afternoon and decided that an inquest
would be necessary.
The girl has always
born an excellent reputation and has
lived with the best families in Rockland.
.The location of the proposed ocean
pier at Old Orchard has at last been decided on.
The pier company has purchased
of Ebenezer staples’ heirs fifty feet fronton
the sea wall, between the Sea
ing
Shore House and Staples street, for a
landing place lor the pier.
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cast.” Ex-Governor Kellogg of Louisiana, who has just returned to Washington from a visit to New Orleans, was responsible for that statement, which he
made in an interview Jan. 8tli.The
Legislature of Utah will elect two United
States senators, one for a term to expire
March 4, 1897, the other March 4, 1899.
The total membership of the United
States senate will be 90 and of the House
The vote of the electoral college
357.
will be increased to 447, so that 224 votes
will be required to elect... Jan. 14th, Hon.
J. Benson Foraker was elected to the
United States Senate from Ohio to succeed
Hon. Calvin S. Brice, Democrat. After
the 4tli of next March the State will be
represented by two Republicans for the
first time in many years, the curious
circumstances having been such that
for many years Mr. ShermaD has had a
Democratic colleague.
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Two severe earthquakes,
causing tiie loss of 1,100lives, have occurred in the Khalkhal district, Persia. The
first shock, dan. Oth, was very severe. It
completely destroyed the village of Zancabad and partly destroyed other villages.
Three hundred persons perished in several |
villages. On the following Sunday an- i
other severe shock destroyed the small i
town of Goi and did damage in
many vil- J
lagt s in the district affected. Eight hundred persons were killed in Goi alone.
A
despatch from Teheran says it is reported
that severe earthquakes were felt Jan.
loth at Meshed and Kelat.
No damage
was done at the former
place. What, if
any, damage was done at Kelat is not
known at present.Advices by steamer
Rhusina, which has arrived from Yokohama via Honolulu tell of a terrific
experience which cruiser Baltimore had from
Dec. 8th to 9th in a typhoon in the China
sea.
The officers report the typhoon as
the worst ever experienced.
The vessel
advanced not a mile an hour for three
days. Boatswain Jessen was washed overboard and lost.
Carpenter Cooper was
thrown against one of the big guns and
killed.
Seven of the crew were seriously
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Matters.
The 37th annual ret the railroad commissioners is bein out from the railroad office.
One
s,nd will be distributed to railroad
It is nicely bound and contains
->f retiring commissioner 1). N.
aid of Rockland, who held the
trom 1883 to 18H.".
Also a pictuie
Ar«Mistook river bridge on the BanAroostook at Presque Isle, as well
the old locomotive Princeton in
'■
sr- Croix A* Penobscot railroad,
'timer.Harry Franklyn of Bauerred in New York, in 1883. to 14
1 .son foi the robbery of a man
s. an a {fair in w hich there w ere
is connected,
during which he
•xicnted, and to which he pleaded
:»eing told that he would get a
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from
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danger-

1

towns as be..William J. Turner, j
y''
living in Ikiudolph and
]
Kennebec .steamboat company,
j
m the office of the
company in
:
1
-bin. lull, by shooting himself
j
1
bead witJi a Winchester rilie.
j
a, landed the rille so as
to pull the
\wi
Ins foot and was found dead
hed
.Bath smiles at a Portland
't rv that the
grave of Governor
s
unknown and unmarked.
Thereof Maine's lirst governor rest peace!
tteatli an
imposing monument in
cemetery, Bath.The Maine
a ral steam shovel has been set
up in
i"' ton s
cut, about half a mile west of
i'"i t station, and both banks are bei.iKcn out to grade for a double track
*
n
Newport and Detroit, which it is
I will be in
running condition in
•as.'!; lor next summers’
change of time.
...Several of the whispering pines at
lunswick, that Longfellow loved, will
ibsper no more.
The storm leveled
'*‘ln to the
ground.Major (k J. House,
;k in the labor commissioner’s office at
state House, has some valuable relics
the war, in that of a piece of
exploded
H and two minnie bullets which were
k-‘d up by a member of his
regiment,
hst Maine
Heavy Artillery, near
••tersburg on the battlefield when the
■'Dal major was wounded .June
18, 1864.
A verdict was rendered at
Saco, Satin
the West Buxton libel suit
hiy night,
tiie supreme court.
Rev. John D.
“‘iron was found guilty of the
charge
conniving to induce Mrs. Mary J. Frost
-ign a confession of the authorship of
!
nymous letters which caused trouble
A rst Buxton in 1894.
Damages were
uded in the sum of $300. The other
hn*e defendants, F. A.
Smith, Cyrus F.
'av|s and
Leroy McCorrison, were acbitted.Hon. Leroy T. Carleton of
umhrop, long the able county attorney
Kennebec, announces his candidacy
’> urand
commander, G. A. R., of Maine,
ompetitor of Rev. C. A. Southard of
more Falls and Col. L. I). Carver of
■cklaud.
He is widely known as an
’'

■
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lawyer,

an

astute

politician,

Wood, Portland; Treasurer, P. 0. Vickery,
Augusta; Corresponding Secretary, C. A.
Pilsbury, Belfast; Executive Committee, C.
B. Burleigh, Augusta; M. N. Rich, Portland
;
John F. Hill, Augusta; C. B. Haskell, Pittsfield. Essayist for the next meeting, Charles
B. Haskell; Alternate, Arthur E.
Forbes;
Poet, George S. Rowell; Alternate, Howard
The
Owen, Augusta.
following new members were admitted: H. C. Prince, Waterville Mail; W. H. Gannett, Augusta; Rev.
J. G. Merrill, Christian Mirror,
Portland;
Geo. W. Norton, Evening Express, Port-

Belfast’s Share of the
Railroad fax.

Some three weeks ago tlie city treasurer
received notice from the State treasurer that
the amount due the city on railroad anil
telegraph tax would he $1,095 44 less for
1895 tliau for 1894.
Tlie amount received by
the city in 1894 was $4,582 48, and in 1895,
$2,887.04. I'pou receipt of this information
the city treasurer notified the Mayor, who

the

j
!
;

|

We

took

steps to ascertain the reafor this large decrease, and accordingly
wrote Mr. Hayford, chairman of the State
Board of Assessors, in regard to the matter.
The reply from Mr. Hayford was substantially that on the lirst day of April, 1895, the
State Board of Assessors placed a value on
the common stock of the Belfast & Mooseson

Railroad, $15 per share less than
in 1894, thus making a difference of $540.60
(being 1 per cent, of its appraised value) on
the 5,604 shares owned by the city. He also
explained that the preferred stock was valued
head Lake

heartily in sympathy with the
Shorey for an improvement in
annual county histories. This duty is
often neglected, and too rarely comes up

move

the
too

Augusta Savings Bank.

are

of Bro.

what it seems should be the requirements.
When the writer was appointed a county
historian some years ago he found on examination that no report had ever been
made from Waldo county, and taking Grif-

to

The literary exercises took place Thursday afternoon. The essayist was Samuel L.
Boardman of Augusta, one of the best equipped and most graceful writers iu Maine, aud
the essay was worthy of him and of the occasion. His subject was “The Equipment
of the Sanctum.”
He began with the
“plant,” comparing the newspaper establishmeut of to-day with that of forty or lifty
years ago, aud then told of the ideal sanctum and how it should be equipped. “Plenty

History of the Press of Maine for a
starting point a record was made up to the
date of submitting the report. These reports should be history, and nothing else.
Discussion and puffery should be omitted.
If a new paper is started, its publisher, size,
price and policy should be noted. Does it
have a brief existence, never mind. Change
of form in existing newspapers, change of
management, or added equipment deserve
recording, but not the putting on of a new
dress of type or the washing of the office
towel. These county histories could
easily

istence
as we

and

write).

a

cheerful blaze illuminates it
Mr. Boardman next took up
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they

eggs—nearly

d00,000;
200,000; Weld,

hatcheries,

150,000;
Weld,
50,000; Parmachenee, 25,000; Belgrade
Megantic, 25,000.Maine
clams,

1

down here for them.
Maine’s infrom the finny tribe is as much as
three million dollars a year.
The Megantic Fish and Game club he^an enjoyable annual dinner at Boston Saturday
evening. Among the guests was H. O.
Stanley, Maine fish and game commissioner.-

comes
come

1

|

Political Points.
“I think I am safe
in saying that if the choice of a presidential nominee were left to a popular
vote of the Republicans in the South, Mr.
Reed would receive two-thirds of the votes

been
tion

some discussion as to the representaof the different societies in the State

Board

we

give

the

following

list

showing

members of the board for twenty years
past, with the society represented by each:
Term expired.
Member.
Society.
1877.Peter W. Ayer,
Unity
1880.D. A. Wadlin,
Belfast
1883.Geo. E. Brackett, Belfast
1880.D. B. Johnson,
Unity
1880.R. W. Ellis,
Belfast
1802.Freeman At wood, Monroe
1805.W m. H. Mood y,
Li berty
1808.Wm. H. Moody,
Liberty
the

The informal discussions at these annual
are an interesting, and instructive,
feature. The kicker—may his tribe increase
here has his valuable uses. Does one lament
the time spent in social enjoyment and urge
that the business end have the lion’s share
of attention, another will surely arise to

meetings

proclaim, in substance, that all work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy.
In fact, the
Association should, and does, fulfill a
double purpose. It combines business with
pleasure. The purely social summer ex-

in

business.

Hon. H. L. Shepherd of Roekport
last week on business.

was

in

M. C. Murch arrived home from Boston
last week for a vacation.
Clifford L. Wilband is at home for
Rochester, N. H.

a va-

cation from

Hugh D. McLellan was in Bath Tuesday
Wednesday on business.

and

Oramel Murray, Esq., of Pittsfield
Belfast yesterday on business.

was

in

M. C. Dilworth went to Bangor last week
a job printing office.

to work in

and Mrs. Warren E. Marsh
in Massachusetts.

Mr.

are

visit-

ing relatives

Joseph McKeen was at home from Lynn,
Mass., last week for a short visit.
Nelson T. Norcross, Esq., of Cleveland,
is in town on Court business.

Ohio,

J. C. W. Perry of P. rtland arrived in Bel-

by steamer Wednesday morning.
Capt. and Mrs. Alzo M. Carter arrived

fast

home from Boston last week for

a

visit.

pointed

setts.

Miss

Miss Annie E. Going went to East I'nion
last Thursday to visit her father, who is
quite ill.
<

of Granges were then called for
following responded: Northern
Light and Sunrise, Winterport; Granite,
No. Searsport; Hillside, Thorndike, Comet,
Swanville; Stockton, Stockton Springs;
Honesty, Morrill, and South Branch, Prospect. The topic, Is it for the best interest
of the farmers to use ensilage? was discussed by Brothers Clements, Blanchard, Phillips, Trundy, Crockett, Mathews, Killman
and others. The discussion brought out the

fact that but few of the silos that had been
built in Waldo county were now in use. The
topic, Will it pay to spray fruit trees and

vegetables? was opened by Bro. W. H.
Ginn, followed by Bros. Ira Ward, Gray,
Phillips and Mathews. The following profurnished by South Branch
gram was
Grange: Music by clmir; Rec. by Flora Haley; song by Lizzie Eames; Rec. by Essie
Bennett; music. The Grange was then

and Mrs. Leslie L. Hubbard of War
are visiting Mrs. H.'s
parents, Mr.
and Mrs. I. V. Miller.
Mr.

terville

S. G. Stimpsou went to Newport yesterday
account of the illness of his brother-inlaw, Wilson Putnam.

on

Miss Alice Richardson of North Belgrade,
who has been visiting at C. II. Maxfield’s,
returned home yesterday.
and Mrs. E. V. Keith of Haverhill,
are visiting Mrs. K.’s
parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jordan W. Coombs.
Mr.

Mass.,

Miss Lida Pendleton took a vacation from
her work in Camden last week and visited
friends in Belfast and Islesboro.
I)r.

Boston, formerly of Belfast,
this city last week on his way to
Islesboro to visit bis grandmother.
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annual meeting of the Waldo Coun-

ty Bar Association, held Jan. Nth, tie- following officers were elected : President, Joseph
Williamson: Secretary. -I imes S. H trriman:

Treasurer,
Committee,

Johnson:

(too.

E.

W. P.

Thompson,

Eilerv Bowden.

A committi

Executive

F. AY.

Brown,

-f

three, consisting of Geo. E. Johnson, Joseph William•

ui and W. P.
Thompson, was appointed to
investigate in regard to a circular distributed
by Ex-County Attorney Bunnells, and to
s

prepare resolutions

on

the

same.

The

meet-

ing then adjourned to Saturday evening,
the following resolutions were unanimously adopted by the Association:
Whereas there has recently been issued

when

and scattered broadcast

over this county and :
circular
purport ug to!
T. C. Bunnells, a former
j
prosecuting attorney for this County, and :
j whereas we, the members of the Waldo 1
i County Bar Association, regard said circular as casting a stigma upon the Court and
I the members
of the Bar, a malicious and unjust attack upon Ellery Bowden, Esq., the
present County Attorney for this County
and a member of this Bar in good standing,

State,

a

printed

emanate from W.

therefore,
Resolved, That we regard it a a duty we
owe to tlm Court, ourselves, and especially
to the piesent County Attorney, to characterize said circular as an unjustifiable attack

upon the court, a reflection upon the Bar
and a base attempt to injure the reputation
of Mr. Bowden, and such an attempt as
merits the severest condemnation of all

good citizens.
Mr.

in

Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Knowltou of Fairfield
Belfast Saturday to visit DrrK.’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Knowltou.

arrived in

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. V. Adams, wi:> have
been visiting at Wm. Q. Spinney’*, v.-nr to
Ieeboro last Friday to spend the w
tor.

James D.

Mathews

Richard

Olney.

T1IE MAN WHO REVERSED

THE

was

paralysis at his home, No.
Monday morning, and is

stricken

1 IP Wa Mo
in

a

with
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01 t*-.

crd.i ai

con-

dition.
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left by tin.n
Harvey, Albert county,

Wilban l

Tuesday

train

Association.

liar

of

Bert Clark of

was

Mrs. Isaac

County

CKNSl KE.

At the

F. E. Freeman went to Portland yes-

terday, Wednesday, to attend a meeting
the Maine V eterinary Association.

closed in due form.

IT ELECTS

in town

Court.

the

Waldo

Croxford of Cambridgeport, Mass.,
the first of the week attending

W. E.
was

Reports

j

on

gram

and

Maine.
We ought to know our own State
thoroughly from personal observation. Mr.
H. K. Morrell’s suggestion of a week at Poland Springs struck us favorably, and would
ensure a large party.
If not there, why not
make headquarters at Mouse Island, with
side trips to Pemaquid. Squirrel Island,
Mouhegaii, etc. There are many attractive
places iu Maine not yet visited by the Asso-

Rogers, Esq., spent Saturday

town

co-operate in establishing a creamery? to
be opened by Daniel Dyer; 11, topic, Should
the women take advantage of leap year? to
be opened by Sister Durham. The remainder of the program to be furnished by Sunrise Grange.

summer excursions there is and alwill be a difference of opinion, and it
would not be possible to plan an excursion
that would include all the members of the
Association. Some want to go far afield
and others want a restful w'eek nearer home.
The writer belongs to the latter class, and
unless for some special occasion would not
go out of the State. It seems almost a duty
to confine the excursions, as a rule, to

W.

Watervilie

to

As to

counts

R.

Geneva T. Thompson has arrived
home from a visit to friends in Massachu-

program, 1st, opening exercises; 2, address
welcome by Sister Isa M. Cole; 3, respouse by Sister Lucy Dyer; 1, conferring
fifth degree; 5, remarks for good of the order ; G, appointment of committee; 7, recess ;
8, music; 9, report of Granges; 10, topic, Is
it advisable for the farmers of Waldo
county

ways

the intellectual equipment, the library, the
books of reference required, and gave many
useful suggestions as to indexing, etc. In
conclusion he said:
At best our work is ephemeral and fleeting—done for the day or the hour. The pathetic cry of Kip Van Winkle—as many have
he rd it from the magic lips of Jefferson—
“O, my God! and is it so soon we are forgotten’'—might well sob itself from the heart of
many a newspaper worker, could he stand
in the old familiar sanctum for far fewer
than twenty years after his work was done.
But we have this opportunity: Being so
ephemeral and so quickly forgotten, our
daily aim should be to do true and honest
work, tuat it may influence to good and
noble service for the little day iu which influence lasts.

Personal.

of

room and plenty of light are essentials.
No matter bow this room is warmed.
Steam or hot water is not to be despised,
although the jolly open fire-place which our
late associate, Mr. William H. Simpson of
Belfast, (one of the most brilliant editors
be made the most valuable part of the anwho ever graced an editorial chair iu Maine)
nual report and furnish all the material redescribed in his address before this Associa- I
quired for the future historian of the Maine
tion in 187(3, would suit most of us to a
Press.
charm.” (That open fireplace is still in ex-

same as 1894, and that the value
app^ed
the common stock was not intended to be
considered as its actual value, but its relative value as compared with other stocks,
the basis ou which tlie State Assessors value
all railroad stocks being relative, not actual.
This communication from Mr. Hayford,
therefore, accounted for $540.60 of the decrease, but not for the balance, amounting to
$1,184 84. So the Mayor at once wrote Mr.
F. M. Simpson, State treasurer, for further
information and received in reply the following communication, which furnishes a
very plain explanation of the matter:
State Treasurer’s Office, /
Augusta, Jan. 10, 1896.
j
ll"i> }•.. F. Hanson, Belfast, Me.:
1 am in receipt of yours of the
Dear Sir
8th lust
relative to the railroad and telegraph tax due your city for the. year 1895,
and I will try to briefly explain the matter
so l believe you will understand it.
There
are three principal causes why the tax for
1895 is >1,093.44 less than ill 1894.
1 i:e reduction in valuation by the
First.
State Assessors in 1893 of $15 per share on

County Grange.

a committee on time, place ami
profor the next meeting. A recess was
then taken for dinner.
The Grange was again called to
order, and
after listening to music the committee on
time, place and program made the following
report, which was adopted: Time, Jan.
28th; place, Sunrise Grange, Winterport;

fin's

of

the

I

advertising.

The finances of the Association are
It began the year
with all bills paid and £303.27 on deposit in

the

then opened in due form in the fourth degree. A very tine address of welcome was
given by Wendall Marden and responded to
by Brother Alfred Stinson of Granite Grange.
A class of 18 was instructed in the fifth degree. Remarks for the good of the order
were made by Brothers
Shepherd Blanchard
of Stockton Grange, Campbell and Clements
of Northern Light
Grange, Ginn of South
Branch Grange, and Stinson of Granite
Grange. Brothers Snow, Trundy and Ginn,
Sisters Blanchard and Campbell were ap-

ed to take space in newspaper directories to
the amount of $1,(100, payment to be made in

excellent condition.

of

following pro tern, officers appointed: Bro.
Trundy, Overseer; Sister Henrietta Ginn,
Lecturer; Arthur Boyd, Steward ; Ira Ward,
Assistant Steward ; Sister M. Abbie Thompson, Secretary; Fred Lane, Gate Keeper;
Maters N. J. Heagan, Ceres; Nancy Ginn,
Pomona; Viola Eames, Flora; Elsj#Killman,
Lady Assistant Steward. The Grange was

advertising agencies and “foreign” advertising, representatives of the Portland papers
said that they were
having all the local advertising they could handle, and were independent of the agencies. One remarked that
if foreign advertising was wanted it could
be hail easily euougli, as be had been solicit-

land.

in

Meeting

Waldo County Pomona Grange held its
regular meeting Jan. 7th with South Branch
Grange, Prospect, and although the mercury
in the morning registered 10 to 15
degrees
below zero and the traveling was hard and
rough, Patrons were present to the number
of 125. The meeting was
promptly called to
order by the Master, A. A. Ginn, and the

sociation the agitation in this direction accomplishes a useful purpose. Much may be
learned from a comparison of
experience
and of business methods. In
discussing the

vessel,

an

and will prove a form idcandidate —Edward Gray, a Rockli"' •s‘.doon
keeper, was committed to
^
county jail, Saturday, for four
utlis m a search and seizure
process.
uas :‘t»
appealed case from the police
cn. the judgment of which was after11
affirmed by the supreme court.
*.v had been missing for some time, and
!S
promptly arrested upon his return_
nctai ilvde ot the Bath Iron
Works,
bled a $4,300 penalty to the
governnt when
Secretary Herbert ordered the
! 'ft.
placed in commission, in turn, the
apartment waived a claim for the same
in.milt for delay in
construction, because
<
government did not have the armor
a,iy. About $180,000 is due on the
"at, of which $150,000 will be paid at
e and the remainder in three
months.
I he second annual report of the
regular of vital statistics, Dr. A. G.
Young,
the births, marriages, divorces and
[D’n
dlis in the State for the year
ending
December 31st, 1893, has just been pub1;vd. As the total number of births
" as
13,900 and the deaths 11,135, the nat■jd increase of births over deaths was
I. There were 5,795 marriages regia•■red in the State during the
year against
in 1892.
Six hundred and twenty'< n divorces
were decreed (552 in 1892)
'I this at the rate of over one divorce
to
v‘'ry ten marriages solemnized within

The annual meeting of the Maine Press
Association was held in Portland Jan. 8th
and 9th, with a good attendance. Officers
were elected for the ensuing year as follows:
President, C. B. Burleigh, Augusta; Vice
Presidents, John M. S. Hunter, Farmiugton ;
Chester W. Robbins, Old Town; Arthur E.
Forbes, South Paris; Secretary, Joseph

to

«

have a practical side. They afford
opportunities for observation and comparison ; they bring the members
together more
closely than is possible at the annual meetings, and thus, apart from the recreation enjoyed, are productive of muchgood. While
all readily admit the futility of
establishing
rates for advertising and
job printing that
will be binding upon all members of the Aselusions

THE ANNUAL
PORTLAND.

Hyde, president

■

"pu nt orator,

done,

Association.

j

■

•1.nt'nt

was

MEETING IN

Tlie Decrease in

immediately

Press

AND DONE AT

tlie common stock of tlie B. & M. R. It. acfor a portion of the decrease, of which
The Association was also fortunate in its
fact you are informed.
ciation ; and there is Mooseliead Lake for a
;
Second.
The amount of tax paid to the selection of a poet, Mr. Frank II. Colley, I
!
standby—a place that never loses its charm.
State by the M. (J. R. It. (Jo. wasl$15,651.57
of
now
of
N.
formerly
Belfast,
Manchester,
:
less m 1895 than the amount paid m 1894,
H., acquitting himself admirably in that—
C. B. Burleigh, editor of the Journal, acand therefore there was the proportional
most
of
to
us—difficult role /: ho Portland companied by Mrs. Burleigh, left for St.
part of that sum less to be apportioned in
Augustine, Fla., Monday morning, where lie
1895 than in 1894, among the several cities
Press says:
will attend as a State delegate tiie national
and towns in which stock of tins company
The poem, by Frank II. Colley of Belfast editorial convention
which will tie held Jan.
and of its leased lines, were held. This acwas in the vernacular and was an admirable
21 to 24, inclusive. The other Maine delecounts tor another portion of the decrease iu
story in correct aud pleasing verse ol the gates to the convention are O. W.
lax.
Bobbins,
your
success in journalism of a very interesting
editor of the Old Town Enterprise and J. M.
Third. The Portland iS: Ogdensburg R. 11.
The Hunter, editor of the
person by tne name of “Lige Dobson.”
Chronicle.
Farmington
is one of tlie leased lines of the M. <). U. K.
delivery of the poem was as admirable as its Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh will return about
Co., hut previous to the year 1895, no value composition, ami both called forth not omy
Feb. 1st.
The\ will visit Washington and
was placed on its stock by the State Assesapplause. a. many comments of appro ai. several places of interest in the South.
sors, hem e no portion of the railroad tax
Its length prevents our publication ol it and
[Kennebec Journal.
up to that time was apportioned, on acits nature would make the printing of any
count ul
this stock, To the towns where
short portion of it very inadequate.
said stock was held.
But in the year 1895
At the reception given in the evening at
Concerning Local Industries.
the State Assessors placed a value, of >40
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George S. Kowell
per share on this stock, and it then became
X. S. L >rd and D. If. Libby are making
a factor in the apportionment of the railroad
Mr. Colley repeated his poem at the urgent
sails for sch. Charlotte T. Sibley, to be sent
tax. There w ere 38,658 shares held at that
of those present. The members were
to the vessel at Key West.
time, iu this State, and at the value placed request
entertained
Mr.
and
Mrs.
i
Kowell.
the
said
roy
ally
amount
of
by
the
by
Assessors, gave
Morse Bros, of Belmont are loading at the
$15,463 to be considered in the apportion- !
nient of the amount of tlie tax paid by said !
The Maine Press Association is the oldest Maine Central station in this city, two carM. C. R. R. Co. for the year 1895. As you !
State press association in the country, hav- loads of hark for the tannery at Clinton.
can readily see, this stock draw ing its prohave about MO cords.
portional part in accordance to its value, ing existed thirty-three years. Some of the They
would make quite a little decrease in the
Tlie outlook for a new shoe factory asoriginal members are still living and regusum apportioned to your city, inasmuch as
sumes a more favorable aspect.
lar attendants at the aunual meetings. At
Mayor Hany> ur people hold but little of the stock of
the opening session President Rowell ex- son has received word from West & Jenny,
the Port and & Ogdensburg Railroad.
I believe the above facts will explain tlie
tended a special greeting to them and refer- the principal owners of the Dana Sarsapamatter satisfactorily to you, but if there are
rilla building, that an offer of $15,000 will be
red feelingly to those whose work is done.
which
desire
more
any
points
you
light upon,
Washington Whisperings.
In acHe wras happy to state that no member had considered by them. Last week Mr. B. F.
inform me, anil I will try and give
please
cordance with the joint resolution of ConIf you should
died during the year. Thursday afternoon, Ilallett of Reading, Mass., was in Belfast
you the desired information.
gress, Secretary Herbert Jan. Oth acceptbe in Augusta at any time and will take the
ed the ram Katahdin in behalf of the gov- ; trouble to eall into the office, 1 believe we after the reading of the poem, President ! with a view to coming here because of the.
eminent.
The formalities were conclud- could in a short time make this matter clear Rowell again referred to these pillars of the labor troubles in Reading and looked over
ed with Gen.
of the Bath to you, if what. I have written does not do association, and expressed the general wish the building. He was highly pleased with
Yours truly,
Iron Works of Bath, Me., the contractors so.
that they might be heard from, one aud all. the building, its location and arrangement,
F. M. Simpson, State Treasurer.
for the
anti the Katahdin will be j
The Press report says:
but said it was too large for his use. The
turned over to the government at once
Hon. Eliphalet Rowell, father of the presibuilding will give ample room for working
the Iron Works.
The Maine Board of Agriculture.
The
touches
dent, was tiie first to respond. He referred 500 hands, while lie employs from 250 to MOO.
will be put on at the Brooklyn navy yard.
to tne time, thirty-three years ago, in this
He knows of other firms who wish to come
It is
that the Katahdin will be W. H. MOODY RE ELECTED AS THE MEMBER city, when the country was in peril, when I
FOR WALDO COUNTY.
to Maine, which employ from 200 to 500
this association was formed. He spoke at
in commission in about ten
1
bauds each, and thinks he may unite with
.A very careful canvass of the Senate
A meeting of the representatives of the some length of the great development of
in Maine since that time.
He
on
the free
substitute to the various agricultural societies of Waldo journalism
some of the smaller ones in leasiugthe buildsaid that the benefit derived from the social
House bond bill has been made and it is
ing or, if he locates elsewhere, can refer
county was held at the Grand .Jury room relations during all these years eouid not be
claimed as a result of that canvass a maSaturday to elect a member of the State estimated. In regard to the annual excur- some of the larger ones here.
in the Senate in favor of free coinsions he declared that they had made all the
Board of Agriculture. The meeting was
members better and happier, besides affordsmall.
age at this time will be
Wedding Reception in Whitefield.
Some so-called “sound money” men go called to order by G. G. Abbott, secretary of ing trips to distant points that would not !
otherwise
be
obtained.
As
for
the
statement
The social event of the season in this town
so far as to
the
Waldo
be defeatCounty Agricultural Society.
say it may
ed.Senator
has introduced a res- Albert L. Mudgett of Belfast was chosen sometimes made that they go off on junket- was the wedding reception and ball at
he
declared
that
the
owed
editors
ing trips,
Cooper’s Mills given by Mr. and Mrs. J.
olution
the
to recognize
chairman, aud W. H. Moody of Liberty the railroads and hotels nothing aud that Russell Abbott, at I. O. O. F. hall, Thursrepresentatives ot Cuban insurgents when- clerk. Freeman Atwood of
obligations wTere mutual.
Mr. Abbott is a popuG.
1 day evening, Jan. 0th.
Winterport,
ever they appear to have a seat of
Marshall N. Rich spoke of the formation
lar
gov- G. Abbott of Belfast and S. T.
merchant, and the bride, Miss LilYoung of of the association as the result of au lianyoung
ernment in the island and the
of
M. Kennedy, one of the social lea>i« rs
Liberty were appointed a committee on effort to do missionary work among editors of the town. Despite the inclemency of t he
a
of the natives of that
and to introduce a religious sentiment weather, fully MOO friends and relatives were
He is directed in that case to grant them credentials. They found the societies rep
among them, so they wou.du’t cut each
present to co gratulate the happy couple.
Republican sen- resented as follows:
others throats so often.
The results had The programme of the evening was in charge
ators held a brief caucus after the adWaldo County Ag’l Society (Belfast), G.
been very satisfactory.
He remembered at
of Hon. R. S. Partridge of Whitefield, who,
journment of the Senate
and de- G. Abbott, Howard Murphy, A. L. .Mudgett, one of the first meetings that
somebody said in an exceedingly appropriate speech, introcided that in case the emergency should F. A. Gray.
that on meeting Col. Adams of the Argus
duced as speakers of the evening, Hon. L.
Waldo & Penobscot (Monroe), F. L. Palwould support Senator Frye
had found him a must genial gentlearise,
M Staples of Washington and Dr. A. A.
they
for president pro tempore of the Senate. ! mer, Freeman Atwood, Eli West, C. M. Co- man, but had supposed from his paper that Jackson of Jefferson. Music for both recepnant, Edwin Jenkins.
he must be a regular fighter.
(Laughter.) t*(>u and ball was furnished by Monaghan’s
West Waldo (Liberty), W. H. Moody, S.
ol tile newsorchestra of Gardiner. The wedding pres'Fish and Game. Maine’s share of the T. Young, L. F. Hurd, F. A. Bunker, O. W. Mr. Rich urged the importance
ents have been numerous and valuable,
papers opportunities to advocate the pressea salmon eggs hatched at the United
Ripley.
ervation of the historical relics of the State,
showing the high esteem and regard of the
The North Waldo Society (Unity), was
States government station in East Orland
not only for our own satisfaction hut as an
The
many friends of Mr. ami Mrs. Abbott.
this season is dll,000
a traction to visitors.
twice not represented.
ushers were Dr. H. L. Sukeforth, F. A.
S.
as many as were received by
President
Rowell
said
Freeman
Atwood
named
that
it
C.
M.
Conant
as
F.
E.
Ware
the State in
and Harvey Bailey of
George
Carleton,
1805.
l'he State will have 1,000,000 trout a candidate lor member of the State Board; might not be generally known that he Whitefield, and Bert. Moody of South Windcame very near being one of the original
sor.
It was the sincere wish of all present
eggs this year, which will be distributed G. G. Abbott named Albert L. Mudgett and
members, though so extremely young. At that Mr. and Mrs. Abbott might enjoy many
as follows:
Lake Auburn,
Edes O. W.
that time he was publishing the Hallowed years of wedded happiness and prosperity.
Ripley named Wm. H. Moody.
Falls, 140,000; Caribou,
Register, and his father was in the war. He
As each society had a candidate five bal100,000. The remainder will be cared for
had made arrangements to come to Portland
Good Templars.
were necessary, but finally
lots
Wm.
H.
at private
which are at the
to attend the first meeting,, but his father
was
re-elected
for
a
term
of
three
Moody
came
home
at
about
that
time
and
service of the State
Of landlocked salThe Vice Chancellor’s cup is now held by
represented the paper in Portland himself.
mon the State will have this
Mrs. J. R. Pollard, Vice Chancellor of Maine.
year 700,000, years. The ballotings resulted as follows:
H. K. Morrill, Esq., of Gardiner spoke in
to be distributed as follows:
Lake Au--Ballots- a humorous reminiscent
She recently sent in at one time 28 applicaway aud declared
1
3
Cari2
4
5
burn, 200,000; Edes Falls,
that nowhere does a man get just what be- tions for enrollment in the Course of
Study.
Conant.5
5
5
5
5
Moose
bou, 100,000;
50,000;
Pond,
longs to him and no more, so certainly as in
3
4
2
1
Mudgett.4
Belfast Lodge, No. 30, is holding large and
this association. Its effect as a delineator
5
(i
7
8
Moody.5
of character aud merit is unfailing. Another
Pond, 25,000;
interesting meetings. On Monday evening,
Three years ago there was a deadlock beleads the world on lobsters and
and
peculiarity of the association is its effect Jan. 13, the following fine programme was
the
weather.
If
should
meet
tween
the
can
lidates of the three societies, upon
they
only one State, Massachusetts, has greatrendered :
here in
there would surely be a snow
er
sea
fishing interests—and wdien it and after fruitlessly balloting all day Mr. storm. July
Instrumental music.Maud Johnson
comes to inland fisheries,
Massachusetts Moody was chosen
Recitation.Ida Whitcomb
by lot. As there has

i

He is now at his home i
l’he liquor c«*mmissionci in
«» report
gives a list of the fsivnroi ir I
coverages cuusumed by dif''w i1■- in l be
.state.
The tastes of
•him

Considerable damage

but the Baltimore behaved admirably.
The cruiser expected to sail for San Francisco, Jan. 20th.A special from Indianapolis says: “Ex-President Harrison is
going to New York within 10 days and
will marry Mrs. Dimmock before his reIt is barely possible, however, that
turn.
the ceremony may be deferred until after
Lent.”.It is believed that it is England's intention to fortify St.
Johns,
Mid., and make it a secondary station to
Halifax, so as to control the Atlantic shipping. The recent war message of President Cleveland is believed to, have been re
sponsible for the issuing of these instructions.State creation has been proceeding rapidly in recent years. Four new
States—the two Dakotas, Montana and
Washington—were made in 1889, two—
Idaho and Wyoming—in 1890, and one—
Utah—in 1890.
Probably 1897 will see
another State—Oklahoma—added to the
list.The gifts to colleges, churches,
libraries and public charities in this conntry last year amounted to 828,94:5,">49,
again.-, t 819,907,110 in 1894. This is one
of the items that always
manage to elude
the professional .Socialist..Colorado reduced its yield of silver last year by 82,oOU.U'O and increased its gold output by
This looks surprisingly like
81'.200,000.
a new ratio, and
goldbng activity of the
must effective kind.Mrs. Alva E. Vnnderhilt. the divorced wife of William K.
Vanderbilt, was married toOiiver Hazard
I’ciT\ Belmont, by Mayor Strong at New
^ oik. Saturday.
The ceremony was pertoraied at No. :M, Hast Seventy-second
street, tin* residence of the bride.
I'lie
ceremony was performed at 10 o'clock,
and only Miss Smith, Mrs. Vanderbilt's
sister, and a very few personal friends were
Almost immediately after the
present.
couple had been wedded they left the
house and started f.»r Newport.The
( hurch of
Unity corporation of Boston,
Saturday night, accepted the resignation
of Rev. Minot .). Savage, who goes to the
Church of tlie Messiah at New York, as
Rev. Dr. Robert Colliers associate.
Sir McKenzie Bowell of Canada succeeded in reorganizing 11is cabinet.
The new
ministers and what positions they will till
are not given out.The London
Daily
News commends Great Britain for seeking
the friendship of France and Russia.
It
blames Lord Salisbury for hitherto always obliging Germany and getting nothing in return.
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The Maine
WHAT WAS SAID
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Nnilil li

for

N. B., whither she was called hy the sn blc
death of her father, Mr. Andrew Bishop.
d.

('apt.
Belfast

N. S.

Capt.
New

N.

Lord

of

last Thursday,

York

L-ud.
t-.

take

a

He

Brooksville

u

guest of his hrr,
was

on

command

h

s

to

\\

of sell,

u

Adelbert Ames.
E. Krohock of Biddefor-i, formerBelfast, is one of the speakers
South Portland People's Leeture Course.
Kev. H.

ly

of

His subject is ‘‘A Typieii Anmriom,
Monday evening, Fell, : j

.‘.ate

Winslow and daughter, Theodora
Lawrence, Mass., yesterday for a
short visit. Mr. W. will return in a few
days and his daughter will remain and visit
T. N.

went

to

her aunt
Miss
Iand

a

number of weeks.

Charlotte T. Sibley lectured in K ».-k-

Tuesday

and

Wednesday

evenings.
her

Edward Sibley accompanied
daughter to Rockland, where they
guests of Col. aud Mrs. W. H. Fugler.
Mrs.

were

The many friends of Miss Sadie B. Pillsbury will he interested in the announcement of her engagement to Edward DeGroot, physical instructor at Montclair Military Academy, New Jersey. Miss Pillslmry
is spending tlie winter in Boston, pursuing
her musical studies with her aunt, Miss Fannie C. Berry. [Bangor Daily News.
Mrs. Hannah J. Bailey of Wmthmp, the
well known W. C. T. C. worker and refo uier, with

a

young

lady friend,

will sail next

week on the Kaiser Wilhelm II of the North
German Lloyd line for Genoa They will he
absent about a year, and among other plaees
Jerusalem, Norway and Sweden,
before they return.

will visit
ADMINIS-

TRATION’S FOREIGN POLICY.
“Ralph M. Perry, the popular clerk of rlie
Truth requires us to say that Mr. Cleve- West
Hotel, and a man who has so long been
land’s secretary of state has become one
identified with its every interest, has severof the most interesting figures in American politics.
The rapid increase of his ed his connection with the house, says the
reputation as a statesman and a man of Minneapolis Tribune of Jan. t»th. In an inconviction, initiative, and force, is a terview Mr Perry said that his reasons for
phenomenon of the time. For thirty leaving were purely of a private nature, and
days Mr. Olney’s fame has been growing further: “My plans for the future are vet a
like Jack’s beanstalk, but with a good
little bit indefinite, but the chances are that
prospect of permanency in the altitude I won’t leave
Minneapolis. I have received
attained.
a number of flattering nusiness offers, and
Here is a gentleman, regarded until
quite recently as a shrewd corporation it is just probable that I will find it convenlawyer and an expert at lawn tennis, who ient to accept one or the other of them."
suddenly develops qualities such as mark The Tribune says :
the heroes of whom nations are proud.
Mr. Perry is perhaps, the most popular
He has attempted and achieved the thing
clerk who ever helped to draw patronage to
that seemed impossible. He has reversed
the big hotel. He has been with the house
the whole foreign policy of the adminisfor the past decade, his name having been
tration. He has blotted out the ignominy
placed on the pay roll in dune, l.ssu. He
was second steward for four \ears, ! 't for
of his predecessor’s record of subserthe
past six years has been behind the desk
vience and surrender.
In firm tones he
and night, according to Ins watch.
has dictated Americanism to a cabinet day
Mr. Perry wil, lie remembered' as toe .•,.
wherein there have been few in the past er
gentleman who helped save the Acs
who dared to speak above whisper. He
Hotel from the assaults of a horde of eumhas mastered a will that was supposed to pai n hoodlums during the Pepuhlu m national convention o| l.S'.li'. The Inhhy of Tiebreak every time before bending; and
West was tin scene of most of the exciting
with no beating of drums, hut, we are
demonstrations of that exciting perio-t. Or..*
sure, with profound inner satisfaction,
an unusually unruly
moii forced its
night
has marched the President hack into the
way into the rotunda. They poured in
y
American camp, where the headquarters the
thousands until there was scarce ro ,u
of an American President properly are.
to breathe, and every piece of hivakahie
Two months ago the recital of this furniture was tiireatened with demolition.
Col. West was at his wit’s ends.
achievement would have sounded like the
1L< did
story of a miracle. If it is a miracle, Rich- not know what to do. Perry was ctpia to
the occasion.
Mounting the office desk he
ard Olney is a worker of miracles.
called out to the crowd in clarion notes
We present our compliments and rewhich sounded clear and full above the din
spectful salutations to the Springfield and roar of thousands of voices yelling for
Republican, a journal which, months in Blaine and Harrison: “Gentlemen, I call oil
advance of any other Mugwump, Demo- you in the name of the Most High to control
Vocal solo.Lillian Spinney
cratic, or Republican newspaper, inform- yourselves and act like men. You must
Dialogue,
ed the people that the Hon. Richard leave this rotunda immediately, and in so
May Pendleton and Ida Whitcomb I
will avert a terrible catastrophe.
Violin >olo.Orrin Haney Olney of Massachusetts was a patriot and doing you
There are unmistakable signs in the basea
Quartette,
person of independent intellectual ment that this floor is
beginning to give unMabel Webber, Lillian Spinney, Bert
energy.
[New York Sun.
der your‘weight.
If it falls who can foretell
Davis, Orrin Haney.
the awful results!”
The lodge will later organize a Training
East Knox. The farm buildings, together
That was sufficient. In tive minutes there
School and several members will enroll in with two cows, two horses and 15 tons of wasn’t a stranger in the rotunda and Perry
had
saved the fort.
class '98 for the Course of Study.
hay owned by Rhoda Ann Stevens, were
consumed by tire Sunday. She is 77 years '
Seaside Grange conferred the first degree
Miss Linnie Holmes, who has been confin- of
on tw
candidates and received two by deage and lived aloue. She barely escaped
ed to the house for the past w'eek by sickmit and re-installment last Saturday evenwith
her
life.
Loss
about
No
insur- I
SI,500.
ness, is able to attend to her business again.
ing. They will have a class of ten or'tw elve
ance.
[Rockland Star.
for the fourth degree in a few weeks.

The

Songs

Old

To the Ehitok

and

the

New.

Colds

The Jolknal: 1
recently looked over a list of <‘>00 songs,
words ami music, all for the reduced

;

Coughs

Chaps
Chafing

;

Catarrh

Chilblains

of

j

price of 30 cents, and this suggested a
comparison of the present with the past—

The first musical instrument 1
was the
jewsharp. I
every boy who could get two rents

It soothes every ache,

every bruise, every cramp,
swt- '.ling
everywhere. It i> for INTMKXAI. as much
in iv'o, T»y I>i A. Tohns—n. an old Ramily Physician

But 1 think every boy
The tongue broke.
in tin old Centre district tried his best.
tather

or

There

a

liddle,

as

blind

a

was

it

was

was a

Liver Pill Made.”

P“Best
arsons'

violin,

called then.

named Maiden,
a good fiddler.

man

fr-’-n swauville, who was
Along about that time Jack

Douglass,

from the blond/ indicate women find relief from
using them. Price 25c; five $1. Sold everywhere.

a

famous musician, played for a dance after
a chopping bee at Charles Turner’s in the
district.

Mr.

Douglass

was

an

old

man

then, lame and with poor eyesight, and
he played the violin with his eyes shut,
lie moved his hand with the bow but very
little, and the least that anyone could do
in lingering on the strings.
To a hoy it

it will lie
er

them coming from the village
etc.
The district was

oi

Mmlgetts,

c rants.

famous loi

uevei

genuity

musical talent

in-

or

making musical instruments.

in

named Prescott, who
sett cd in the district for awhile, made a
0
i n and became «juite ;tn expert plavei.
young

ii;

man

families

-icue

only

sacred music

wt-d, but Presi ott sometimes

was

overcome

by }>iaying sacred musii and all other
t!
ooickly for awhile and then changcl to t'iie more
ing
lively tunes, when all
; a-'"c.i oil satisfactoi ily.
1
!

at

1

<’i!:ci little side issues

tie

ne«{

m

>

banco

had

came

in

a

huu-

how to

he

tor

music.

a

tlit* “(»irl I left Behind me."
Aitei silting out the slow of tongue
only
i"\s and
mt

for

one gin
long dam

a

were

classed

There

e

as

n
:

•Ht,,.j; two

would take

spells

at

the

of the younger ones learudance.
The cowhide boots could
"U.( < -om; with the best
steppers at the
"i ';
so: in (Mil
■•i.
/ip (don and dig up
is more

in

a

spot.

More

or

less for .'0

j

pro- i

were m.-v-

ot]..-r> with numb dough, hut only
m •Higli for a
fi w sets and turns,

m

i

The two favorite
t'ore-and-after were “Old Zip

some

mi

two

I

foie-and-after, and then there

a

to

ones

bus.

big school of
>'-mebody learned

the

as

oiU d-1 >n in the

a*

\ e:u s

seen

stridq^ahead

that there lias been a greatthan in any other branch

i of knowledge.
Everything in the music
line, and all the insti uinents, are very

-ooked very easy to do tin* little lie did.
The old district then had but few dancers,
n-o-t

Pills

Positively cure Biliousness an«l Pick Headache, liver
and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities

every’ irritation, every lameness, every
as KXTF.RNAI, use.
It was originated
Mvi-rv Moth.-v should have it in the house.

T had
I use Johnson’s Liniment for catarrh
tried almost everything" recommended for
catarrh, but find Johnson’*; Anodyne Liniment
far superior to any. I use it as you direct.
J. E. Win!', i.k. South Windham. Vt.

Our

Book

“Treatment

for

Diseases” Mailed Free.

Doctor’s Signature ai d Directions on ev.-rv bottle.
All Druggists. I. S. Johnson &• Co.. Boston, Mass.

Religions
AN

EPITOME OF

I

bought

THE SERMONS IIY LEADIN';

< i.kkgymen of vahiols

denominations.

The Pessimist,
i have no use for a
cheap, with plain instruction for learning, j man with along face. Sour Christians aland there are instruments now that will I wavs chive away converts and hinder the
free course of tin: gospel.
[Rev. I). L.
play the tune by turning a crank or wind- | Moody. Evangelist, at Atlanta, G.i.
>
ing up. S anyone with an ear and taste
Lirerty.
A Government has no right
for music can strike up and make liar,
io prescribe my food, to dictate my
sleep,
mony for themselves, if nobody el-e. or to command
ray occupation, or say that
Somehow The old.-i people are impressed
of
rest
shall
be
Sunday. [Rabbi
I my day
with tunes that were heard when young M ises Jacobson, Hebrew. Youngstown,O.
and that will always be liked, although
Scandal. the scandal monger is a per
they are out of date now. Some of the sun to be healthily despisi d 1»\ all classes,
“hi patriotic tunes played with life and and the person who repeals a scandal
drum in military parades and displays is even worse than a thief or a murderer,
Rev. Dr. Ferry, Methodist, Winnipeg.
have never been excelled among the new,
Man.
in the opinion of those who are partial to
I'm; Pless.
Fct me control the press
old-time music. So we all have our fanof the laud, and 1 cure not whit is taught
cies in our small way about music.
in the schools, in the church or in the
in the old Centre district no one has la
books of the public library.
[Rev. M. II.
conic famous as yet.
but now there are Harris, Universalis:, Reading, Pa.
young women who can play the organ and
Armenia.
The United States is the
sing more than all of the district 00 years
proper Government to stop the persecuago—either sacred, sentimental, patriotic tions in Armenia and to say to the Turks,
f hrist
and humanity,
or comic
music, besides playing quick in the name of
‘This persecution must have an end.'’
music: and all the music in sheets or books
C
F.
Smith. Episcopalian, Balti[Rev.
can lx- bought very
cheaply. In the sparsely more, Md.
settled districts novv-a-days singing should
This world can not he
Eloquence.
be taught in the schools so that the young I
won by the eloquence of preachers.
God
will
ave a chance to
their
voices,
try
pity the church whose chief ambition is
with
Singing,
organ accompaniment, is an an eloquent preacher, for such a church is
enjoyable put < f an entertainment in the <»n the way to the cemetery. [Rev. R. A.
the
no

j is

l-.ng winter evenings now; besides
si
ha!-<-j'oiC*g 111 l! UO:!‘ 'C. and nine!:
learned

ways
little

from

the

words

that

al-

will

be remembered; and every
helps the young. Children who

learn to carry a t une w hen very young
will learn to talk plainer and are not so
liable t-. stammer and hesitate when learn

can

George, Congregatioualist, Cleveland,

Death of
HE

WAS THE

j

THE

K

B. Wight.

WELL-KNOWN

“WEBB” OF

BOSTON JOURNAL.

Mr.

F. B. Wight, for many years the
Washington bureau of the
Boston Journal, died suddenly of heart

head of the

disease Jan. Oth at his home in the CapiThe great, the sutal City.
For some time past he has been
the
Christian
preme object for which
Church was established was to make men j ill. and during tlie last few weeks the
like Christ, earth like heaven, and the ! critical condition of his health was underkingdoms of this world like the kingdom stood by himself and his intimate friends.
of God’s dear son. Whether this stupendFor a quarter of a century Mr. Wight
ous object is
achieved by one sect, or by
100 sects; whether under a single banner, seivcd tin- Journal at Washington, and
•
<>r under a score of banners, is perfectly : luring that time made a marked success
immaterial. [Rev. W. Fielder, Methodist, as a sturdy, honest and conscientious
journalist.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Born in Massachusetts, December (>,
Eugene Barton Wight removed to
S .cikty.
The social problems that,
perplex and the social perils that menace Chicago in 1850. He was one of the first
can
not be successfully solved by inj graduates of the University of Chicago;
dividual effort.
Christs may come aud j subsequently received a legal education
Christs may die till every generation lias and was admitted to the bar; spent severits redeemer, and every hill its Caj vary I al years in study in Europe at the Universtained with blood, but society will go sity of Berlin anti in Paris; returned to
blindly on to destruction unless society Chicago in 1807, and spent three years in
gets the spirit of sacrifice and unselfish- the office of Melville W. Fuller, present
ness into its organic life.
[Rev. J. F. chief justice of the United States, engaged
in the practice of law.
Meanwhile ha
Roberts, Kansas City, Missouri.
had been a constant writer of editorial
j
Hospitality. JShould President Cleve- j articles for the Chicago newspapers, and
land, ex President Harrison, or any of a translator of books from the French and
German tor European correspondents.
our great men, knock for admission to our
In 1870 lie removed to Washington,
homes, how gladly we would throw our
doors open, and ln»\v glad we would he where he resided and up to the time of
to receive such a guest, but if Jesus Christ, ! his death was correspondent for the press.
in the guise of a poor and hungry tramp, : He was for many years the Washington
j should come t > our door, how different correspondent of the Chicago Tribune.
would be the reception given.
[Bishop Uater he became the correspondent of the
Rudolph Dub*. Evangelical, Philadelphia, Chicago Inter-Ocean at the national capital.
Pa.
Mr. Wight was vi<« president of the
Gridiron
Club under the late Frank Hatj
Sim urn; a i.ism.
The Bible of spiritualism is written in human deeds ami record- ton.
In 1 >77 he married a daughter of the
It contains all the
ed in human hearts.
j products of the human mind. Its inspira- late Colonel W. W. Clapp, who was then
tion is found in all the poetry, all the art editor of the Journal.
and in all the genius of the past, as well
as the present. Tiuth is the glowing light
\ankee Capital in Georgia.
j which illumines its pages, and eternal justice the corner-stone upon which it rests.
|
Atlanta, dan. 7. The Whittier cotton
[Mrs. Helen L. Palmer, .Spiritualist, Normills, located on the Chattahoochee river,
wich, Conn.
I six miles from this city, were set in operaFki:i: Lijjhaimks.
The free library has tion
yesterday. Miss Helen A. Whittier
come to
be largely a supplement to the |
of Lowell, Mass., president of the comtheatre, circus and variety show. Into
the free circulating library are apt to-be pany, pressed an electric button and put
spindles in operation, opening up andumped all manner of t hings in the sacred i otlu‘r
indust ry for Georgia and
1 do not mean that
name of literature.
giving emi
ployment to between 3<M) and -100 people.
much that is positively vicious passes the
I be construction of the mills was
that is negative,
begun
censors, but much
l;ls4 spring. The total cost was s-jQO.OOO.
trifling, transient, unnatural, weak and ; The
mills
have
10,000 spindles, and it is
weakening goes on the shelf and into our one of
the finest equipped plants in the
homes.
[Kev. Dr. Milburn, Indianapolis,
country.
Ind.

Ciiukgti Unity.

Johnsons Anodyne Liniment

bought a jewsharp of the tin-peddler, although 1 uevei knew any one to become
skilled in getting music out of it before

The n«*xt musical instrument

Cramps

J

recall in the district

Nearly

Croup

which all flesh is heir. You can relieve and speedily cure all of these by the free
old reliable Anodyne. Generation after generation have used it with entire satisfaction, and handed down the knowledge of its worth to their children as a valuable inherit c!ce
Could a remedy have existed for eighty years
except that it possesses great merit for
It w,.- originated to cure all ailments attended with inflammation: such as
family use
asthma, abscesses, bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis, all forms of sore throat, earache, headache, la grippe, lame back, mumps, muscular soreness, neuralgia, scalds, stings, sprains,
stiff joints, toothache, tousilitis and whooping cough. The great vital and muscle nervine.
Are ills to
use of our

say :>0 years ago. Judging from my limited knowledge, with only the associations
of this district. the ehauge has been marvellous.

in an inverse ratio to the dignity of the
power over that slavery, but the worst of
all slavery is that of the mind, when free
thought is denied. Worse than the fetters on the wrists and irons on the ankles
is the man who endeavors to put fetters
on the mind.
[Rev. John Reid, Presbyterian, Detroit, Mich.

Colic

().

Woman.

A true woman has wonderful
She was found first at the
cross and last at the sepulcher.
She lias
greater rights than a king, and a cohort of
is
angels
always hovering uear. [Rev. E.
h. Robins, Presbyterian, Baltimore, Md.

Sift one ip;art gf dour, two rounding tuaspnnnfulg of h king p
Hr, ;.m! om* ten.pool,Hi! f
;!
» howl
add three teaspn oif-iU of < OTTO LEM! ami r:M..,,
runt;: i,.,rough y
mixed tilen add sufficient milk to make a soft dough knead s rht ly,
1 out about half an
inch thick, and e.it with a gittall biaeult ■iitt-r. p..
„.,t
•,
pan, ar»t hadin a irtickov. n f.
fifteen or twenty niiivtt.-s. The-. be
he a delicate hr„.,n top
and rtf 11win, :11,'nt on tlio si-i.-s, and sri •••*>• whu.-> wh-n I
iK.
■■■

a’nvaae.1

The secret of

in this recipe, as in others, is to use but
Cottolene as you used to use of lard. Cottolene will make the biscuit light, delicious, wholesome. Better
than any biscuit you ever made before. Try it. Be sure and
get
genuine Cottolene. Sold everywhere in tins with trade-marks
Cottolene and steer s head in cotton-plant wreath—oneverv tin
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, CHICAGO. 22; 1 ./
u,OLANli. ME.'
success

two thirds as much

YOU ASK US WHY,

*

j

I

1

WE WILL TELL YOU WHY
We are selling our Winter Clothing so cheap,
that will astonish you.
The season is about
we want to put in our
*
*
#

SPRING
Do not

delay,

Love.--The world yearns for love. Huhappiness depends upon human love,
spiritual happiness upon a divine love.
Human love can not satisfy the yearning
of the soul, which is for divine love. The
sad mistake of the world is that, it fails to
rea ize the presence of that for which it
yearns, and it therefore remains in distress.
To know the character of divine
love one must know God.
[Kev. J. M.

W eak, l rritable, Tired
“I Was No Good on Earth
Dr. Miles’ Nervine
strengthens
die weak, builds up the broken
down eotistitui ion, and permanently
sure;' every kind of nervous disease.

prices

over

and

*

*

GOODS.

>

come at once

at

and

purchase

SUITS. ULSTERS, OVERCOATS,
REEFERS, FUR COATS,

PEARY COATS,

UNDERWEAR,
HATS, CAPS,
'HI TENS, GLOVES,

1

man

humility

BAKE A BATCH OF 0!S€U11S

'•

AT THE

-3»White Store, 81 Main Street,-cCHA.S.

O’CONNELL, Proprietor

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.

Statistics.
Jt costs s;:>,000,000 to
().
the lawyers: £12,000,000 to keep the Meeker, Methodist, Cincinnati,
“About one. year ago S was a/;iiefed
t
criminals; £10,000.000 to keep the dogs,
Secret Vice.
Vice, nearly always hides
with tterrotisness,
commit by
and nearly £1,200,000 to keep saloons,
sleeplessness,
its head and carries on its operations in
Creeping sensation in my legs,
while it costs only £(>,000,000 to keep the
A
young
the secret place. The saloon has its blinds
Slight
da\>, but man;, had good voices could
palpitation
of
my heart,
John
W.
Miles. Metho- and
sing songs all the evening,but could j pieachers. [Rev.
frosted pane, the gambling house is
MHstraeting von fusion of the mind.
(list, Wellington.!, Connecticut.
pe-, haps could sing a verse or two.
out of the way, upstairs, and red tape is
notread a word.
Now that fellow could j
Serious loss or lapse of memory.
Am ;u ,di I ran lemember of the old time
needed if you would get in.
The dens of
Weighted down with core and
; have had some learning sung into his
> e n s ati < > n a
s m
Sensati on a 1 j > reachshame are forced into sections where they
si ug
are :
worry. K completely tost appetite
is valuable. It draws crowds. If you
head. JC- said he never heard a
ing
that
song
will escape the gaze of the respectable.
Anti felt my vitality
i' g' i.'
'•
from the wars of ail lighting
wearing ont,
The The
he liked more than twice, before he knew want crowds you eau get them.
H*
I was weak, irritable and
secrecy constitutes a temptation to
g«*m 'o til** place lie never took de- ;
tired,
sensationalism. the
newspaper thrives on
and makes it easier to escape
it. Singing is a good antidote for the 1 hat is its
light m.
curiosity,
was reduced to till) lbs..
fly
weight
|
Such
great stronghold.
preacli- detection.
’h'-ii he in.iv sit down and toil the
[Rev. Dr. Young, Baptist,
In fact I was no good, on earth.
blues.
The
was always told about
stimulates
the
story
and
ng
feelscenes a** sa w, all,
imagination
A friend brought
Richmond, Ya.
two important factors in vital and
^
'Born he doth au-uru on tile Isle of | a vessel coming through
Bucksport Nar- ings,
Because it is offered at
me Dr. Miles’ book,
that
*V. Helena.
and
honest
practical
It
religion
.ws when at noon the cook
living.
D v xe Q a li r V.
A good Jew i s betcalled all oiten succeeds when
“New and Startother preaching fails.
Here are some of the
we offer:
doth mourn lor her husband depart- hands to dinner
ling Facts,” and
and, as the custom was [Rev. Dr. Beatty, Presbvterian, Hoboken, ter than a bad Christian as certainly as a
ed,
I finally decidde
good Catholic’ is better than a bad Methothe cook steered tiie vessel and a X. J.
m.t do anis whei. she
sleeps and she wakes then,
(list or Cniverbalist. It is the quality, the
to try a bottle of
in oken-!ieart< i,
man by the name of Barnabas looked after
that is in a man that determines his
Dr.
Wood Seat Chairs from 25c.
Miles’
Kend to
IIkaeei:.".
ns ih
For ages our physicians j spirit
even those that
the
nearness
to
or
sans.
his
remoteness
fhe
had
from
cook
the
orative
the
Nervine.
misfortune have doctored us as if we were wheel:glit with lmr,
Christ.
Bedsteads from 50c.
His
creed
will
■J
not
Before
I
ns w
bad
to
;
si
printed
taken
;•
stmt.
thinks of the Isle
bridge
badly and when he got excited barrows that needed repairing, and clergy- the
d Helena.
chasm which his evil spirit lias crei
one bottle I could
men have preached as if w<- were
there was only one way to
him
to
spirits:!
from S3.50
get
and his evil creed of the mind will
v*‘i'i> oi tin old
sleep as well as a 1
the truth is we are both body and mind: ated,
songs. Banks of speak.
Soon alter the captain went, to
not separate his heart from Christ if he
lO-yr.-old
boy.
the
My
two
suffer
together, and what God
Extension Tables from S3.50
aia.yv. ine. ami The < onsrant Farmer’s
Shiner h« heard the cook trying to
[Rev. E. R. j appetite returned
say j.'ined together let no man put asunder. supremely loves the best.
*'*
•!
cealb-ii. Some of the war tunes'
( olumbus, o.
greatly increased.
ile ran on deck and looked [Rev. 11.
>. Rowlands. Baptist. Lincoln, i Rexfurd, L'niverbalist,
Chamber Sets from $10,50
something,
"•■te J‘laved wii h tile and drum had !
H/*<•»! I had taken the si.rth bottle
around, but the vessel seemed to be going Neb.
1
Reek.iocs
m>e(
elation.A
false
I
life
My
weight increased to
r\ much below the music.
Zti bs..
Chairs af almost your own price.
One all right.
S ill the cook was
* is closely related to a false faith.
The sensation in my tegs was gone;
We are j
trying his
I nit a 11 a n ism.
1
The Unitarian Church
*ss tlo
iver to « harlie.
The best: so the
Extra
living in an age when many are drifting |
Soft
rook another good honors reason and conscience as
My nerves steadied eomylctcty:
captain
from SI 50
means of
vo rd> were :
out upon the treacherous sea of
My memory was fully restored.
specula- j
h-ok around and hack to the distressed the development of divine truths.
It
1
Hair
turn.
f\
I do not mean speculation in the !
i res good oiki' and
and
Wool
lower
My brain seemed eieu rerthun ever.
than ever before
stands
for
wine,
civilizing forces, education and
cook, and says
io\ «-s g.
“sing it! sing it! whyi
I felt as good its any tetan on carta,
shape of putting up margins or gambling \
andy,
morality as does no other cliur-h in the, in
ar.e\
I-S t'l kiss the gilds
Sofas
and
don t you sing it**"
Parlor
Sets
that
-Dr.
lower th-”1 -n fime
is
a
Mites’ Restorative Xercine is
That brought tiie "°rld, because in others these
I
stocks—though
great evil.
'v •‘"•a he ••an lino
are limited
rhmu handy,
j mean, rather, the drift of thought in reA great medicine, JT assure you.”
cook around, and out it
“Overchurch
by
spread
rituals.
It
I
came,
teaches
Since
the
we
have been in busin. ^.
:i
the eh• *»*i-■».
Anothej souc
Walter R. Burbank.
Augusta, Me.
brother mod of man and the fatherhood' spect of philosophy and morals and rej
board is Barnabas, and
half
a
mile
was
Dr. Miles’ Nervine is sold on a positive
ligion. Dogmatic theology in some quar- j
<d
God.
'Rev.
Napoleon
astern of us."
IJoagland,
ters is at a discount, while speculative
guarantee that the first bottle will Viieiit.
Old FaBmeii.
1 »*•;. he came ti■ town
Providence, Rhode Island.
All druggists sell it at $1,6 bottles
or
t' ’h a pa v of
theology is far beyond par. N tiling is j it will
be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
striped trousers,
settled. [Rev. Dr. McLeod, Pn sovterian, i
by the l>r, Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, led
•imi
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Douist.
We live in an age of almost
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Venezuela in Paragraphs.
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Health
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Banooii, JIk., Jan. 7. At the annual theology. But there are two points
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about
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songs.
manner and
Population of Venezuela is 2,121,098.
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early pioneers the women sociation this afternoon the following human life and the
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with
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death.
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the most verses and little ditties to named officers were elected:
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writes that his wile had canPresident, [Kev. Father Stagerwald, Catholic, pure-blooded
cer winch
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Indians.
sir g
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I ever hear sing a
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In sacred sidents, A
song.
M. Spear, Gardiner; C. A.
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Of the surrounding country
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Business.
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i- the women led the men in numbers,
Marston, Skowliegan; K. C. Burleigh, not consecrate his life to a
British Guiana was acquired by England
treated, and pronounced inHer grandmother
curable.
worldy motive
but iM attei years, say about the time that Augusta; f\. I’. Frye, Lewiston; A. U. and he in
treaty in 1814.
and aunt hud died of
sympathy with God. To he a through
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life.
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Hersey, Bangor; J. F. Hill, Augusta: J. a man
the decree of March 24, 1854.
entirely of the world in business by
F. Sprague, Monson; K. C.
the district and had heard bauds
Venezuela's export trade with New
Farrington, and on Sunday be a man of God. [Kev.
Augusta; G. H. Gifford, Auburn; J. II.’ John II.
Vork reaches 85,000,000 a year.
]»:uy, and besides there was a singing Kimball.
Strong, Baptist, Cincinnati, O.
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Over Thirteen Millions
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in the disasters which attended the
great
music.
Almost everybody could hum the that time Mr. Wing was an assistant or Hod can ordain will never in themselves
work.
He was agent for the
librarian of the House.
Mr. Wing was a make a bad man a
company.
100 Tons Shorts and Feed
good one.
There must Subsequently he
tune, and one hymn that goes in that tune member of the Maine House in
engaged in manufactur1880 and be a
in
his
power
heart
and
operative
was often
ing. He married Sept. 25, 1828, Sarah B.
The march for several years was secretary of the
sung in meeting.
Just received and must be sold to
changing the man from within outward. Williams, daughter of lion. Ruel Wil- take itjmorning, noon and night, and it will
is not in the catalogues now, but I should
inakeoom for mure.
Republican State committee. He is a But law can in a measure
enre you.
T took the medicine as directed,
prevent
and
good
liams,
man of fine abilities and well fitted for
eight children were born to out had no confidence in a cure, as my case
like to bear the old tune
people from becoming bad. It can re- them.
A. A. HOWES & CO.
again, it was so the
had been tried by so
position to which Mr. Milliken has strict vice by
many. After using it
preventing it from Haunting
Newbury St.,
a week I began to feel
good.
better, and in a short
appointed him. [Kennebec Journal.
its temptations in the face of the
young
The times have changed more in music
of Faikfifi.p St.)
(N
Up to date this year 450 new corpora- while after that I was entirely cured. That
and innocent, and by making it a crime to
tions have filed their certificates at the terrible distress, everything I ate, breaking
than in anything else. All the music and
English Spavin Liniment removes all incite
BOSTON,
others to vice.
sour in my throat bad all
MASS j
And
the
of
up
and
I
have
gone
history
Hard, Soft or Callomsed Lumps and BlemSecretary of State’s office. This number not had a moment’s discomfort
The I.anj.*worthy building <>n tin* corner of
shows that crime and vice is 50 in
since. To- Hours, 12 to 2. other hours hv
songs for the young can now be had at ishes from horses, Blood Spavins,
excess of last year.
appointment only
Curbs, jurisprudence
The
most
of
rinuvli and Market si reels, is offered for
there
isn’t
a
day
healthier mail and my apOct., 1895.—lyr45*
sale.
low prices, and in many houses the
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles, have been very materially reduced through the companies
Ilie lmuse is briek ami eontains two
in
Maine
is
organ
but
organize
do
petite
grand.”
tenements
the
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
operation of law. [Rev. T. YT. Moore, most of their business in
and a store
l<> be sold at a great bargain. Annlv
is played, with the violin and
other
States
or
Save
of
use
one
850
bottle.
t,»
Warranted Presbyterian, Helena, Mont.
harmonica;
by
W. fc. MARSH.
Nuts
perhaps all over the country, at the same
and there is enougli music and some to the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
Relfast. Dec.;?, 18S>.». 4'dtl
Two Tons New Raisins
time retaining an agent in this State.
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
A
of all kinds, Celery,
Drugis
about
Extracts
spare,
what some might say.
Cookiug
Slavery. The baseness of slavery is handsome revenue to the State and attorgists, Belfast, Me.
and every thing wanted to get,
Just received and selling lower than
up a
600 bbls, Choice Brands Floor
Compare the musical knowledge of fifty
ney general is yielded by these organizafirst-class dinner, and at prices that
was ever known.
tions which
willastouisli you.
into existence under
years ago with what is known to-day and
spring
—All to be sold at
very low prices.
for
our elastic law.
A. A. HOWES & CO.
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Healthy, happy babies are generally
the offspring of healthy, happy mothers.
It would hardly be natural if it were
otherwise. The baby’s health and happiness depend on the mother’s. The
mother’s condition during gestation particularly exerts an influence on the
whole life of the child.
Impure blood, weakness and nervousness in the mother are
pretty sure to
repeat themselves in the child.
If a woman is not careful at any other
time, she certainly should be during the
period preliminary to parturition. It is
a time when greatest care is
necessary,
and Nature will be the better for a little
help. Even strong, well women will
find themselves feeling better, their time
of labor shortened and their pains lessened if they will take Dr. Pierce’s FaTo those whom
vorite Prescription.
troubles peculiarly feminine have rendered in any degree weak, it will prove a
veritable blessing. It is a good general
tonic for the whole system, and at anv
time will promote the proper and regular
action of all the organs. It is a medicine
for women only and for all complaints
confined to their sex is of inestimable
value.
Dr. Pierce has written a 1000 page book
profusely illustrated called “The People's Medical Adviser,” which will be
sent on receipt of twenty-one cents to
pay postage and wrapping only. It’s a
complete family doctor book.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

and bails

develop
soon

as

it

into
the

craft is outside the harbor.
However hard the peasant’s lot at home,
though he owns neither house, nor land,

cart, nor goat, nor pig, there is none
poor that he cannot possess at least
one little donkey,
which, after the connor

so

venient habit of its kind, supports itself
on brambles, tin cans and other
j
If you want to go anywhere in :
refuse.
somehow

vetch, and the brittle stalk and rustling1
twice as long as that useful implement is |
forest of the bitter lupine."
So well was
of
one
village
storied,
straggling
made in the Azores. Eacli donkey has a
j
mod stone houses looking centuries this excellent counsel followed by the rope of braided rushes around its
shaggy |
Ii set. dose to the street—that is, ! Romans that they carried the lupine with neck in lieu of halter or
bridle, and on its I
>
hit of yard in front—its steep | them into their conquered provinces; and back a huge wooden
saddle, with upto this day the ‘‘leguminous crop” alterroof thatched with straw and its
turned wooden yokes at the front and
nates with the grain in these remote co:
ire earth strewn with rushes or
Even men rarely sit astride when
back.
lonial off-shoots. When about:! feet high
Its one small, square winccdles.
ride these animals, but mount the
they
the lupine is cut with a short, two-edged
: laced high up in the front wall, is
cumberous saddle something as you would
and the stubble is plowed under.
iosed except at night.
Its door, sword,
the wild Irish jaunting car, with both
The narrow streets of many villages are
'•amis always open, as if inviting
legs dangling over the donkey’s right side,
Every harness a standing testimonial. Made
so hard
the peasants use
trodden
that
is eyes to take their full of staring:
in moments of peril clutching violently
from the best stock by tirst-class workmen,
them for threshing-floors. Riding through
the lower half of the door is tern- j
with both hands the horns of the front
under our own personal supervision.
his way carewhich may well be called it “di•!y shut the upper panel, which is them, your donkey picks
yoke,
of lupine which men
Such fully through heaps
It is no use to undertake an
nges. is tiling wide open.
lemma.”
are threshing
with flails before their !
as we see framed in those rude
upright and dignified position! Far better
So hitter are the beaus that the
ALL KINDS, LOW PRICES.
vs! Here a Rembrandt, there a doors.
to double up in the true Azorean attitude,
“boneset" tea w e used to imbibe for the
•as: and plenty of Murillos, too, hardwhen on donkey-back, in the form of an
SPECIAL PRICES OX
The peasmentioned to ears polite. Perhaps ague is sweet in comparison.
inverted interrogation point.
old man in his shirt-sleeves, rest- ants carry them down to the sea in bags;
From padre to peasant, everybody owns
and after they have been picketed a few
arm on the casement and stolidly
a donkey and
brings it into requisition
in
salt
the
effect
is
water,
much
the
days
:;g. Ins silvery hair straggling from
for the most trilling journey.
The padre
his gray knit cap: or the aged same as that of brine on an olive, and will not walk a block if his own or
and
any TRUNKS, BAGS
are
at
sold
the
street
corners
as
one
:i'ia, with a crimson handkerchief! they
other person's donkey is within call.
DRESS-SUIT CASES.
of the delicacies of the Lenten season.
mi her breast, every wrinkle in
The goat herder on the mountains has his
(>ne may learn some useful lessons from for an
at herv face accentuated by
her ;
inseparable companion and if the
white turban.
Or maybe it is a I the contented lives of these poor peasants. I feediug ground is shifted but a few
rods,
Oppressed l»y both church and Slate, they j he makes as much preparation as for a
lira, with naked babe in arms: or a
are
content
to
work
from
to
sunsunrise
:o\vn Penelope at her “woolly task"
j long journey, riding in state to his new
Very Loivest Prices in
set for a shilling, and to fare every day j
spindle.
station among the rocks.
So, too, the
alike
on
unleavened
bread
and
\va'.
a
details are simple enough.
spring
Robes
peasant-laborer rides to his shilliug-a-day
Er end of the room are two beds,
ter, with at ran- intervals such luxuries
job on the adjoining farm; and the conn- !
AND ALL KINDS OF
l
as dried
fish and a few bitter beans.
loot to foot, made up remarktry woman, wishing a hit of gossip with !
Skilled laboi seldom commands more !
Winter Goods.
wit ii ticks of home-made linen
the good wife in the next cabin, sets out !
with moss, corn-husks, or the than 40 cents a day, and a man with a, in the
saddle and arrives with as much j
|
•n
gathered from the root-stalks cart and a donkey considers himself in i eclat as from a
Stevonsi .V ErwliincV
lengthy pilgrimage.
wonderful luck if he can earn .">U cents by ,
ib<cinding fern. I)i<ks"itni cu’.*.'/«.
Wherever you look, down any street or!
NE IV STORE.
1-4 hours
constant toil.
On sueli me a<i 1- covered with a ga\ patchlaue or country road, there is a constant
ltKi-FART. | Cor.
Mais
St
sums
themnot
'd r. or one of white knotted cotgre
they
only support
Watbirgton
jj procession of donkeys. Here comes a ; l>ec. 18l*5.--18tf
selves and families, but actually contrive
E round, hard bolster at each cud
ridden by peasant women on their
group
The la- Ij
.lows, and decorated around the 11• lay up sonic for rainy days.
to town, each woman cloaked and ;
; way
linen pantalettes, sin ii is -.nr b.u'ci who is >o fortunate as to have a
cowled in the hideous capote capiilo, with !
I
•: •!•
called “\aiaiK-cs." trimnn d Mcady job at >1..">0 per week, is sure to
all manner of country produce swaying
o.,
home-made
llaxen
lace. put by all cents of the weekly stipend un- irom their wooden
A bane donsaddles.
E.iiiily is too inuiHTous to be til lie owns his home, and maybe a bit of ! key laden with
water-casks,
plods
along I
< >i course this could not be were
.'.way in The two beds, lower ones ; laud.
without companion or driver, sent from ;
his wants more numerous or less easily
cd underneath them, to he trunsomewhere over an oft-traveled way, with
The government has wisely
.*t mglii.
A loft is also made in supplied.
a look of wearied responsibility upon his
restricted by law the exportation of corn,
>k >f tin roof for the larger boys,
Behind comes a bevy of
gray old face.
j
iiis staff of life, which he prepares for
a
few boards hall" way across
under piles of cornstalks heaped
Are You in Health Now ?
donkeys,
•a
ab.-ve tlie beds and furnishing food by grinding, mixing into cakes with j so
high that it looks as if the stacks were
If Not, Why Not?
a
Hat
hearth(. ii
shake downs” of moss or water and baking on
! traveling into the city on invisible legs;
1 >o you know about ‘*1.. 1'.*’ Ata>sing at mid-day, we often see stone. If too poor to own the smallest but beneath the fodder, bells
jingle in a
wood's Bitters ? They restore dibit ol laud, lie rents enough, (generally
>i the family taking their siesta
muffled way, and a lad follows after, prodgestion, enrich the blood and bring
—*•
lofts, with legs dangling down paid for in labor,) to raise corn for tiie
new life into all the organs. This is
ding the mysterious bundles viciously. |
the
In
harvest
sea"ver
the
heads
of
their
wives
consumption.
family
:tinge
beginning in the right way, at the
Again it is a troop of donkeys mincing !
is
with
w
hole
the
son
the
landscape aglow
root of all disease.
iglHers, sjiinning below. From the
down a narrow path laden with wheat
35c. a Bottle of all Dealers.
hang long strings of garlic and golden hue of the grain, which, stripped and corn in casks and panniers; or two are
|
of the husks, is strung on poles or on the
•>, bunches of Indian corn tied toAsk for the True L. F.” Atwood’s
met sustaining a heavy beam across their
Bitters.
by the husks, dried lish and cane branches of trees, or piled up in enormous backs to which is lashed the trunk of a
stacks, while wains heavily loaded with it,
w hile the iloor is encumbered with
tree, being conveyed to the city for buildshelled corn, and sacks of wheat come creaking down the hill-side. Fish
ing purposes, so evenly balanced that
•ans.
There is a pine table, a rude of all kinds is abundant in the neighboring while one end
bangs the donkey's head ]
two, and perhaps an Eastlake seas, and absurdly cheap. Sardines appear and
shoulders, the other, bounding lightly i
that would li 11 the heart of a collee- to be most common, and are brought in
along the way, is a menace to all passers.
witli envy. A stone seat is placed
by the iisliermen every morning, in boat Perhaps the oddest burden of all is a pa: tlu* high window, the bambino ocloads, and sold at the rate of '1 cents per tient being carried to da Misercordia, the WE MUST SELL.
hundred.
s
We intern! to make prices that will sell every
a niche in the opposite wall, and
People come down to the splendid hospital of Ponta Delgada. Two
one we have in stock|hy January 1st.
•olleetion of saints and saintesses in shore and buy them in large quantities, timbers are fastened
lengthwise along the
which
in
•harcoal or lithograph, is more or
panniers upon donkey’s back and from the ends of these
they carry away
J. H. & J. W. JONES.
the backs of donkeys, to salt and dry for
lurnerous and profusely adorned with
Belfast, Nov. 28. 1805.—48tf
other timbers extend across from back to
winter use.
•u
The Azorean peasant utililowers, according to tlie piety or
fastened with
mewhat
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wattle fences of wild cane-stalks, or
‘ving the pliant basket of bramble

and carpet his floor. Of the palm pith
he makes artificial flowers, with which to

bringing

bundles of tiax

adorn the saints

extensively

cultivated and used in

\zores, yet such a thing as a loom or
mg wheel, as we know those impleis almost unknown. A simple disnd spindle, like that used by Helen
v. and by Penelope and her hand
■

altogether in vague. < >ccain passing along some country
you hear through the open door of a
the rattle of

a

rude, hand-made

which the flax is

"ii

woven

into

bed out by the women.
Any day
see illustrated the Scriptural oc-
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of “two
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i^^ooh^u^h^Diseases of Children is^

published by the infra, of the old standard 1
remedy—True’s Pin Worm Elixir.

VERY MOTHER

skins for it will receive a copy free. Tells
k'hat to do for all the disorders of children.
Send address to

very

DnJ^TRUE&CO^uburn^Ie^j
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nor

that treadeth

«

1

from

work

the

them seek to escape their burden of povreturning
iltt of the
plow’ is caught on the yoke ; erty by emigrating to Brazil or America.
ween the oxen while the pole trails ! Doubtless more of them would follow the
"Mjr the ground, precisely as Horace and wise example of the Star of Empire, which

1 *'

"lder Latin

poets describe it.

The

Drng Store,
Btsh Street, Belfa-t.

Over C. 0. Poor’N
3n.

with

plow is the pigeons prefer to roost among the thatch;
‘tin implement reproduced—of wood, | nor a piggery, for the socially inclined
shait alone being shod with iron. The porca, tethered by a string to the door•iiian rides to the iield on his donkey,
post, is more at home inside than out.
then has a pair of oxen to do the No people are more faithfully in love with
k. while the
donkey is turned loose in Fatherland than the Azorean with his
dge to wait. So it was in the days j island; but as the peasant can never hope
!"b, who tells us that “the oxen were to greatly better his position at home,
•mg and the asses feeding beside | many of the more enlightened among
In
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F. A. ROBBINS.

Fannie B. Ward.
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■he. corn." The Azorean
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and mingled with this racket is the
'ant thwack, thwack, of the llax bean

are

Sufferers

Mattress Work,

House for Eale.
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linen.

are

and
pat anil pert in
Arranging the component parts of lusciin
straw,
topped
ous pumpkin pies.
Ithatch and hat; his clothing is of llax,
She cannot solve or twist ’em, viz: the plandyed with mountain weeds. The volcano j
etary system,
She cannot tell a Venus from a Saturn in
furnishes lava stone for his building ma- !
tin- skies;
terial. the brook, clay for bis pottery, But
! A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
you ought to see her grapple with the
|
fine view of Belfast bay; ten looms all finished,
fruit that’s known as apple,
the faya and the heather his fuel, in short,
! line cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
And arrive at (puck conclusion when she
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
nature has done the best she can for him,
tackles toothsome pies.
et<\
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
and he utilizes her benefits to the utmost.
M.
DILWORTH,
She couldn't write a sonnet, and she couldn't
< >r C. B. HALL. Main St., Belfast.
44tf
As a rule he has no use for a barn or
trim a bonnet,
She isn’t bookish in her letter of replies;
storehouse, for his small stock of grain j But she's much at. home—oh, very! when
can be easily stowed away under the beds
she take, the juicy berry
Anil manipulates quite skillfully sympoand in the corners of the one-room casa. |
siums in pies.
shall be at my office in Memorial building SatNeither is there any need of a hennery to ! [H. S. Keller, in Truth.
urdays from 10 a. m. t<» 12 m., and 2 to 4 p. m.,
until
January 1, 1896. All persons who wish to
tempt the neighbors, for the chickens and

is

ns,

pine staves,
boxes, covered

used for orange
with stout, home-made
as

“upholstering.

hammock, made of

kets, panniers, the bodies of carts and
Queen of Pies.
wheelbarrows, and the wings of his fanShe isn’t versed in Latin; she doesn't paint
ning mill. The bamboo supplies his house
on satin,
with rafters, and partitions, walls his hen
She doesn’t understand the artful witchery of eyes;
nery and pig-stye, and forms the staff But oil!
sure 'tis true anil certain she is

bruise, hackle, spin and wind.

s

or

thongs.

a

ried even with broken
homes in the most distant part of the island to the city for treatment.

sell to strangers.
Of the bramble and willow he makes bas-

on

heads from distant fields, which the
cn

such

into

ropes, plaits it into matting and uses it
and the palm leaves to shingle his roof
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Biliousness
Is

caused by
torpidity of

I

the liver. This
prevents the
digestion of
food, which
ferments and
decomposes in
the stomach
andcauBes dls-

tress, dizziness, headache, Insomnia, nerHood’s Fills invigorate the
vousness.
liver, cure biliousness, constipation, jaundice, sick headache, etc. 26c; all druggists.

we

The doctors tell tis, now-a-days, that disease germs
everywhere; in the air, in the water, in our food,
clothes, money; that they get into our bodies, live
there, thrive and grow,if they find anything to thrive on.
Consumption is the destruction of lung-tissue by
germs where the lung is too weak to conquer them.
The remedy is strength—vital force.
Scott’s Emulsion, with hypophosphites, means the
adjustment of lung strength to overcome germ-life.
It is fighting the germ with the odds in our favor.
These tiny little drops of fat-food make their way
into the system and re-fresh and re-invigorate ir.
Whether you succeed with it or not depends on how

would not be

would astound the world.

to-day

off under cover of darkness.
on even
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are

at
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cer-

refugees
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’San Miguel island, and require the sertical, though a deal less sentimental, than vices of a
donkey, all you have to do is
the
earlier authority:
Virgil’s..
Says
to step over to the Matrix church, where ;
“(.’hanging the season, you will sow the hundreds of the
sturdy little beasts are I
golden corn on that soil from which you
all day long, accompanied by
congregated
shall have first gathered the merry pulse
barefooted drivers who carry iron point- 1
with rattling pods, or the tiny seed of the
ed goads, as large as. hoe-handles and'

better idea of

but since that cannot be,
gd along as well as possible with
•id-painting. As in other countries,
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aid of hur.cina
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It is said that sacks of wheat
and boxes of vegetables, taken

urges the alternation of a light, legumincrop with the heavier grains. Horace
Hreeley's celebrated ad vice in “What 1
know about farming," was not more prac-
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ies. impresses upon the Italians the necessity of rotation of crops, to preserve
the s''d from exhaustion, and especially
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and plowing the lupine, is also borrowed
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that Virgil in the first book of the Georg-
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extensive and profitable business and
is yet considerably engaged in.
When
you see a bonfire at midnight on some

Shaving Soaps.

sent Free

“With

long

But a good many get away
nevertheless, by shipping clan-

may know to

germ-life

ERS.

an

a

Mrs. F. Warner, Crompton, K. I.
THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.
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\ Washing Pow- /
der.
\
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WASHING POWDER

War.

EDISON TELLS HOW BRAIN MAY TRIUMPH.
AERIAL TORPEDOES, ELECTRIC SNAKES,
DEADLY WATER, SUBMARINE DESTROY-

destinely on the whalers and traders that
occasionally put in at the smaller ports.
“Stealing Portuguese,” as the traffic is
called in seaman’s parlance, used to be

long time, and find it a perfect washing
powder. At house cleaning time it saves me
much hard scrubbing. 1 would not be without it."

A choice's
cake of Olive \
Oil Soap will be \
found in each pack-

Wit in

a passport will not be
granted unless lie gives bonds in $300, to return and serve in the army when conscripted. It might as well be three million dollars, so far as the peasant is able

to raise it.

for

!
a'

No native
without

passport; and

1 have used

*

very strict.
tlie island

j

avail themselves of the discount of two percenton their taxes must pay by January 1 1896.
H. F. MASON, Collector,
Belfast, Sept. 1, 1895.—29tf

WATERMAN,
...THE-

J

American Violin M ker &
!

Rrpairer,

Is still a; his old stand on fburch Street, corner
Bridge and ( hurcb Streets. Italian style of repairing carefully attended to. Violin bows repaired for 50c, American Violins for sale below'
wholesale, and to be used at the dedication of
Belfast’s new bridge.
9iii45
JOHN W.

WATERMAN,

70 Church St., Belfast, Me.

a

As it stands

battle on land need not be

fought.

A handful of men could sweep away an
The destructive power is found in
army.

electricity.

“Water can be made more effective than
For instance, if an engagement
bullets.
should take place or a fort be assaulted
near a running stream, all that would be
needed would be a dynamo and a bos
One man for the dynamo, one for the hose
and one for general assistant—three men
all told.
They could charge that water
with 5,000 volts, and it would sweep everything living before it away like chaff. It
would simply be a question of how far the
water could be forced.
The three men
could hold a position against an army.
“Then, again, a city could be surrounded with cables that would deal death to all
who should attempt to cross them.
“Another idea that suggests itself as
we chat, is the firing of electric chains
into the invading force.
You could take
chains of whatever length was desired and
attach one end to the wires of the dynamo.
The othtr end could be placed in the cannon with as light or heavy load as desjred
and tired into the ranks of an approaching
You could send death to every
enemy.
living thing within reach, and keep the
air tilled with chains like great snakes.
There are hundreds of other possibilities
that would suggest themselves w hen once
we realized that we were face to face with

good
live.

start the germs had, and how carefully you
The shortest way to health is the patient

a

can
onie.

gain is often slow.

The

SCOTT &

50 cents and $1.00

BOWNE,

New York

Chemists,

Rheumatic
Cure.

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,

Neuralgia,Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhota, Psoriasis,Scrofula.Liver
and Kidney Diseases.

A

positive Cure effected in from 6 to IS days

FOR SALF, BY A. A. HOWFS A CO.

war.

Regardless of Cost.

“With properly compressed air I think
it would be possible for a boat to remain
under water for days at a time.
“I believe that a speed of 20 knots can
be secured beneath the water by proper
construction and the right kind of power.
Five hundred pounds of dynamite exploded directly beneath an ironclad of any size
If it is
or strength will send her down.
fired anywhere in her immediate vicinity
it will shake the plates so that she will
leak.
Several such shocks would tell the

For the next

THIRTY DAYS we

are

going

to sell

^•the lemainder of our-^
-

story.
“It is necessary, of course, that such a
vessel be fast, because after placing her
mine she will have to scuttle away at a
good gait to save herself from her own
work.
“Our civil war was a half-hearted affair.
We were fighting against ourselves. But
God,” said the Wizard, rising with shining eyes and outstretched hand, “how
different it would be with a foreign

CLOTHING

-

CONSISTING OF

Mens,

Youths and
“

“

Boys’ Suits,
Ulsters,
“

“

power!”

“
“
“
“1 believe that the aerial torpedo fur“
nishes us with protection from hostile
said
Edison.
Mr.
war-ships,”
“I have not the slightest doubt than an
“
“
“
“
aerial torpedo can be constructed that can
be steered.
The cost of construction
would be trifling—about $1,500 for each.
Each torpedo could be set to explode at a
“
“
“
certain time after being cut loose from its
of
these
50
tliiugs
ship. Now, suppose
were let loose at one time and sent out to
sea with a 500-pound dynamite torpedo
an
as we must
the room
We mean
hanging to it! It would not be necessary
to strike the ship when dropped and exploded. The very force of the concussion
within two miles of a ship would almost
shiver her.
*T don’t believe that an airship, or what I
a live cent money order with every dollar
is popularly known as such, is practicable
I mean a vessel that will
for warfare.
of
I would not give a straw for
carry men.
the life of a man who was in a balloon
within, 1 would say, three miles even of
the explosion of 500 pounds of dynamite.
“1 have thought it is possible to construct an aerial torpedo on lines somewhat
THE NAIVSE OF THE NEXT
similar to those of a yacht. That is, the
body should be narrow, and possibly
pointed at each end. to give as little resistFor elevating and proance as possible.
pelling power i think that sails just like
pillow slips, two of them, made out of
will, 151 A XXOUM HU IN
some strong stuff, tilled with air, would
suffice. With such sails the vessels could
is
be guided. Once that difficulty
gotten
We could well afover the rest is easy.
ford to send up a flight of a hundred of
such torpedoes to destroy a million or
two
millions dollar warship that was
OJf NOYEMbER ^tl», 1800.
shelling one of our cities. It would be a
business proposition, and we would have
Public interest will steadily increase, and the question how the men whose
a great deal the best of it.
vote turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied with the results under the admin“Electric power can be applied in so istration
they elected, will make the campaign the most inte nsely exciting in the histhat
I
am
convinced
different
ways
many
tory of the country.
it will furnish the machines to defend this
Are
country against all foreign attack.
we in advance with electrical appliances?
Beyond a question. Our Ulcers from
Annapolis and West Point aie well equip- the leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish ail the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of party
ped with information.
“Lieut. Zalinski, who struck off and affiliations.
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering the news
gave us the combination of the pneumatic |
regun and the dynamite gun, will certainly of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the country, market
in each
give us another engine of even greater ports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete
number, the cresftn of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
power.
“1 am beginning to believe that the comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman’s attire, with a
The “New York Weekly
You varied and attractive department of household interest.
uses of big boats are growing less.
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of any other
see, little things like torpedo boats can
Large changes
be made so fast with these small high- weekly publication in the country issued from the office of a daily.
power engines that they can plant a mine are being made in its details, tending to give it greater life and variety, and especially
and get away before harm can be done more interest to the women and the young people of the household.
therein.
Such boats can be thrown together in no time at a cost that is really
"
The
A SPECIAL COJS 1 BA t T enables us to offer this splendid joinna and
trifling as compared to a big first-class I
A myriad of such little lighting Hi publican Journal'1 for
cruiser.
devils would be more effective than a

Reefers,
Overcoats,
Blouses.

Elegant

j?@“We

for

have

business,

Line of

Spring Furnishings.

purchase

give
furnishings.

STAPLES & COTTRELL, 12 Main Street.

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

single battleship.
“High explosives have done

more than
the average man thinks to equalize the
What it took an
strength of nations.
army to do years ago a handful of men
I believe there are a huncan do now.
dred men to-day—inventors—who are not
to destructive engines
attention
paying
because they did not believe the government wanted them, who could turn out
some new, devilish thing that would horrify the civilized world.
“If there is a war with England, which
1 trust there never will be, you may quote
me as saying there will be some remarkFor myable things done by Americans.
self, 1 will say that 1 will abandon all else
and give my whole energy to the service
of mj country. The dynamite gun should
’’
be taken up first.

The

Journal

and

the

Tribune.

Last year The Republican Journal Publishing Company had a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by which the two papers were
furnished to new subscribers at §2, anil to
old subscribers paying in advance for 82 25.
Another contract has been made on even
more liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
are now

placed

equal footing

and all

for The Journal one year in adhave The New York Weekly

who pay
vance

on an

cau

Tribune

charge.

without extra

In

remit-

ting it should be stated that the Tribune is
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the request is made. The New York Weekly
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
twenty-page journal and gives
all the news of the world, while its different
departments, political news, editorials, etc.,
make it a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at 81 00 per year,
which is its price.
The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present standard,
with special attention to local and State

day.

news.

It is

a

Subscriptions

may

begin

ORE TEAR FOR OR’Z.T $2.00,
CASH IN ADVANCE.
(The regular subscription price of the
SUBSCRIPTIONS

HOOD’S

FILLS

cure

The

A pleasant laxative.

All Druggists.

AT

ANY

$8.00.)

TIME.

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

j
Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of T HE IYFW YORK WEEKLY
1 RiBUNt will be mailed o you.

Belfast
BELFAST, HA1NE,

D. B

Livery Co.,
*

*

SOUTHWORTH,

Teams and

Proprietor.

Turnouts, Every Description,

FURNISHED TO ORDER NIGHT OR DAY

COACHES, HACKS, BARGES, OR BUCKBOARDS.
Orders hy Telephone Promptly Filled.

RESTORED MANHOOD

jit. M0TT8
NERVERINK

PILLS

The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous
diseases of the generative organs ot either sex, such as
Nervous Prostration, Failing or Lost Manhood, I in potency.
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every #5 order we give a written
Sold at $1.00
guarantee to cure or refund the money.
per box, 0 boxes for $5.00.

at any time.

Liver Illb,
Headache.

BEGIN

papers is

Address all orders to

—

Biliousness, Indigestion,

MAY

two

BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

DR_ ROtt-« f >f

FOR HALE BY R. H. MOODY. BELFAST. MAINE.

■
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It'vHmul, Ohio.
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The first poem of Alfred Austin as the
Biitish Poet Laureate appeared in the
London Times of Jan. 13th.
It is entitMKS

concluding

L.

E

11KACKKTT,

S

A. G

can

The San Francisco Daily Report of Dec.
an illustrated history of the

hi contains

woman’s club in that city,
p was
founded in 1S54 by four New Knglaud extiist

iles and has met every month foi D years.
A: uie meeting li e general ions were presMr. and Mrs. Joseph Sedgle\ and
M'\ and Mrs. John Morton were the foun-

ent.

deis of the organization, and are spoken
of as down-easteVs. but the Report does
'.iot say what State or States
they rame
Later members

were
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Sullivan Martin.

son.

The wri-

j

returned

verdict for

a

plaintiff for $:’■*. Dnu-

hi,') well making no change ter w is Jo*.-ph r Martin ot Prospect, where i"ii lor plaintiff. Thompson A- Wardwell for
i.en
defendants.
]"»oi,.n on i),e taxes, as they { he was town clerk fora
quartered a century |
-fated that the In-ml-liolders w ho virt ualThe case of A. L. Thayer vs. J. M. FletchAs very many famines in that town hail j
w
wned the
rosh\ Inn f r less than
was
entered on the docket “neither
! cr
it would seem strange if none, are in
t1'
n',-pies
.it The ii-'ilar ,,i i’s
cost, the
; party, no further action for same cause.”
s,‘
i
hi- havli ti made an a--i gnment j existence In-w.
Each chapter ol tin- book
J Montgomery and Wardwell for plaintiff
iln !| inti-T■••sts, had acquired a good begins with a stanza of home-made
poetry,
j
Minton for defendant.
and believtd that in j which showed one of Mr. Martin's aeeomj
ng investment
ustmo r<. the
t ixpa\ers
Evelyn Mudgett vs. R. R. Paul and Althey should pay plishuieuis. On the occasion of the death
| of
II u i: t axes on the same.
mon Keliar.
Action on a disputed line in
Representative Cilley he sent The Journal
!i<• t seem to us that
Brooks. The case was opened to the jury
it
any apology a communication stating that he had served
or explanation was needed in this case.
|! under Colonel Cilley, grandfather of the Tuesday afternoon and the jury with the at1 he action indicated by the informal vote murdered mau. with ;.u rustics on the names torneys viewed the premises Wednesday
’bat

course, S.

vive her.

clear

a

by W.,hcad
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Sea.

a

on

a

of

Cilley, Graves,

ran

Wise

thus:

Cursed

he

an^

Webb.

Cilley’s

hands that crushed thee to

the earth,
Ill-fated victim of

equip and cany
rhe hotel

heap quick

the hotel.
At the
built it was suggested

thy

on

was

S.

Plymouth, Wis.,

Jan.

memory.

Littlefield.

(5, 181XL

that the tax be continued on the Crosby
estate, and the men who gave their
money

and

It is worth noting the coincidence
and time that Belfast might have;: first I that the above letters, written by former
class hotel were led to believe that the residents of Waldo county, one coining
from Wisconsin and the other from MasThe
building would be

\Ve

exempt.

city

Hon.
would have had the tax on the estate as sachusetts, bear the same date.
beioie, and Crosby Inn certainly brought] Joseph Williamson of Belfast has a comt" Belfast each year many times over all plete copy of the book in question, and as
;
that ei nId have been assessed upon the ! Mr. Littlefield says there are no doubt
It
entile property.
As an investment it was others in existence in this section.
a } livate loss, but a public benefit.
Now may perhaps he regarded as another cothat the hotel has been reduced to ashes incidence that the writer met in Portland
last week a son of Representative Cilley,
that is the general opinion.
Gen. J. P. Cilley of Rockland, publisher
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taken action on the suffrage question during the past year. Colorado has decided in
favor of it, and now have women legislators
as well as men.
The number of women in
the Tinted States now engaged in lucrative
employment is 2,747,l."»f, yet it is still considered no crime to burden women with taxation without representation.
She believed
tl.e cause of woman suffrage the most imof
all
the
reform
movements.
portant

Beecham’s

reel

same

me

a

blow from

time, ”1)-n

more

than

behind, saying j

you, you have
hundred dollars to-

a

by

it.

Annual sal,

a more

than

6,000,QUO boxes.

i

Sheriff Norton testified that a day or
two after the affray Freeman told him that j
lie struck Crosby because the latter had lied
about him before the Grand Jury. Freeman
took the witness stand in his own behalf and
acknowledged that he struck and kicked
Crosby as alleged, but did it in a moment of
anger because Crosby, who was drunk at

day.”

the

time,

called

him

a

vile

name

and

said

I’ve fixed you to-day.” After
the affray Crosby walked to his home in
East Belfast, a distauce of three miles, and
the next day walked to the city and appeared against Freeman in the Police Court.
The day following, however, he was unable
“1>-n you,

get out of bed, having severe pains in the
part of the body. Physicians
who saw Crosby between the date of the
affray and Nov. 5tli testified to a bruise on
the back of his head and a swelling and tenderness near the lower part of the spine.
to

head and lower

attorneys were very brief in presenting
to the jury. Judge Foster in his
charge instructed the jury that talk, no mat-
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at the very lowest prices.
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.rps of first-das* and competent
workmen, wlm arc capable «.t doina any kind ot
W <• cordially ask '• u :•
our line
i>it our
store and examine our stock
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W. T.COLBURN,

A. K. PIEROE

McOJintock Block, High St.

Belfast, Dec. in.
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been in the south many years.
brother of Mrs. Mary E. Cutter
Maria

Southern

D.

Peirce.

lady.

He

His age

leaves
was

*
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ton

And shall be till my store is rented, and in
.•*
aremaining stock have a line of

the morning of Dec 20, 1805, Mrs. LuRogers Hobart passed quietly away,
aged 82 years and 0 mouths. The death occurred at the home of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Sarah L. Rogers in Troy. Mrs. Hobart was
a woman of unusual intelligence and refinement, possessing great strength and decision
On

Ladies'Gold Watches,
RICH PATTERNS and FINEST WORKS.

LOCKE’S,

A full line of

convictions of
rare

and

Solid Gold, Stone

adfrom

mirable traits as could not fail to win,
the lover of honest and outspoken truth, a
strong and deep regard. Several years ago
she was left a widow with no children, and
since then has spent the past few years with
friends in Massachusetts; but with failing
health came a desire to return to the home
of her childhood, where a warm welcome
awaited her, and a large, strong heart and
willing hands gladly responded to her every
want. She came home in the autumn and

fering,

<>mnever uttering one impatient or
word.” The night before her death
received several letters and Christmas

II you want a watch now
is the time to buy—you
never will get them as low
again. Come in and see
how good a trade you can

AND

Band Finger Rings.

get

Fine stvle of

STERLING SILVER WARE,
with

a

great

LOCKE’S,

varitey of

I

am

anxious

to

close

and any < f these
ONE-THIRD ai d
their value.

|

goods
some

Mccssc'iijicr's

I

C. HGRVEY.

The remains arrived

on

the

Notice.
The

undersigned, having associated themselves
together under the firm name of

JACKSON & HcINTOSH,
for the purpose of carrying on the grocery business. and having bought the goods and good will
of the firm of <oNANT A. CO., will continue the
business at the old stand. No. 45 .Tain Street.
We have put in a new, clean stock of goods,
consisting of choice

Belfast National Bank,

GROCFRIES, FLOUR, CORN, OATS,
FEED, MEATS, CANNED GOODS, &c

Belfast,

Maine.

which we will sell at bottom p»ices, and solicit
the patronage of our friends and the public gen3w3
erally.
ISAAC
VVM.

morning

train Tuesdav, accompanied
by the two
brothers of the deceased, Eugene and Edgar
Miss Harriman was the only
Harriman.
daughter of Joshua Harriman, who resides
She
a short distance above Prospect Ferry.
died very suddenly from an acute brain
25
of
trouble
She was
age.
years

Notico.

of Insolvency fee said cmuiitv
VVa'do. against
the estate of .lOSlA U I PK<»\\
nmi>p'»ri. in
said county. adjudged to lie an 1
Ilebtot
on petition of said
Debtor, which petition was
\
Ideal on the 1st day of January
D. IS'.lti,
to which date interest <»n claims is to he coin
pitted, that the payment of any debt r>> or by
said Debtor, and the transfer and clivcry of any
property by lnm are loridddeu by law; Dial a
meeting of the creditors ol said Debtor to prove
their debts and choose one oi more1 assignees of
liis estate will be field at a Court of Insolvency t<
be holden at tin* ITnbate'Mice m -a id He I fast, on
the 12th day of February, A. D
lspc., at two
o'clock in the afternoon.
civeti under mv hand the date first above writ
SAMI KL <i. NORTON,
ten.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of insolvency
2wJ
for Haid County of Waldo.

Eye

John Knapp of Bradley, aged 45 years,
If we could trace Dyspepsia to its
source,
it would lead back to our kitchens. In fact, committed suicide there last Thursday by
the secret of good health is good cooking.
putting a rifle ball through his head. He
If well cooked, foods are partially digested;
was in the last stage of consumption and
if poorly cooked, they are less digestible than
in their raw state.
If you are a victim of i had to crawl on his hands and knees in orfaulty cooking; that is, if you suffer from ! der to get the rifle. He leaves a wife, one
Dyspepsia, the rational cure must be looked child and a brother to mourn their loss. He
for in an artificially digested food, ami a
was most honorable and highly respected,
food which will at the same time aid the diand lias held various offices of trust in his
He was a member of the
gestion of other foods. Such a preparation native town.
rests
the
tired
virtually
digestive organs, Maine Benefit Association in which he was
thereby restoring them to their natural insured for $2,000 The funeral was conducted by the I. O. O. F., of which lie was a
strength.
The Digestive Cordial, as prepared by the
member. [Com.
Shakers of Mount Lebanon, is just such a
preparation, and a single 10 cent bottle will
A telegram was received at Bucks port,
convince you of its value.
If your druggist
doesn’t keep it he will he glad to get it Monday, announcing the death of Miss Nellie M. Harriman of Prospect at Laconia,
through his wholesale house.

Building.

I'. (). Square.)

OFM.T MK TIM-: Slll ltll
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n ss.
A
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January
This is to give notice that on tin* 7th clay of
January A I» 1 HIM}, ,i \\ rra
c
J
was issued by ii.'<> K
!he ours
dinson, Judge

%.■

which made her very happy.
She
read until weary, the last audible words
overcometh
from
tier
“He
that
lips
j
being,
Now is the t ime to have your eyes titled to
shall inherit all things;” and from those I
We are unable to answer all of the above ! words, on the following Sabbath morn, the
(ilasses.
Spectacles and
in bis usual pleasing and
There are two hand engines Rev. J. (J. Lamb,
questions.
manner, spoke words of comfort Hold, steel or rubber frames one half less than
impressive
here, hut one is said to he so much out of re- and cheer to the
living. And then, beside
usual price.
ot f
pair as to he useless. We do not understand her kindred, “Aunt Lucinda” was laid to
that, there is any company organized for the rest, near the old homestead and amid the
loved scenes of her childhood. [Com.
engine that is in condition for use. [Ed.
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my
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character,, and true to her
duty and conscience—such

Springs.

WATCHES!
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58 years.

of
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I

son, but has
He
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PATENT MEDICINE5

£■

u
get at your
pen judgment.
We do not charge Tu getting >atuples, but
charge five per cent, on .til purch.Kcs.* Kemii
taiu-e must accompany .1 i. -rder*. or good* ran 1
sent C. 0. D. if desired. <-\. cpt 111 .*-*• known >. c*.

fimfi*

“Tropin your Throat"
ami

(iKOCEKIES amt

BRIC-A-BRAC. PICTURES,
and oilier

Word has been received here of the death
New Orleans, Jan. 8d of Edward McLel-

and

tilled with water? It also appears that a lot
of tire buckets ami hand greimdes are
very
much needed for the fire department Whose
business is it, see to these matters?
Many Citizens.

Edwin Burleigh Williamson is the name
of an 11-pound visitor who arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Williamson,
Jr., Monday morning
Both mother and
child are doing well. [Kcunehta Journal.

a

Bath Room to

lau, formerly of this city. He was, in early
manhood, a clerk in the store of H. 11. John-

estate

I a.voi is the best medicine for children
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.

Plumbing,

handle any job from

can

was well known in
and enquiries required good taste, knowledge «-f
noted for honesty and I styles, and judgment, and. while ottering to pay
vicinity.
us well for such trouble, we could not undertake
squareness in his dealings, was ever prompt the responsibility without detriment to our established
business as Dressmakers, with the faeili
and reliable in business and was held iu
ties which we had then Having recently acquired
high esteem by neighbors and friends. He j such additional facilities as t>. make it* perfectlv
practical to undertake such business in eonjunewill be greatly missed, especially by his imtion with our Dressmaking and Tailoring, we are
mediate circle of acquaintances. He leaves now at your service to do such shopping a* you
I
in
a wife and two children.
The funeral was require
held at the home of the deceased Sunday,
DKY GOODS,
Ian. 12th, at 10 o’clock, Rev F. S. DollitT,

saved it.

il

big

Stoves, Tin Ware,

,9ft

FELT BOOTS

of his life in that town, and

the

K>--te.
in

fresh,

Also

RUBBERS,

j

by repairing.
jib, jibboom guys, outer

in

a

very
of ail styles of

Gardner and

B.

are

Men’s Ileavv Buckle Arctics,
We have

and that a new store .it the corner
Church am
Franklin streets, .Plena* huildim:, opposite tin
Post Office lias been fitted up c\pres*l> for mu
purpose. We are prepared to show you the best
line of

all made of fine

Died at his home in Jackson, Jan. Pth,
general and’ detailed information, in regard To
Mr. Calvin Works, aged 87 years.
Mr. downs, Coats. Garment.-*. W
j|
raps, ami Materials,
Works was born in Jackson, and spent most where it has been impossible tor them to come to

j

and battery. The jury after being out
less than 10 minutes returned a verdict of
guilty. Tuesday afternoon Freeman was
sentenced to thirty d$ys in the county jail,
and to pay a line of 550, and costs, 5*"0.

and

were

Buck, E.

.Sit

eral years

Hying jibstay hole,
we

are

nice style good.

cere-

she

si

the

druggist’s

master of

and struck him

Oct.

on

Main

pills for constiio*
and
pation
25*. Get the
at your

Edward

was

f .00

Thursday

when the weather permitted was able to
ride several miles and call upon old friends;
but some three weeks previous to her death,
she took a sever cold from which she never
rallied. She had suffered much for five years
with a throat and lung trouble, yet her death
was sudden and unexpected.
Mrs. Rogers
said to me “It. was a great comfort to care
for Aunt. Lucinda, she seemed so cheerful
and contented during her sickness amt suf-

cost

trip to Portland last week by rail affordtaining a uniform lake level by a system of ed a full view of tin Kennebec river where
'l li** le\
dams
lias been falling for several
i tlie ice industry is carried on, and certainly
yi a is, and the estimate of tliedt ciine ranges
from :: to m feet. This may not, he perma- it was a hard looking field for cutting. Drift
nent. but the (b-for* stai iiui of the region has [ ice was frozen in masses, with
only here ami
something to do with it. The Government there a patch of clear ice to be
seen, and in
lias been spending millions for deepening j
lake channels and harbors, and many ves- J places the ice was tilled with drift-wood.
sels have been contracted for on the promise
The best looking ice was in the vicinity of
of a channel of not less t han 21 feet.
A dam i
Richmond. Nothing was being done except
system would probably not he costly, and it
is to decide this point that army engineers near Gardiner, where preparations were in
will he called in. |St. Louis Globe-Demoprogress for cutting. The prospects for harcrat.
vesting on the Penobscot are even less encouraging. On this river the new freeze was
Woman Suffrage in Maine.
spoiled by great masses of <1 rift ice with
At the annual comention of the Maine which the river was filled when the cold
Suffrage Association in Portland, Jan. 10th, | snap came. From the toll bridge, the head
1
the President, Mrs. Hannah J. Bailey, in of the harbor, to High Head docks, a mile
her annual address spoke of the close con- down the river, the surface is very
rough,
test in the Maine legislature when the suf- with anchor ice still running and freezing to
frage hill was defeated in the senate by five the fields underneath.
votes.
She found evidence of the progress
of the movement all over the civilized
world. Twenty-two State legislatures have
g

Jersey Cloth, and

17, 1895, Freeman met
and, without any
provocation knocked him down and kicked
him after he was down. As a result
Crosby
Concerning the Fire Department.
was confined to his bed three weeks and
To the Editor of The Journal: As our
was not able to do any work for more than
water works failed at the recent disastrous
six weeks.
As Crosby had, on the day of
tire, and may fail again, many citizens would
the assault, testified igainst Freeman in a j like to know what is the
condition of the
liquor ease, before the Grand Jury, revenge hand engines. Are they both in good workwith
of
hose? Are they
ing
order,
plenty
is claimed as the motive. Crosby testified
manned by two good companies of ablethat Freeman caiue across the street to linn,
bodied
and
are
j
the reservoirs well
men;

at the

linty years has increased
n
;ntreduced in Ton

l.as he*

the already large

docket.

that,

Geo.

A

Thorndike, to Henry M. Stevens, do. ; land
and buildings
in Thorndike.
Margaret
Waterhouse, Searsport, to Louise H Smith,
do.; laud in Searsport. Daniel W. Parkhurst, Levant, to Nathan B. Parkhurst,
Unity; land in Unity. Win. Spaulding,
Lincolnville, to Melzer Higgins, do.; land in
Lincolnville.... Frederick A. Piper, Monroe,
to Francis J. Bailey, Monroe; land in Monroe.
Francis J. Bailey, Searsport, to Edwin
Jenkins, Monroe ; land in Monroe. Maria D.
Stinson, Fairfield, to Silas T. Lawry, do.;
land and buildings in Uuity. Cephas Edmunds, Pittsfield, to M. V. B. Mitchell,
Troy ; land in Troy. Sewell Hunter, Troy,
to Augustus Stevens, do.; lai d and buildings in Troy. J. P. Weymouth etals., Troy,
to J. W. Linscott, do.; land in Troy.
Wesley Wellman, Lincolnville, to Thirza H.
Wellman, do.; land in Lincolnville.

State a a. Sherman W. Freeman, indicted
for assault and battery on Fred I).
Crosby,
was tried
Friday afternoon. The State
on

and

!

when she

were recorded in Waldo Count\ u. ^ stry of
Deeds for the week ending January 15,
Manly Ciark, Frankfort,to Win. F. Bowden,
do.: land in Frankfort. Osmond J. Parsons,

Bowden and State Constable Mears decided
it better to dispose of most of these rather

claimed

These

s.
Jan
Rev. John
B. Hasted, the oldest member of the New
Enghiud Methodist Episcopal conference
died to-day
He was born at Alford, Mas.-.,
Dee. 24. 1S04, and as a circuit preacher, after j
teaching school m N< w York State, belong- i
he
ing to tlie New York conference. In 1
was presiding elder of tlie Bangor district
(
afterwards was stationed at various churches
in and around Boston, lived in Bath, Mi-..
and later, until 1872, preached from pulpits ;
ail over New England.
Since retirement he j
has lived here.

chafed Mime, but will do

I'ranst'ers

liquor selling. No attempt was made to
liquor sellers, as there were a number
of cases pending against nearly all the liquor
sellers in the county, and County Attorney

Crosby

sur-

jibstay and topma-t stays, all the gear to the
outer jib, martingale hack chains, and broke officiating.
the end off the martingale. When she struck
John Albert Wheeler of Rockland died at
That sea it started her leaking about 200
strokes per hour.
We had one t wenty-four j the home of his brother Fred in Malden,
Mass. Jan. Jd, at the age: of 50 years. He
j hours’ calm and had to haul everything
j down. There \v;.s quite a had s-a all The was a native of Belfast and lived h. re until
Captain Bartlett will make tetn- ISOS, when he moved to Rockland. His
j time.'’
:
Henrietta E. Small ot Belfast,
! porary repairs to enable him to ••oinplete his wife, formerly
for
i voyage, and Lord and Libby are making new ; died last April and was brought
[sails to replace those lost. In conclusion I burial. The remains of Mr. Whecicr A cre
Capt. Bartlett says it is the first, time ;n all taken to Rockland and placed in t!, -veeivof his going that he ever saw a topmast and | mg tomb, but will be laid beside tuc wife in
j (hove Cemetery, Belfast, next spring.
jibboom lost at sea.

indict

criminal

Bucksport now of Portland,
Mrs. Swazey was a native

A. K.Pierce (Smalley,

/./,>

-----

Child's l'-Buckle Overshoes.

WATKitioWN. Mass

dive

the Hying jib being furled

It is

for

to

is.

A

DeWitt C. Folsom.

all the cross-trees and stove the
One of the jibstay bolts
port side-light
broke off on the bow. The sea burst the jib
badly. Everything forward was under her
bottom and we were obliged to cut away. It
After she came
was impossible to save it.
It
up she went along as smoothly as ever.
seemed as if she had fallen into a hole; that
is the only thing 1 can compare it to. The

The Grand Jury reported Thursday morning, after working one day and a half. They
found four indictments, noue of which were

more cases

sister, M

shoes,

Ladies’ High Cut button Overshoes,

broke off

On trial.

than to add

Ladies’

husband,
Martha Bradley,

rime.

We take pleasure in announcim: to our friend*, h
Belfast and vicinity that we have formed a co
partnership under the tirni name of

High Cut Over.$1.90
3-Buckle High Cut Over-

devoted wife and mother, has gone to her

Skinner,

up the jibboom and foretopmast were
gone. The topmast in coming down went

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

the

holders had not then and have not now
a murderous crew.
assigned rlieir interests in the Crosby Inn: Lives there a man who honors not thy worth,
Lives
there
a man to
Freedom’s cause
ami mat the holders of the bonded in- j
more true;
debtedness will lose at least 25 per cent, j E’en that mad gang who feared thy cause,
and thee,
of tI
money they advanced to complete,
Yet
honors on
time

forenoon.

one

smim

Blodgett
monies and the bearers

came

jibboom

BUT THE

ADAGE,

New StocK of a Now Firm

Men’s 3-Buckle

shoes,

of

afternoon.

us up on
to the souther-

bulge, stopped dead, and

IS A N OLD

is CLEAN KKOM THE STAKT

daughter,
Husted,
|
a
correspondent <>( The Journal. !
writing from the Centennial Exposition at
Philadelphia and from Washington, D. C.
through the foresail, and the topmast rigging
a

AT„

Prices.

$5.

I.ivcr Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

reward. The funeral occurred last

forward and went
the forerigging and brought up like

striking

j

clearly in the public interest and in line
with, public sentiment since the lire.
It
should be said, however, that the stock-

Si; six for

“A Aew Broom
Sweeps Clean”

Low Grade

Belfast, and until of late
years a frequent visitor here, and many will
learn of her death with regret and extend
the fullest sympathy to the mourning rela-

martingale into the water.
just as the watch was going

she made

to

••

is

Overshoes

former resident of

>

■

health for

and

copying.

than the

more

below,

had

.,

_,ivernme-nt

one son

sea.
The westerly wind soon run the sen
down and we were going along very comfortable at 4 A. m., and at no time did the vessel

er-

Mrs. R. T. Hardy.

failing

in

formerly

Experience at

Grade

High

Elizabeth Cunningham, wife of .Tulin W.
Swazey, Esq., died at her home in Bueksport Jan. Otli, aged OH years. She had been

strong breeze that brought

a

our

At 4 ir»

payment of

a

Obituary.

which will

in

New York, Cleveland
and Boston.

YORK

••urc

a

ing

dip

mi

chasing
sheep
recently been killed in the pasture where
were
shot..
The
were
not killed
dogs
j they
{ Arlington, Mass., Jan. i>, ISiKi.
at once by the shot, but died soon after.
I
! Defendants claim that their dogs were fox
1'" he Editor oi- The Ioeknai.: In your
!
hounds and never chased sheep, and that
issue >>i .Jail lM is a releielice to a dilapi!
the dogs described by tic witnesses as seen
dated copy ol a “Narrative of Some of the
i
chasing the sheep did not. correspond with
oi a ID*volutionary Sol.Adventures, et<
!
ilieirs.
The case was opened Monday ni"iTidier
You say the writer’s name does not
given to the Jury Tuesday noon.
j appear. It did not appear when the book ing and
After la !ng out about four hours the jury
was eomplete, and it was “entered'' in the
\

Novel

with

bond to recovery

labor

-f

IN E W

syndicate forming to complete purchase of valuable Colorado gold properties.
4w3
Write for particulars.
Subscriptions of $100 upwards.

No. 4

i•<

Ti OOCl S rills

ly

Inhabitants of Jackson vs.
Walter M.
Hillman and Winslow W. Seavev. Plaintiffs claim that two dogs owned by defendants killed sheep for which the town paid
the owners, as follows: Albert Croxford,
$40; E. A. Carpenter, $10; James Smart,
$10. The present suit is to recover these
amounts from the owners of the dogs. The
dogs were shot by Albert Croxford and
Fred II. Brown. Plaintiffs claim the dogs

Mr. Mar-

to Sandy point.
He.
Revolutionary War, and

pecuniarily, incite ill-feeling and the verse “At I'ncle Joe’s
a
community, while crimes of etc., I am very sure was
h-ssei magnitude are readily punishable j Mr. Martin's given name
Can you not through the
by law.

■:

a

the road

soldier in the

pr- lit

stufe

bv

vast amount

Alonzo Low vs. Daniel Dyer
Bill in
equity to allow plaintiff to redeem real estate in Winterport deeded to John White
a

year's work,

< «>.,

S< > ns

Bankers,

Boston.

Itself

Sarsaparilla

hard passage. The way we lost
1 never heard
our spars is a mystery t
me.
tell of such a thing before. We had a heavy
southerly with quite a bad sea and were
heading to the southward and west’anl. At
12 o'clock wore ship to the southeast: had
reeled spanker, foresail, forestaysail and jib
set: all other sails furled. At about 1 30 a.
m. the wind struck to the westward, blow-

was

goes

a

had rather

been added and

have

notice

save

a

\V. J. Hay ks &

Xo, 94!) Broadway,

and

diseases because

The One True ltlood Purifier.

H.

capacity for

Manager of New York House
of

Darling, Denslow &

tives. Charitable, kindly, cheerful in disCapt. T. (i. Bartlett of schooner Charlotte position, she was in her early days the life
T. Sibley, writes from Key West under date of every so< ial
gathering and no appeal to
of Jan. 7th, to Mr. Edward Sibley, agent of her for
aid, if within her power to grant,
the vessel, c- neerning the loss of spars, etc., was ever made in
vain.
Tin- worthy poor
on the passage from New York.
Capt.. Bart- knew her bounty, and the world was better
lett says: “We arrived here last Sunday and for her
having lived in it. A g<*od woman,

making various bequests to
others, left the residue to Cen-

of

a

».

WARD,
formerly

STOCK BROKERS,

Herts,
Hankers of New York,

Hood’s

Former docket books have been only large
enough for one term’s work.

School District in Belfast. Since the
date of the will the school districts have
been abolished by State law, and this bill in
equity is brought t<>determine the legal conAt this term the anstruction of the will.
swers .>f E. P. Giles and Florence M. Hill
have been liled. Leave to amend by insertnames

J

cient

A

ov

CO.,

FLEETWOOD

BANKERS and

formerly

bio< <1 j uritier. It acts
siri\ e 1 \ upon the blood,
and the blood reaches every nook and
Thus all
co~r.e eJ tin lu men system.
t l>.e
!r s, 1 < res and tissues
s. mi:;
come-undcr the beneficent influence of

Bangor; Jos. Williamson, Jr., Augusta.
Tileston Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts,
lias adopted a hook for Ins dockets of suffi-

j
|

iu

ra. : e

<&

Denslow, Easton &

past, week

Washington,

tral

by

el

wide

a

s

di.'-’c-.i/and

were Hiram Bliss,
Jr.,
Montgomery, Camden;
Munson, Pittsfield; Perigriue White,

the

ance

after

relatives aud

ing

to

ca

of

Amanda E. Tower, Belmont, from Chas.
A. Tower, do., custody of minor children to
mother, the. father to have the privilege of
visiting them at proper times.
Eva M. Rose, Searsport, from Vanium W.
Rose, Searsport; custody of minor children
to mother.
COURT NOTES.
Attorneys from other counties in attend-

trustee.

Annie M. Whitcomb vs. Tlios. Ci. Small.
Plaintiff lives in Hampden and was divorced from defendant, a resident of Belfast, at
October term, 1893. The Court at that term
awarded that the libellee pay libellant £8
per month for support of minor children.
When libellant lemarried Small stopped bis
monthly payments, apd libellant brought
this suit to modify the decree and compel
regular payments. The Court awarded that
defendant pay plaintiff £9 per month.
Howard F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel Co.,
under the new law, on taxes of 1894, was
withdrawn from the jury and sent to the
Law Court on report. City Solicitor Wardwell for plaintiff. Williamson for defendant.
John G. Brooks and Dana B. Sout h worth
in equity vs. Inhabitants of Belfast and
others. The late Mary E. South worth, by
her

Peculiar
It

DENSLOW,

Over 25 years member of
The New York Stock Exchange,

Hood’s Sarsa aril la

make

mother.

$26(> (i6. A hearing was held
disclosure, and judgment ren-

E. H.

the

George Blake, Winterport, from Georgie
Blake, do.
Sarah F. Fish, Palermo, from Abram L.
Fish, Augusta; custody of minor children to

fendant.

gers and Sufferings of a Revolutionary Soldier." in which the author’s name does not

ol

"!u».

property beyond

mortgaged personal

; tain promisory notes. Defendant had bought
This rumor, like many others, was mi- j
recent article iu The Journal, are of inWhite's interest prior to a series of suits, of
t:
e. but the change of sentiment above
terest :
which this is one. A master in chancery
denoted is something to rejoice over. The
To the Editor of The Journal: In the
was appointed, who awarded for the plainpiospcet that tile old stockholders of the article. “A Few Maine Books" in the Jan. tiff. The case was sent to the Law
Court,
i.'sby Inn, who have been held up as ■_M edition of The Republican Journal men- which sustained the award. The
judgment
mlic
tion
is
of
a
book
made
Maine
“A
abused
and
entitled,
malefactors,
p
hounded,
for plaintiff is $1548.12
Thompson & Wardoppressed, might be regarded as ‘‘public Narrative of Some of the Adventures, Dan- well for plaintiff. Vose for defendant.
is

sanity.

Win. Gould, F. H. Smith and Leslie
Smith of Brooks were indicted for removing

to

trustee

dered

own

following letters,

benefactors,”

to his

WARD

DEXffSLOW,

combination, proportion and process
used in preparing Hood's Sarsaparilla
are unknown to other medicines, and

At the

amounting
on a

years.
she has held nearly every office in her
Subordinate Lodge, and for eighteen
h Libby, Mrs. Ames Arnold, ! successive years had the honor of being
Captain
its Treasurer.
M:>. Cushing, Mrs. John Ruggles, Mrs.
During the recent severe illness of her
!*■ belt Peinieil, Mrs. Downing, Mrs. Lenhusband Sistei Brackett lias personally
fes‘. Mrs. Win. Booth, Mrs. Maguire, Mrs. conducted the entire office work and edit( I'i'dns.
ed their most excellent official organ, the
Mrs. Ray. Mrs. Cushing, Mrs.
Fieese. Mrs. Grant. Mis. Fulton. Mrs. Maine Temperance Record.
'Tins is a brief record of the busy years
C .n slid ok. Mrs.
Cousins, Jr., Miss Lib- of faithful service, hut other workers will
:•
-Maine is well represented in this well know how much self-denial and
>.
In addition to
self-sacrifice it all means.
list.
her Good Templar work Sister Brackett is
M<»mlay the rumor was current on our also a worker in other temperance socie- |
'•
<<is tl.It
the old stoc kholdeis of the: ties and .in aetive member of the Con<
■>!\ inn had signified their willingness gregational Church.
[International Good
t
While such news seems ! Templar. .1 in., 1MV>.
again rebuild.
1
t<> be
..
true, every inducement
:*■
o;!<l he held out consistent with the j
Maine Hooks.
<
to
interests,
ry's
encourage it, and the j
pntiemen who do so will merit the aj>
1U'.
NARRATIVE of a
RKVoI.FTiON ARV
initiation of the city ns public beuefaiSOLDI KR.
'is.
Belfast .Age.
a1
The
called out

fi'-m.

as

Collector of Taxes, into the city treasury.
The whole amount of the claim was £382 50,
and the trustees, who were lessees of the
hotel, were trusteed for two months rental

MAINE.

The success of the Order depends upon
the faithful workers ot the Subordinate
Lodge. Many of these are not known outside of their own jurisdictions, blit their
faithful service has beeu of great benefit
We hope
to the Order and to humanity.
during this year to make our readers better acquainted with some ot these workers
and do not think we can make a better
beginning than by showing you the picture of and telling you about one good
Sister.
Sister lJraekett is the wife of the popular Oram! S< c ret ary of Maine, and for the
past live yeais has been in name vvliat she
has been in reality for many years previous, his most faithful assistant. Sister
lJraekett united with the Order in Belfast. Me., when only 1-1 years of age and
her memheiship has not only been unbroken. hut she has been a regular attendant and aetive worker since that time.
In 1 Nib she joined the Grand Lodge of
Maine, and has been present at nearly
every session of that body for twenty-six

I suppose we were wrong— were mad men,
Still J think at the ju Igineut day,
When God silts the good from the had men,
There will he something more to say.
We were wrong, hut we are not half sorry,
And as one of the baffled band,
1 would rather have had that foray
Than tii*' erushings of ali the Ra id.

The great American newspaper poet
do better than that.

for arson in

BUREAU,

CRIPPLE CREEK and OTHER GOLD MINING PROPERTIES.

Is what gives Hood’s Sarsaparilla its great
popularity, its constantly increasing
sales, and enables it to accomplish its
wonderful and unequalled cures. The

reach of mortgagee.
present term the jury ren- i
DIVORCES.
dered a verdict for defendant. Montgomery
The following divorces have been decreed:
for plaintiff. Fellows and Bowden for deEllen A. Lassell, Searsrnont, from Chas.
F. Lassell, Ubet, Mont.
fendant.
Annie M Smith, Belfast, from Herbert F.
Howard F. Mason vs. Belfast Hotel Co.,
Smith, Morrill: custody of minor children to
and Haugli, Edwards & Co. trustees. Action mother.
Caro E. Michaels, Belfast, from Elroy P.
on taxes for the year 1891 assessed on the
Crosby Inn and paid by the plaintiff, who is Michaels, do.

happens." W hat does our
critical contributor, //, think of that?

The

Merit

sentenced to a tine of £20 and £10 costs,
which he paid.
Percy E. Waltz of Searsrnont was indicted
was

lessee of

a

granted.

that, seldom

led
Jameson’s Ride."
stanza is:

MeCorison.

on a

the property and not for the
The case was tried at the Octodefendant.
ber term, 1895, with verdict for plaintiff tor
£31 50. A motion for new trial addressed to
the presiding Justice was tiled and new trial
for

never

first class hotel.

a

Edwin L.

AMERICAN GOLD MINING

burning buildings in Searsrnont.
in AugusAction to recover for building a wharf at He is now
jp the Insane Asylum
Sandypoiut. Defense, the wharf was built ta, pending the decision of the officials there

exchanges lia\e been led to
believe that the principal business of Belfast is the shipment of eggs and coon cats.
-1

*»*me

vs

State.

the

for

Thompson and Wardwell for defendant.
Joseph B. Walton, indicted for assault on
Lucy Hussey, pleaded nolo contendere and

mortgage. Judgment for plaintiff as of mortgage. Thompson & Wardwell
Dunton for defendant.
for plaintiff.
Richard D. Bennett vs. Sarah E. Talbot.
Action

j'

1-II-Sll.ItV,

Roekland

1.AH SAYS

County attorney Bowden

JUDGE FOSTER PRESIDING.

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
OHAIU.K* A.

INTERNATIONAL GOOD TEM1*HAC’KKTT.
OF MHS. GKO K

WHAT THK

BELFAST, THTRSDAY. JANTARV 10,1806.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Worker.

Fail lif li \

A

|

Republican journal.

H.

.JACKSON.

li. >IoINTOSH

Belfast, dan. 15, lsi'ii.

75 Chests
|

»

ot the Old

Reliable 30

Tea just, received and also
cents.
good Tea for

cent

a

A. A. HOWES & CO.

|

Op^n

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From

1 to 4 P. M.
DKl’OSITS

SOU (

I I M).

4111

BELFAST.
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NEWS

rHK

The Unitarian parish has instructed its
trustee, Mr. John H.Quimby, to take charge
of the funds willed to the parish by the late

Poor's Mills correspondence although
Monday was not received last week
\V<

duesday

Mary

noon.

The directors of the Bay Point Hotel Co.,
Rockland, have practically decided to lease
the hotel for five years to N. P. Sewell, of
the Islesborough Inn, Dark Harbor, if the
minor details can be arranged
iji a manner
satisfactory to both parties.

tin-traveling men are mourning
tion of the Crosby Inn by the big
Belfast last Saturday night. [WaterSentinel.
of

o

•strm

MacArthur, I). I")., will lecPeople's Course next Tuesday
Ian. '21st, on “The Empire of the

Stuart
:ii<-

Great

‘Sed
■ v

to

seems that December last is not to have
exclusive claim on two full moons. A.
W. Smith of South Gardiner and Mrs. Frances Blakeiiu of Charlotte, both find
that
there were two full moons in December,

It

the

Beland will

Bear of the North.”

kriow Dr.

MacArthur

hear him

again.

been printed of A Brief

1111oi, has

E. South worth.

There

are but 13 prisoners in Belfast
jail.
Owing to an omission in the call the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Belfast Machine and Foundry Co. was
postponed to Friday, Jau. 24th at 10 o’clock a. m.

The

Churches.

Newspaper Notes.
The Portland Advertiser published last
week the first of a series of copyrighted letters by John R. Musick, on Hawaii, the
“Pearl of the Pacific.”

Morning topic
Sunday at the Universalist church: “Sons of God.” The Sunday School follows the morning service.
next

Young People’s Meeting at6 p. m. Subject,
“Eirly History of Universalism.” The sec-

City Clerk Murch has begun on a new
record book, for keeping a record of tires in
the city and reporting the same to the State
Insurance Commissioner under the new law.

I

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Varney are
stopat Dr. Lombard’s, No. 12 Pearl
street,
at which place they ask persons
getting
possession of anjfof their property to leave
the same.

ping

The Belfast Republican Journal has comWe haven’t known it
year.

ond in the series of lectures is given at 7
o’clock. Topic: “The New Creed.”

pleted its G7th
quite as long

Cnity.

Murehat

187(3,

written and

a

mi

the

1st

and

on

the 80th

<

ay of

the

and

office there. It seems necessary to
repeat this, as some of our subscribers seem
to think they should receive the Tribune
w ith The Journal.
All names entered for
the Tribune up to Saturday noon last have

page of the New York Recorder,
features of that paper will go west
next week for a month’s
lecturing tour
re now

through Wisconsin and Illinois under direction of a lyceum bureau of
Chicago.
With last W'eek’s i sue the Rockland Courier-Gazette celebrated its 50th anniversary

by issuing

an historical edition of much inKnox county people and to Maine
newspaper men. The paper has undergone
many changes of name as well as ownership,
and at one time was edited by Wakefield G.

terest to

Frye.
A new weekly
paper, The Patriot, edited
by Way land Knowlton and published by
the Patriot
Publishing Co., made its appearance in Belfast last week.
It is a seven
column folio, with patent outside, and will
advocate the Populist cause. Prof. Bateman
and his Maine Populist must look to their
laurels.

addition lias

:i.

list

A

is

well

r:c an

iii

a-

published
a

a eoui-

list of works

re-

history.

Wardwell, II'ekland's yacht-huildWeymouth, Mass. Jit- lias made

:t

ami got. out the frame for a lug
■•a
lit for New Bedford parties.
The
wfucli lie is working has built the
1
t ll'i’ i:'
for the Ml Oil esf.ens, the
mil sevi-rai others recently
Nat
hawritten
Mr.
Wardwell
it' t"
(.me and w
rk for him at
it i:.- w11. stay w here in- i- at pres,..ioing well. Before leaving he
.*
pr"Speci ..1 building two yachts
t.iwards
Mg
spring, and if the cuni:
■•ioseii will return in time t comein hy si mmer.
f Rockland Star.
i:■

■

1

Si'akks.

ai>

passenger and smoking cars
The ears are larger,
evening.

iifW

i rid a;,

ight.e. 1
f

■rmerly

\

a-ess

with many useful

articles anti

some

and in (‘eery way superior to
run hen-.
The mail, baggage

neighbor's houses as a sort of second
home, coming at any time of day and stayn,
giving practically a new good time.
ing as long as he desires, quite often spendcpt the engine. The new cars are
Shipping Items. Sell. Marcellus sailed ! ing the night. He responds readily to a call
:**d 54 and 20b and will seat 04 pasJan. 8th with hay for Boston from F. G. from either house, and on several occasions
each
The pay train came, over the
has done duty in a very
White.Sch. Carrie C. Miles arrived
satisfactory manner
notes tied around his neck,
Saturday, the first visit of such a January Htli from New York with
phos- by carrying
rc for several
months, the pay us- phate consigned to the Maine Centra i showing much pleasure at the responsibility
•ming through other channels.. .The R. R. Co..The new sch. R. W.
him.Hop- placed upon
train w as delayed at Thorndike two
Bank Elections. The annual
kins, Capt. G. W. Hichborn, has been charmeetings
Monday hy a broken spring.
of the two National Banks of Belfast were
tered to load at Norfolk for Oienfuegos and
held
at their respective
cmki! \'"Tks. On the arrival of steamer I sailed from Thomaston Saturday. .Sell. Carbanking rooms
•■"t at
llocklaud, from Boston, last j lo- A. Lane, Capt Quick, sailed from Port 1 uesday, Jan. 14th. The following officers
were elected :
l ampn Dec. 22.1 ami the four-masted barkBelfast National Bank—Dii> morning, Capt. Otis Ingraham, who
!i off »1 uty since the City of
Bangor entine James W. Elvvell, ('apt. Goodman, rectors, J. G. Brooks, C. B. Hazeltine, A. A.
d up, assumed command, reliemng followed just twenty-four hours
inter, both Howes, Win. B. Swan, T. W. Pitcher;
Mark Pierce, who will take a much
bound to Baltimore.
President, J. G. Brooks; Cashier, C. W.
Several bets were
W
-i
it ins home ill Hampden
made as to which would make the longest
The
cseott.Peoples National Bank—DiKral.r Jones, at the Maine Central
time.
The El well arrived at Baltimore Jan. | rectors, 1.. A. K nowlton, Charles Baker, R.
h.
ck
md. is undergoing the im -t
Duuton, E. F. Hanson, Sidney lvalish,
xat f> p. in., and the Lane, was reported off i
verbauling and repairs since she ( ape Henry the afternoon of the 4th with James Part.ee, Calvin Austin. L. A lvnowlron was chosen President ami F R.
a
I,C
ute new m J.SP2. Joiners are f.uvtopm ist
Wiggin,
g*me....Tlie report, of the
Cashier.
m nay
w ;e.-k of sell. Jennie A. Stubbs of
part of her large saloon
Lamoille,
no a *
ali of the state rooms.
En-| Capt. Dorr, on Phillips reef, in the Caicos
Ice Boating at Alumoosook.
■•id u
Mini.st- are also at w.rk upon
passage, about Dee.. 22d, proves to lie an er’M/im-.s md machinery, much of which
I lie first ice-boat race of the season came
ror, as the Stubbs did not leave New York
m t.aU< i.
apart lor le tiling and la-ad- until Jan. :»d-A little thin ice formed in ofl Saturday at Alamoosook. Some 100 peom
Siii* w l! i.( thoroughly painted the lower harbor the last of the
ple witnessed the event, which was quite a
and
car

has

In his address on “Systematic Benevolence” at the North church last Sunday Rev.
Geo. S. Mills advocated wl.at is known as
the Harris system, which is for each mem-

money.

ber

a stated weekly sum
designate the purpose for which the
sums are to be used.
The plan will probably be adopted by the church. The Sunday
school is to establish a “home department”
by which members who are not able, from

been put in first-class

street.

or other cause, to attend the meetings of the school can study the lessons and
otherwise keep along with the classes. It

1

out

Anvk.n

begun
m

a

later

on.

January

Carle

sale

A

of odd

Jones

pieces, |
a quick

prices the\ quote will ensure
bad at 21 Main street and see

hav-

week,
S. Revenue Cutter Wood bur \ oune
it Saturday t«► break it up and it all went
out with the ebb tide. Siie took out sch.
Carrie C. Miles.
The steamers Florence
and Castine made tiieir regular trips with
very little trouble... .Sch. Jonathan Cone
the U.

iskmknts.

what

Soap Serial grows
m Friday from
nterest
See top of column 5th page...
Sandypoint with hay
j came
<iregor\ A Son, Rockland, advertise for Boston.... Sch. P. M. Bonnie arrived
>'■“ d'lthes, “the kind that fit and don’t Sunday with general
cargo from Vinalj
•The frog will catch your eye, and \ haveu-Sch. Brunette is a total loss on
wmi't have one in your throat if you, Hart’s Island ; particulars in the marine colb "ti Ames &
Son, cash grocers, Stockton umn. .Capt. Geo. T. Osborne arrived home
Calvin Hervey is at liis old stand I last Saturday, having hauled up his vessel,
rings.
■•< d will he until his store is
rented, and has sell. Emma S. Briggs, at Boston for the restock a line of ladies’ gold watches, solid mainder of the winter. Capt. Osborne made
1
stone and hand finger rings, sterling some very quick trips during the past seaverware, etc-See card of the new firm son and earned quite a reputation as a husJackson & McIntosh, successors to Con- tler-Sch. Jennie Greeubauk arrived Tuesit & Co.
We had something to say of the day from Boothbay with phosphate for L.
rm last week, and now they
speak for A. Knowlton-Sch. Fannie & Edith arrivo iuselves
through our advertising columns. ed Wednesday from Boston, light, to load
<ive them a call.
hay at F. G. White’s.Sells. James
The Stranger at Our Gate. The univer- Holmes, Hattie Paige and A. W. Ellis,
from Boston for Belfast, put into Boothbay
sally popular orator, philosopher, scholar
iMil wit, Jahu DeWitt Miller, will lecture at Tuesday.
Ckosby Inn Meeting. The adjourned anne Opera House this, Thursday,
evening on
nual meeting of the Belfast Hotel Co
ids interesting subject. Following are press
was held in the Aldermen’s room, Memorial
otiees on the lecture aud orator:
Mr. Miller is one of the most entertaining building, Monday evening, Jan 13th. The
'ooakers of the nineteenth century.
His report of the Treasurer showed the amount
ondensation of thought is simply marvelof cash on hand at the annual meeting one
ous.
He holds 11is audience spellbound for
uirs.
year ago, $7.19; received during the year,
[ Millershurg (Pa.) Herald.
The patrons of the Granite Course enjoyed from
rental, etc., $997 48; tottl. $1,004.08
writable treat last evening from that eelcExpenditures during the year, $983 18; cash
rated orator, Jahu DeWitt Miller.
Mr.
Miller’s subject was “1'be Stranger at Our on hand Jan. 13, 1890,$21.50; total .$1,004 08.
late,” and was an excellent lecture oil t.lie A large portion of the expenditures was for
uimigration question. The subject, thread
repairs on the hotel. The liabilities of the
•ar*- ’ii many respects, was handled from a
;
Midpoint different from that generally company include a bonded debt of .$18,800;
."••d. The idea which ran throughout Ins | interest due, .$770 00 ami live years unpaid
nscourse was that the desirable classes of
j taxes aggregating $1912 50. The election of
'feigners, who come here to be true Aiueri- officers was
passed over, the old board to
welcomed.
All others
iis, are always
hold. On motion of Win. C. Marshall the
should be treated as the whale treated Jonah
Iter it had contained him the designated
directors were authorized and directed to
me.
[Manchester L'niou, Manchester, Vt. dispose of the property at such
price ami
The Young Men’s Dr.bating Club had for terms as
they think best, with the consent
:t.s subject last Thursday evening “Resolved,
and approval of the bondholders. During
That high license and local option would be the evening there was a general discussion
more beneficial for the State of Maine than
of the hotel question, and many opinions
the present prohibitory law.” The question were expressed as to the ways and means.
was discussed by Messrs. F. W. Brown and
A. D. Chase said he was willing to put as
O. J. Dickey for the affirmative and L. W.
much money into a new hotel as lie did into
Hammons and F. H. Mayo for the negative. the old one. Calvin Hervey said he would
The question was opened for general discus- offer no obstacle to a new hotel or new comsion, and C. E. White, Hugh D. McLellan, pany, hut would take no more stock. N. F.
W. A. Mason, Tyler H. Bin! and Jesse E. Houston did not think the hotel could be
Wilson spoke for the affirmative and Chas. re-built without settling up and
satisfying
E. Stevens, E. S. Pitcher, Jefferson F. Wil- the bonds.
W. C. Marshall thought if a
E.
Alexander
Mrs.
P.
for
the
the
is
to
he
built
son,
old business
negative. new hotel
The vote stood, Club members, aff., 7 ; neg., should be settled up and a new company
5: visitors, aff.,0; neg., 3.
After the voting, formed. Charles Baker was
willing to do
Mr E. S. Pitcher gave an interesting talk on more than lie did for the old
company and
“Music,” and Mr. C. E. White one on “The believes there should he a hotel built as
Life of-John Adams.” The question for dis- soon as
possible. He knew of several not in
ussion Thursday evening, Jan. 23d, will be the old
company who will put money into a
“Resolved, That the present laws relating to hotel. Albion H. Bradbury was earnest for
a hotel and would put as much into a new
divorce, are not sufficiently stringent.”
AfAll were agreed
one as he did into the old.
iirmative, Wardwell and Stevens; negative, that a hotel is much needed, but differed as
McLellan and Pitcher.
Voted to invite the to the proper method to pursue to get. one.
ladies to be present at the first meeting in The meeting was adjourned to Monday,
Feb 10th.
each month.
to

oiler...

Our

j

■

meet with

I'lie ice was good, the wind all that
and the weather just right. The
contending boats were the Phantom, owned
by Capt. E. P. Emerson and sailed bv Mel
success.
was

needed,

Gray, and Capt. Josiali Partridge’s Whiff

sailed hy J. Robert Emery. The course was
tbe regular triangular oue and the wind required much skillful maiueuveriug and tackiug by the skippers. The match was best
two in three
legs.
Capt. H. M. Spring,
C apt,. E. 1*. Nichols and E. L.
Beazley were
starters, time-keepers and judges. At the
sound of the starting gun the boats got away

nearly together, the Whiff holding

a

slight

lead to the tirst stake. On the run across
to the outer mark the Phantom overhauled and

passed

making a
heating her antagonist hy
her

tine run home,
two minutes.

On the second trial the Phantom
again
demonstrated her superiority. Soon after
the start she parted the weather shrouds,
but her trained crew repaired them with the
halliards and she was after the Whiff, losing
hardly two minutes. It was an exciting
chase home but the Phantom caught her
rival and crossed the line winner
by a narrow margin and
deciding the match. The
Phantom proved herself the swiftest boat
under the circumstances, although it is
claimed that the Whiff was handicapped,
having substituted the steering gear of the
Nancy Hanks for her own, which was broken
just before the start. The match was for a
side dinner, which was served at Narrimissic
cottage hy caterer Freeman, assisted by chief
Genn of the St Elmo club, and was quite an
elaborate spread.
The other boats of the
fleet were out, and take it all round it, was
quite a big thing on ice. [Bangor Daily
News.

Wedding Bells.
Jordan-Conant. A very pleasant party
and friends of the contracting
parties assembled at the residence of Mr.

of relatives

and Mrs. E. H. Conant, No. 29 Church
street, Wednesday forenoon, Jan. loth, to
witness the marriage of their niece, Miss
Mabelle W. Conant, daughter of the late
Capt. Joseph T. and Mrs. R. H. Conant, to
Mr. J. Wilson Jordan of Lowell, Mass. The

performed by Rev.
Leighton. The bride was becomingly
ceremony

was

J.

M.

gown-

ed in a handsome white taffata silk, with
train. The presents from their many friends
were numerous and handsome.
The happy
couple left by the 1.25 train for a short wedding tour, after which they will make their
home in Lowell, where Mr. Jordan is a
merchant.
prosperous
They have the
hearty good wishes of a host of friends in
Belfast, Camden and elsewhere.

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its stages
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blond and mucous surfaces of the dis
ease, and giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers, that they oiler One Hundred
Dollais for any case that it fails to cure. Send lor
list of testimonials.
F J. CHENEY & CO
Address,
Itif’Sokl by Druggists, 75c.

Toledo, O.
4w2

increasing

;;;!y

; and
the

the following selec-

j

paragraphs

timely

ami in line with
best sentiment of the day, and in typography and artistic embellishments tiie
Congregationalist takes the lead.
are

oFODD

E. B. Wight, known for years in New England as “Webb,” the Washington correspondent of the Journal, was a veteran journalist, with all the perseverance, loyalty and
earnestness that

come

quick sale
[Boston Evening Record.
Wight is deserving of all the kindly
Decorated Soup Plates,
: and
.05 j Platters,
complimentary comment on his life and
Covered Dishes,
.37 Gravy Boats,
| work.
The writer can testify from personal
tion.
(;*.) A Lawyer’s Question. (4 ) A j
to his many estimable quali- Tin Ware.
Creamers,
Business Question. (5.) A Political Ques- i acquaintance
and his death is certainly a great loss to
Individual Butters,
ties,
.01 1.2
tion.
(6 ) The Question of the Ages. Good J
Glass Salts and Peppers,
.03 Cups ami Saucers,
music will be furnished by the chorus and journalism.
&c., &c.
choir. The public is cordially invited.
EVERY FAMILY
SHOULD KNOW THAT
The Social Season.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦VERY CHEAP.»»4^*»^
Great Question Series” and including the
A Governor’s
following subjects:
(1.)
Question. (2.) A Military Leader’s Ques-

j
j

The fortnightly sociable of the Methodist
Society was held with Mrs. N. S. Piper,
Fast Belfast, last evening, Wednesday.

j

lic

*3-

men.

Mr.

=

j

CARLE

Aid

-321 Main

Invitations have been issued to a leap-year
; party to he given by the ladies of the Co| lumbian Society of the Methodist church at
J Memorial Hall to-morrow, Friday, evening.

L

j Party

It
ajery remarkable remedr, both tor IN.
TERNAL, and EXTERNAL use, and wonderful in its quick action to relieve distress.

j

Pa 1/1— If

!

novel entertainment called an Object
was given in the Unitarian Church
Parlor last Thursday evening. A table was
placed in the centre of the room on which
were fifty clusters of one or more
objects,
each hearing a different number, and representing the title of some book. Those present were provided with a sheet of paper and
a pencil and asked to guess the titles of as
many books as possible, the gentleman and
A

lady getting the. largest number each to receive a prize. The fortunate ones were Miss
Jane A. McLellau and Mr. Will H. Quimby.
The entertainment was gotten up by Mrs.
Frank T. Rigby and Miss Maude E. Barker.
After the contest

closed Russian tea and
chips were served. A small admission was,
charged, the proceeds going toward buying
dishes to be used at church entertainments.
Some of the objects represented were as follows :
A

saucer

bread,

containing sugar kisses,

cheese

A

Bread, Cheese and Kisses.
bottle of oil,

A

photograph of Prof. Whitten with violin,

and

&

fi.^71
hills,
1

1

liolera,

is

a

Sl»re cure

Cr/^TIn'oaU

.1,5

=

.10
.06

»

.09

Maine>

)s unquestionably the
BEST FIN I >IENT
speedy and permanent relief

Sprains,

the

fZ,MMM

IS RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by Ministers, by
Mechanics, by Nurses in Hospitals.
BY EVERYBODY.

/n_ m\. HI18 a Medicine Chest In
*
tXJis
itself, and few vessel*
leave port without a supply of it.
tar No family can afford to be without thl*
Invaluable remedy in the house. Its price bring*
It within the reach of all, and it will annually
■ave many times its cost in doctors’ bills.
Beware of imitations.
Take none but Uw
genuine ‘’Psikky DAVta.”

July 24, 18114.
$511,180,211
ly 11, 181)5.
$123,085.58

oar sworn
on

2, I sj>4, Dec. ID, 1*04.
$74,532.52
$79,4 80.50
Dec. IS, 1895.
Sept, 2S, 1$!»5.
$I4«,I47.4S
$100,838.11
Oct.

J

statements to the

Comptroller

the above dates.

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest pavable January 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the fir<t three days of crcnj month draw interest from the first
of that month. This department offers much t/reafcr sccnrihi to depositors than Savings Ranks, inasmuch as every deposit is a loan to the bank, and all deposits in our Rank are ■inartititer'd hv twice tb«
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo County, our vault has all the latest
improvements in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering <jrenter
security to depositors than any other
bank in this county.
We still have a few $5.00 SXPK DEPOSIT BOXES, All our boxes |are now [Ctiuinued with extra
locks, so they may he taken to and from the Bank if desired.
ly<>

wel1 trled and
trusted friend of the
Mechanic, Farmer, Planter, Sailor, and
In fact all classes wanting a medicine
always at
hand,and safe to use internally or externally
with certainty of relief.
,s

F*ANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

May 4, 1894.
841,089.54
May I, 1895.
8110,325.50

1891.

839,353.99
5, !*i95.
883,978.53

These figures are taken from
of the Carrenrg, Washington,

P& in=* k iller

Bruises, Cuts,
Burns, Ac.

President.

March

,5EST*•*■«■Pain=KillerlsTllr
1,1
filler/ e<Jy k11own for Sea

Sever©

Feb. 28

DEPOSITS:

for Sore

If

a
9

<

WHAT?
WANTED —To take orders on the road during
coming spring and summer.
Unequalled
chance for beginners and experienced men. We
want your help and are willing to pay liber2m2
ally for it.

WHY A CASE OF

the

Fleece Lined

Do not fail to write at once for full information.
WHITING NURSERY CO.,
457 Blue Hill Ave.,
BOSTON, MASS.
=

and don’t

Word this Week about

clothes,

Shirts and Drawers

but there’s a best kind and
that’s the kind we sell.
If you want the best boys’
clothes, the kind that tit

Talk with Readers ^ Journal
a

=

Deposits Solicited.

Iliarrhirn, I)> sealerv, Crumps.
and all Bowel Complaints.

III,.
It brings
;'1Aall
cases of

KNOWLTO'J,

INDIVIDUAL

Sickness, Siok_ Headache, Pain in the
Back or Midi-, H iieiiiuntism and
Neuralgia.

In

A.

There’s clothes and

Just

,15
.15

.TONES,

Street, Belfast,

Thicker Than Water.
The First Violin.
Pictures of Geo. W. Burkett, Geo. A. Bailey, Geo.
P. Hodgdon and Geo. A Quimby,
The Four Georges'
A glass of port wine containing a dead fly,
Wrecked in Port.
A coffee mill on a skein of floss,
The Mill on the Floss.
A plate of soda biscuit, yellow and burnt,
An Utter Failure.
Some scraps of paper, a lamp wick and nut pick,
The Pickwick Papers.

=

=

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

There will he a dance at Belfast Opera
House Friday evening, Jan. 17th, with music
by Gilmore. Vocal selections will he given
I at intermission by Fred W. Hart. Eugene
j L. Cook will he manager.

|

|

PIECES.

$

We have given our immense stock a tnorough
overhauling during
the last two weeks and have put the odd pieces all on one
table and marked them at prices that will ensure a

to a man who lives in
Selection, “Praise ye the Father,” Gounod. good newspaper work 10 years or more.
Huet,
Selected. There is no keener critic of public men than
lu the evening the pastor will begin a such a worker, and yet none who is promore generous in treatment of
course of popular sermons
pubentitled “The ! verbially

;

kJCtll

°,!K:r salt

-Our Great January Sale*

j

“Buy

Colt

success.

The Congregationalist, published by W.
L. Greene & Co., Boston, bas just entered
will be in charge of the Sunday school comupon its eighty-first year and continues to
mittee of the Christian Endeavor Society.
be, as it has long been, one of the handsomAt the Baptist church next Sunday, there
est and ablest religious weeklies in the
will be preaclii: g morning and evening by ! world.
Its departments, one of which is
the pastor.
by a Belfast lady, Miss Frances
Subject of morning sermon, conducted
,7. Dyer, are full of interest, the editorials
the Truth and Sell it not.” Prov. 23:23.

a

I
J

Worcester

organ of the
in this State,

entered its 75th year with the beginning of
this month and commemorated the event by
issuing an illustrated edition in colored
covers.
The Mirror under the management
of L)r. Merrill has shown
steady improvement in all departments and deserves to

sickness

Cnioii I the

evening by
party at bis home on
There was a large attendance and
a

••

and

The Christian Mirror, the
Congregational denomination

to pay

The music will include

ft

Airnll

tourist.

and

thus

!*•

to agree

derful.

Sold thronghont the world: Pottbb Drug
Chkm. Coitp.,Sole Props., Boston. British depot:
1. Mewbebt Sg Boars, London.

illustrated. It contains a fine full
page map
of the Maine Central and its
connecting lines,
and much information of interest to the

tions:
A family living on Congre.'S street are the
week-Sherman G. Swift and Wm. M. j
MORNING.
Thayer made a run to Searsmont on tin ir possessors of a cat of rare intelligence. He
I Ant hem, “(jiude Me, O Thou Great Jehovah,”
bicycles Sunday, Jan. Pith. They found it creditably performs various tricks, rolling
Arr. from Meyer-Helmuud.
very good wheeling.... Master Percy Greer ; over, standing erect, jumping a bar. etc. Selection, “Light of the World,”
Macy.
celebrated his nineteenth birthday Tuesday j For several months he has adopted one of
EVENING.

Belfast branch

The

Waldo to the number of about fifty, and
tokens of their esteem presented them

Boak the hands in a strong, hot solution
suds of CUTICURA BOA l*. Dry ?
thoroughly, and anoint freely with CUTICURA (ointment), and wear old loose
gloves during the night. For red, rough, 0
chapped, and discolored hands, dry,fissured, itching, feverish palms, and shapeless nails, this treatment is simply
won-15
J
or

Our exchanges have contained
frequent
complimentary mention of a monthly publication entitled the Maine
Central, and some
one has sent us the
January number, which
is mainly devoted to Bar
Harbor, and rieltly

etc.

These gifts were much appreciated by the
Refreshments were served and
been sent. t<> New York, and the next list ! recipients,
the evening was spent in a very pleasant and
will probably go forward in about one w eek. 1
social way and thoroughly
enjoyed by all.
A!
who are entitled to the Tribune under
The party left at a late hour,
voting hearty
our clubbing offer will receive it for 52 weeks,
thanks to their host and hostess.
beginning with the first number received. |
Secretary Mclveen of the Board of AgriPlease bear these facts in mind.
culture has completed the allotments and
Chat. Swift & Paul, grocers, Masonic
to
agricultural societies. By an
Temple, completed their ninth year in busi- stipends
amendment to the law by the last legislaness .Jan. lOt h.... Sunday's snow-storm laid
ture the amounts given are figured excluthe dust, hut. did uot make sleiglPug_V i
sively on sums offered by the various sociefalse alarm <»1 tire, was sounded Monday loreties on stock exhibited and
agricultural prono* n, i-aused by a telephone or
telegraph i
wires getting crossed with the- alarm wire. 1 ducts exclusively ; purses offered for trotting
...It snows hard; or, rather, ,t hardly | not being included as a basis of apportionment. The amounts for this county are as
snows at all.
A few fleecy Hakes fell Tucsj
day morning-There was excellent skat- j follows. Waldo, >.')■_*: Waldo and Penobscot,
): North Waldo $115.
mg and ice-boating on Quautabacook last

••

>n

in
as

W.

humorous

.•

from the

appearance

0. Fuller, Jr., of the Rockland
Tribune, whose weekly contributions to the

■

idea, which we feel sure our
eaders will appreciate.
We refer to
'iiet
.i
month the lists of new
Mg
hied
our public library during the
in1 nth
We would advise preserv-ts. as they
appear, thereby ubh. tween the time of
pubiisbiug the
m
a complete list of all new hooks,
M
i.
iss., Standard.
uai lias been doing this for some

its

co-partner in the firm.

as a

Mr.

■

11ew

but

Edwin Bunker, of the firm of Bunker &
until lately publishers of the Eastern Gazette, Dexter, on
Thursday filed a petition in insolvency, both as an individual

mouth.

meeting of HarGrange, Thorndike, in 18B2, the
no Been exhausted.
Copies may he
G
W. Burgess, Belfast, price 25

!■' licund

that,

Warren,

The Maine Benefit Association of Auburn,
Maine, has paid, through its local agent,
The annual supper, and meeting of the
Frank 11. Wiggin, $1,000 life insurance to
Following is a list of unclaimed letters
Universalist parish was held January 7th
the
wife and daughter of the late William
remaining in the Belfast post office for the i
and was a very pleasant affair. The busiweek ending Jan. 11, 189(3: Ladies—Miss j Hurd of Liberty.
ness transacted included a motion that the
The
to
the
Girls’
Ella Chandler; Mrs. Mary C. Woods; Mrs.
Home church be insured at once.
following gifts
The Standing
have
been
received: Cooper & Co., material Committee elected are:
C. Young.
Gentlemen—Mr. John Dolan;
s among the cities named for holdMessrs. J. D. Parker,
Mr. J.
amounting to $5.13; Mrs. Florence C. Porter, Geo E.
H Gott; Then. Sylvester; A. E.
m State convention of the Women’s
Johnson, C. F. Swift, S. G. Cottrell
collections amounting to $34 25; Mrs. Good- and
J. F. Fernald. The other officers were
Temperance Cnion. Should our Spaulding.
win, Fayette, Maine, subscription to the re-elected.
tied on the white rib boilers may
Last Thursday evening Rev. Melzer ThomYouths’ Companion; J. P. Bass & Co., sub"iired of finding opeu homes and as ami wife
gave a reception to their friends
Mr. I. H. Holt of Morrill started Monday
to Bangor Weekly Commercial.
ii tet 1
hospitality, coupled with the and neighbors at the residence of John scription
for a three weeks' visit to his home in GardThe Children’s Aid Society wish to con-•mpatliy and co-operation of the Hobbs in West Winterport. Supper was
iner, Mass. He has been laboring hard of
tradict in the most positive terms the report
lergy.
served to over fifty people and after supper
late, holding revival meetings, as a result of
circulated
here
that
,i entertainment in the
they cm only care for which several
Cnity Club nuts, candy and pop corn were served. All
persons have been converted.
ten
inmates at the Girls’ Home. They can
he "An Evening of Old Songs,” 1 unite in wishing the couple a happy journey
Next Sunday there will be preaching at the
accommodate a much larger number, and
life.
Mini
of
vocal
and
instru1
through
program
Morrill church by Rev. Uriah Drew of Knox,
now have a number of applicants under conmusii will be given.
It will take I
Mr. John Norton of Frankfort, the well
and the following Sunday the Presiding
sideration.
Oild Fellows’ Hail Wednesday ; known fox-huuter, visited Prospect
Elder of the Methodist church will hold
recently
.Jan. 22d.
Admission 25 cts for all and while there, a correspondent writes,
City Marshal Ivimball received word quarterly meeting.
told some very interesting stories. He ask- from Rockland yesterday to arrest one
ding course tickets,
The Unity Club will begin next Sunday a
James Donham, on charge of stealing a diao .us
We acknowledge receipt of ed the boys if they liad captured any bullseries of Sunday evenings on “World Helpmond
from
Albert
of
ring
Rockland.
in
Half Moon pond the past few years,
Berry
frogs
:>
from
Fred Atwood, insurance
ers.” Six subjects are
announced, as folDonham was found at the railroad depot
'5'interport; Frederick H. Moses, ami on tlieir replying that they had not, he with the
lows: Patriotism, Philanthropy, Invention,
in
his
but
ring
claims
possession,
said that a number of years ago he captured
B
the
Gleuwood
calendar
ksport:
Religious Liberty, Anti-Slavery, Science
that he bought it in Rockland. He was
two hull-frogs in this pond that
d '■ hi !l N: Dunbar, dealers in stoves,
weighed taken to Camden
and Education. Next Sunday’s subject will
to be delivered
yesterday
11
12
is*
and
that
Barnaul paid him
Burdett Business College, iiB4
pounds,
be sub divided as follows: a, John Adams;
to the Knox County officers.
I'-'ioii street,
Boston; The Vermont 8200 for them and was glad to get them.
b, Thomas Payne; c, George Washington;
A
Surprise
Party.
Last Thursday evenai Co.. St. Albans, Vt
The New York Weekly Tribune is printed
d, Reading from “Under the E'm,” by
the
friends and neighbors of Mr. and
ing
is issue of the Standard we inaugu- and published m New York and is mailed
Lowell; e, Discussion, anecdotes, questions,
Mrs. vv m. O. Wentworth met at their home
Town of

;i"

as

would indicate that it is good for a round
hundred, and we hope to be able to congratulate it when that event occurs. [Rangeley Lakes.

The Y. P. C. U. of Maine is alert and
prospering. To arouse increased zeal and new
zeal they have invited Rev. Harry Canfield
editor of Onward, and National
Secretary
to come into the State to lecture and hold
rally meetings. Mr. Canfield is a consecrated, magnetic speaker, and can do only good
wherever he goes. He begins in
Norway
the 15th inst. [Gospel Banner.

rip. write

J. F. GREGORY & SON,
Rockland, Me.

Complexion Soaps.

Of all soapy abominations the deadly
“complexion soap” takes the cake. The
vender says, “It will make the skin white,” and it will—but such a whiteness—at
terrible cost.
The deadly arsenic it contains will kill the outer cells of the skin, and

At 59c. Each.
■■■IHMHI

K.

Never sold before at
than 75c. and

a

good

less
trade

consequently produce a deathly, corpse-like whiteness, unnatural, unattractive, and
easily recognized as arsenical whiteness. This condition is followed by pustular

at that.

eruptions—the poison has entered the blood—inflammation now appears, the skin berough, red. Cosmetics, paints, enamels, etc., are the last resort to hide this

Remember, Shirts 59 cents,

comes

terrible condition.

Don’t let this become your fate.
Just look at
friends who look old at twenty-five, and beware.
There is a way to make the roughest skin soft as velvet—by

using

some

a

of your

Drawers 59 cents.

chemically

A BARGAIN AT

pure soap, so mild and soothing that the most sensitive skin will feel a refreshing,
cooling seusation. Follow this by applying a true skin food, thus supplying nutrition
for the

derma,

or

inner cells.

Feed the skin till it

glows

with health, and has

a

texture like velvet.
There is just such
work marvels.

They

a

are

Soap as described, and a Skin Food that feeds.
comparatively new products. The crowning work

D. P. PALMER'S,

The two
of chem-

in this direction.

Would you like to know their names? You can
istry
probably
guess this time—NUTRIOLA C. P. SOAP and SKIN FOOD. Of course you haven’t
forgotten that you can get three Joe. cakes of Soap and a 50c. box of Skin Food fur-

nothing, have you? That is, while the special sale, commenced last Saturday, conIt opened briskly, showing that the readers of The Journal knew a
tinues.
grand
opportunity when presented. Delays are dangerous in this case, and procrastination
will

positively prove to be the thief of time.
Call into Ii. IT. Moody’s and get a little envelope that contains
offer.
Head it and act accordingly.
f CONTINUED

IN N'KXT

TS8UK.

]

our

great bargain

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

Masonic

Temple, Belfast,

Me.

NOTICE.

Fitting
the

of Glasses and Diseases ol

Eye

a;

d Ear

a

Specialty.
MAINE.

SEARSPORT,
13tf

An adjourned meetint:' of the stockholders of
the Belfast Coliseum Company will he held at the
office of the secretary on

to

Monday, the 20th inst., at $ o’clock P. /*!.,
provide for the matured indebtedness of the

company.
Belfast,

V 1

dan.

8,

18'dd.

-*2w*2

HOl'SToN. Sec’v.

determined not to let the oiutei be recapof passengers of the Webb, she was bonded for $40,000, and sent in as a cartel to tured, .and deliberately set to work to deOn the 21st, in latitude 41
New York.
stroy her, first putting his prisoners in a
EXPLOITS OF LIEUT. READ. C. S. X., IX
degrees north, longitude 09 degrees 10 boat and throwing them the keys to their
A
YOl'NIi
THE liARK TA< (>M IN 1808.
minutes west, she captured and burned irons, so that they could release themTERROR ON THE XI W ENOI.AND COAST.
The few well-directed shots had
the clipper ship Byzantium, loaded with selves.
HIS DARI No
DEED IN THE HARBOR OF
and the bark Goodspeed, in ballast. made the steamers cautious about apPORTLAND—DESTROYED A SCORE OF coal,
On the 22d the fishing schooners Marengo, j proaching him very rapidly, so he had
VESSELS, RUT CAPTURED AT LAST.
Florence, Elizabeth Ann, Kufus Choate ample time to set the cutter on fire, fore
11.
Office
Robert
Chief
Woods,
[Ry
Clerk,
and Hippie were captured and all burned, and aft, and then took to his boats.
The
Naval War Records.]
except the Florence, which, being an old coolness and deliberation of this act are
On the Oth day of May, 1808, the Amervessel, was bonded and sent in as a cartel, worthy of the highest praise in a naval
ican biig Clarence, bound lrom Rio de with seventy-live prisoners.
officer.
As soon as they had left the cutIt will keep your chickens strong and healthy. It
Janeiro to Baltimore, with a caigo of cofOn the same day (June 22) news of the ter the fiames burst from her in many
will make young pullets lav early. Worth its weight
In gold for moulting liens and prevents all diseases. It
fee, w as captured off the coast of Brazil [ capture of the Isaac Webb reached New places and the steamers were afraid to
is absolutely pure.
concentrated. In quantity
by the Confederates States steamer Floii- j York, and another wail went up along the approach her, fearing the explosion of her costa only a tenth of Highly
No otherkind like it.
a cent a day.
da, Capt. John N. Maffitt, Confederate line for protection. To all these and other magazine. They, however, bore down on
States navy, commanding. Lieut. Charles pressing calls for help the Navy Depart- Head in his boats, and as further resistance
W. Read, Confederate Stales navy, an officer ment responded with a willing hand of- on his part was now useless he surrenderof the Florida, a young Mississippian of fering to the merchants arms and officers ed himself and party as prisoners of war.
scarce 28 years, filled with a patriotic defor any vessel which they might wish to
After picking up Lieut. Davenport and
votion to the cause of the Confederacy, send out, and ordering the commandants his crew they stood out to sea a little
Therefore, no matter what kind of food you use. mix
Clarence
to
take
the
of
to
more
the
“charter
steamers
farther
and captured the schooner Archer,
with it dailv Sheridan’s Powder. Otherwise, your profit
immediately proposed
yards
tnis fall and winter will he lost when the price for eggs
with a crew of twenty men and proceed to and send them after the Tacony,” until, which only had three men on her.
The
Is very high. It assures
perfect assimilation of the food
Hampton Hoads, Ya., and there cut out a by the 20th of June, there were forty- cutter blew up about 12 o’clock. Thus elements
needed to produce healt h and form eggs. It is
or by mail.
gold by dniggjcts, grocers, feed dealers
gunboat or steamer, with which it was his seven armed vessel* scouring the seas in ended the cruise of the Clarence-Taeouy- Bingle
pack.85 eta Five *1. Large two-lb can *1.20. Six
cans. *5. Fxn. paid Sample
Li st Port.try Paper” free
intention to go on a raid against the Fed- every direction lor this bold little rovqj’. Archer.
Read and his party were taken
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.
eral commerce.
Capt. Maffitt granted his Even the practice ships from the naval back to Portland and put in prison.
Lieut. Head in a letter written from
request, gave him a howitzei with animu- academy, with the midshipmen aboard,
nitie n and equipments, and the necessary were sent out. Many of these vessels Fort Warren to the Confederate Secretary
small arms lor a crew of twenty men, and crossed and recrossed the track, and some of the Navy, sajs:
“As all our clothing
bade him God speed.
Read was accom- are said to have passed close to her in the was distributed as relics to the people of
panied by Second Assistant Engineer E. night, while others were several times Portland, 1 beg that you will, if possible,
II. Biown, so that altogether he had only separated from her by a fog, but j remit to Assistant Paymaster Nixon a
nore were fortunate enough to find her.
sufficient sum of money to purchase my
twenty one men besides himself.
He immediately shaped his course for
Still the Tacony pursued her career un- men a change of clothing.” Such is war,
the capo oi .lie Chesapeake Bay, drilling harmed.
With almost every new capture !! and men who enter it must take the eonhis crew and preparing them for the aid iHead learned through the newspapers on j sequences.
Head and his crew were kept j
|
ous sci vice which was expected of them,
board of the great number of vessels that |I in piison for a little over a year, when
and keeping the men busy making wooden were after him, but this did not seem to j they were exchanged as prisoners of war.
guns, as lie sailed northward, to supply in annoy him, for he appears to have fairly
revelled in his career of destruction.
On
appi ;ranee what lie lacked iu reality.
itegister of Deep Water Vessels.
(Hi
tin- Windward Islands he cliast d ! the 2:‘»d of June he destroyed two fishing !
Severn! vess.-Is, but failed to overhaul i schooners. On the 24th the ship Nhatemuc, j
SHIPS.
them ni: account of the inferior sailing; from Liverpool to Boston, with a large
Aimer Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
qualities oi the Clarence. On the (>th of j number of emigrants, was captured and New York Dec 20 from Hiogo.
June, in latitude 88 degrees and 89 mimi- | bonded for S]:>u,(j()0.
The same night the
A G Hopes. David Rivers, sailed from Bau
tes u.»rt 11, 'niigi'.iide 71 degrees and 29
J schooner Archer was captured. As by Francisco Oct 8 for New York.
A J Fuller, Walnutt, sailed from New York
minutes west, lie captured and burned Lie this time lie knew that the enemy had a
My Mamma gives mo
bark Whistling Wind of Philadelphia, full description of the Tacony, Head now
Aug 25 for Shanghae; spoken Sept 8, lat 50
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
bound to New Orleans with coal for Rear thought that it was about time to change N, Ion 58 W.
For Coughs, Colds, Colic. Cholera
Alameda, Chapman, arrived at Sydney,
Admiral F uragut's squadron.
This ves- j the rig and appearance of his vessel, in
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Oct 20 from Vancouver; in port Nov
NSW,
sel had been insured by the Cnited Stales ; order to avoid suspicion and detection, so 10th.
Threat, Diphtheria, etc.
Government for 814,s00. On the 7th of ! he destroyed the bark Tacony on the 2">th
1 THINK »T IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
!
June he captured t1 e schooner Alfred 11.
of June, and with the schooner Archer York Oct 28 for Shanghae.
ayMslhcine Co., Norway, Me.
Prepared by Jv
Ran ridge of New York, bound to Mata- | proceeded along up the coast with the
Centennial. B F Colcord. arrived at Baltimore
Nov
20
from
nun as, Mexico.
was
loadof
this
vessel
view
As
Hong Kong.
;
burning the shipping in some
ed with arms and clothing for citizens of exposed harbor, or of cutting out a steamCharger,DS Goodeil, arrived at Hamburg
Dec 8 from La Plata.
Texas the captain's bond for 8">,000 was er.
The morning of the 20th of June
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Nataken as a guarantee for the delivery of j found him off Portland, Me., where he
gasaki Dec 11 from Philadelphia.
the cargo to “loyal” citizens of the Con- picked up two fishermen, who, taking
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at
federate Mates and she was allowed to [ them for a pleasure party, willingly con- Shanghae Nov 27 for New York.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, cleared from Philadelproceed on her journey. On the 9th of sulted to pilot them into Portland. From
June the brig Mary Alvina, from Boston the fishermen he learned that the revenue phia Oct 25 for Hiogo; spoken Nov 28, lat 10
Ion 80 W.
N,
to New Orleans, loaded with commissary cutter Caleb Cushing was in the
harbor,
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Manila ...WILL GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO...
and tlie passenger steamer to New York,
stores,* was captured and burned.
27 for Boston; passed St Helena Nov 17.
Aug
From the prisoners and papers of the a staunch, swift propeller, would remain
sailed
Henry B Hyde, Phineas
Whistling Wind and Mary Alvina, Read iu Portland during the night. IP; at once from San Francisco Oct 10 Pendleton,
for Liverpool
gained information which convinced him ! determined to seize the cutter and steamer
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at San
that it would be impossible for him to that night, and at sunrise entered the Francisco Dec 18 from Philadelphia.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, arrived at
carry out his original intention, as no ves- I harbor and anchored in full view of the
..DEALE15 IN_
San Francisco Jan 1 from New York.
sc Is were allowed to
go into Hampton shipping, iu the innocent guise of a fishJosephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New
Roads unless they had supplies for the erman.
Little did the fair City of PortYork Nov 18 from Buenos Ayres.
Cnited States Government, and even then land dream of the excitement and comLlewellyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
they were closely watched. The vessels motion iu store for if the next day. lie Francisco Oct 30 from Kariuk
lying at the wharf above Fortress Monroe explained to his men what he expected to
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
were guarded
by a gunboat and sentries do after dark, but his engineer expressed from New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong;
<»u the wharf, whilst
just outside of the his doubts as to bis ability to start the spoken, Nov 80, lat 84 4ti N, Ion 40 1C. W.
fort there were two armtd
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, arrived at
boarding steam- engines of the steamer proposed to be
Hiogo Dec 27 from Philadelphia.
ers, which inspected everything entering captured, without the assistance of anMay Flint, E 1> P Nichols, sailed from Agent for Waldo County for an
the bay, irom a dugout to a frigate.
lie other engineer, and as the nights were San
Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol.
then determined to cruise along tlie coast very short, it was evident that if
automatic burglar aiatm
K R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
they
and try to intercept a transport for Fort- failed to get the steamer under
after
way.
J
j
lliogo Jan 7 for New York.
and
wants a few working
ress Monroe, and with her to
Sachem, H T Lancaster, cleared from New
carry out waiting to get up steam, they could not
his original design.
get; clear of the forts ;it the entrance of York Nov 20 for Anjer for orders.
agents. Z3T'-=SZ
l®=“
S P Hitchcock, Gates, sailed from Hono< >n tin*
morning of the li'th of June, in j the harbor without being discovered.
latitude :’.7 degrees north, longitude 7-7 de- 1 Under these circumstances he decided to lulu Nov 1) for New York.
GEO.
T. HEAD,
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Lougrees :in minutes west, almost in sight of capture the revenue cutter, and after get- den Jan
1 from Sydney, NSW.
the capes of the Chesapeake, the bark Ta- ting from under the forts to return and
46 MAIN STREET
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from Ban
BELFAST.
cony. in ballast from Port Poyal, S. (., to I burn the shipping.
Francisco Jan 5 for New York.
At Lot) a. m., June 27. having dispatchSt David, Carver, sailed from New York
Philadelphia, and the schooner M. A.
.TIIK!.
j
Shi ml U r of Philadelphia were
captured. ; ed the schooner Archer to sea with three Nov 2 for Amoy; spoken Nov 15, lat 2<> N,
30 W,
lie latter was burned, but Head, who j men on hoard, lie
(Lead) boarded the 1 IonState
of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
was as lull of expedients and resources as
cutter
Caleb Cushing, commanded by I
Hiogo Dec 30 from Philadelphia.
Paul Jones himself, with the quick eye of Limit. Dudley Davenport, of Die
United;
'lillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
a seaman, saw at a glance that the
Tacoiiy States Marine Service, w ii h tw o boats con- from New York Dec 22. for Portland, G.
was a better sailer than the
Clarence, so tabling nineteen men, who, instantly pre- \
JOliHRRS OF
Wandering Jew. D C Nicleds, at Hong
h“ determined to burn the latter and take seating revolvers to the heads of the Kong Nov 15 lor New York.
j Win
tee haik t<n Ins
H Macy, Amsbury, at Yokahama
wat'-b oil deck, raptured her without 1
lie irnmodij•uipnf.es.
a’.e'-.N si in wnik to tiansfer his gain and ic'isr or resistance. The abi. could not Nov 15 for New York via ports.
Wm 11 (. onner. Frank I Pendleton, at
hi-- small aims to the Taeony. as time was hr slipped, so it was 2 o’clock before be ;
FEED.
New York for Shanghae.
sh<*M. and hi* was .dniost ii,
P>\ this time the
presence could get under way.
W .) Botch, Bewail C Lancaster, cleared
ol tin* enemy.
At:
wind was very light, and the tide was run- I from
one familiar w rh the
1
Philadelphia July 27 tor San Fram-isco;
SEEDS and
M*a can a ppreeia
’in diflicuh it s of such
nine in.
In this emergency, having put j spoken Nov 10, lat 57 50 S, Ion 88 W.
All !
an operation on the
rolling deep. While the cutters officers and crew in irons, he weil.
GROCERIES.
fhe howitzer was being
t rausiYn id a
put towboats out ahead with his own nu n !
BARKS.
schooner was discovered eoming down to low her, and succeeded in
I III I Kll’tors 1)1 S^Jllt.
getting just j
Pel on* the wind.
Adam W Spies, C N 31* ers, sailed
Passing near the Clar- beyond tin* range of the guns of the torts
from]
Dealer* in the finest quality of
ence, a wooden gun was pointed at her,
ns day dawned.
H<»ng Kong Oct 21 for New York: passed
Of course, it was now
Nov 1.
and she was commanded t>» heave to. too late to return and burn the
Anjer
shipping,
-'lice
Alansou
arrived
Heed,
Ford,
which she did immediately. Mie proved so he decided to put to sea and abide his
at;
~
.
j Montevideo Nov 20 from Boston.
to he the schooner Kate Stewart of Philatime.
(.' McCiur*arrived at!
Amy Turner,
delphia. As lie was then short of prolly S o’clock a. m. the news was spread Hong Kong Dec 10 from Honolulu.
visions and had over
Beatrice Havener, Hichborn, sailed from !
fifty prisoners on abroad in the city of Portland that the
board, he determined to bond the Kate cutter had been captured. The collector | N'-w York Dec 14 lor Point-a-Pitre.
Si'ORDFRS PROMPTLY FILLED.
Carrie
Stewart and make a cartel of her.
L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from!
ot
the
He
port, Jt^lediah Jewitt, immediateNew \ ork Dee 11 for Demerara.
bonded her for the “sum of £7,000, pay- ly made preparations for pursuit.
33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
33,
11c
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Baltiable to the President of the Confederate sent messengers to Maj.
Andiews, 17th more'Jan <s from Port
TELEPHONE 4-2.
ltf
Spain.
States thirty days after the ratification of
1 nited States regulars,
commanding Fort
Edward Kidder, J H Park, from Junin
.i treaty of
peace between the Confederate Preble, for guns and men, and to Col.
for Hampton Boaus, at Valparaiso,
leaking.
PINEOLACOUGH BALSAM
Slates and the United States."
He then Mason, commanding, the 7tli Maine VolEdward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
is excellent for all throat inflammations and for
burned the Clarence and M. A.
shindler, unteers, at Camp Lincoln, for men to be from Colombo.
asthma.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
and gave chase to a brig, which proved to ready to embark iu steamers at once.
Consumptives will invariably
be the Arabella of New York. This vessel With great promptness he chartered the New York Jan 8 for Buenos Ayres.
derive benefit from
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Natal,
its use, as it quickly
having a neut al cargo on board, he bond- tine large, steamer Forest City and Chesa- CG
H, Nov 8 for Newcastle, N S W, and
abates the
ed her for
cough,
0,000.
peake, and a small steam tug*. The Chesa- Mollendo.
renders expectoraI p to this time the Federal Government peake took on board
fifty bales of cotton
tion easy, assisting
Havana, Rice, sailed from Port Tampa
had no knowledge that Head was off the as barricades, two
nature in restoring
0-pounder guns, the Dee 25 fur Philadelphia; spoken Jan G latwasted
tissues.
coast, destroying tlie commerce ol’ its citigreater portion of the 7th Regiment 34 30 N, Ion 75 45 W.
There is a large perHerbert
zens, but on the 13th of June Capt. MunAlbert
Maine Volunteers, and fifty citizens, volBlack,
Blanchard, arrived
centage of those who
day, of the hark Tacony, having been unteers, who had armed themselves and at New York Dec 21 from Puma Arenas.
suppose their cases
Henry A Litchfield, arrived at New York i
landed from the cartel Kate Stewart on repaired on board.
to be consumption
The Forest City took
Dec 8 irom Brunsw ick, Ga.
who are only sufferthe coast, of New Jersey, took the train to on board beside her
crew
Limits.
regular
Norwell, Cushman, arrived at
ing from a chronic
Henry
Philadelphia and, arriving there at 3 i\ Merry man and Richardson of the United Brunswick, Ga, Dec 20 from New York.
cold or deep seated cough, often aggravated by
m., reported that there was a pirate off Stales
Revenue St rvice, and fourteen
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared catarrh. For catarih use Ely’s Cream Balm Both
the coast, and all the scenes which he had seam am
remedies are pleasant to use. Cream Balm. 50c.
belonging to the Caleb Cushing, fiom New York Oct 15 for Hong Kong; per
bottle; Pineda Balsam, 25c. at Druggists. In
witnessed the day before.
The news was who happened to be ashore that night,
spoken Oct 27, lat 35 3G, Ion 48 05.
of $2.50 will deliver on
quantities
receipt of
Mabel 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, cleared amount.
at once telegraphed to the
Navy Depart- three officers and thirty-eight men, with from
Boston Jan 3 for Buenos Ayres.
ment at
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren St., ]Stw
ork
Washington, and immediately the one 0-pounder and one 12-pounder howcleared from New York Dec 27
telegraph wires waxed warm with oiders itzer, and forty armed volunteer citizens. forMatanzas,
Havana.
t«i Admiral Lee,
commanding tlie North j This formidable array was ready and unPenobscot., E G Parker, sailed from SingaAtlantic bh ckading squadron, and to the der way in the
incredibly short time of pore Sept 24 for New York; passed Anjer
j
commandants of the Boston, New York ! one hour.
They stood out to sea in pur- N#v3.
and Philadelphia navy yards, to send out ! suit, the Forest
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
City and tug some dis- Port
au Prince Nov 30 from New York.
vessels in pursuit of the “pirate.”
in
tance
I
advance.
It
About fifteen miles off
1 before "VrFcSI
Rose Inins, Melvin Colcord, arrived at St
may be well to explain here that this was I the coast they discovered the cutter, and
Pierre
Dec 21 from New York.
the generic n; me used by the Federal I
stood
BB.
for
E. C. WEST'S KEBVE ANB BEAIN TBEAT1IEHT
her.
immediately
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong is sold under positive
Government and its citizens for all Con- 1
written guarantee, bv
The Caleb Cushing had one 32-pounder
line.
Aug
1,
authorized
agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
federate cruisers.
It was a misnomer, I and one 12-pounder howitzer on
St James, F B Clifford, at Hong Kong Nov
Loss of Brain and Nerve Powt r: Lost
board,
Manhood;
toi a pirate is “liostis humani
Qmckness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
generis,” | and when Read saw the three steamers 13 for New York.
■while the Confederates only made war on healing down on him lie knew what was
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at New York Conndenee; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Ljosr of
owor of t he Generative
the l nited States Government and its citi- up and clearing his little vessel for
Oct 25 from Zanzibar.
Organs in either
sex. caused by
action,
over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
zens.
Excess170 U*o of Tobacco, Opium or
However, it matters little w hat you prepared to give them a warm reception. at Thomas
Liquor,
Buenos
Nov
27
from
Ayres
Philadelphia.
b'ads to Misery.
call your enemies ih war time.
When tlie leading steamer, the Forest
Consumption,
Willard
A C Colcord, arrived at and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for Insanity
$f>; with
Nothing illustrates better the power and City, arrived within about two miles of MontevideoMudgett,
written
Oct 2G from Portland.
guarantee to cure or refund
money.
splendid resources of the United States him, he dropped a well directed 32ba.noIe package, containing five days’
treatment,
SCHOONERS.
with ruM instructions.
Government, at this time, and the mag- pounder shot within a few feet of her.
cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
nificent discipline of the Navy DepartGeorgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at | R. II.
j Approaching still nearer, another shot
MOODY, BELFAST*,
ment. than tin* fact that, notwithstanddropped still closer to her, which some- Rosario Nov 20 from Boston.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived j
ing they were blockading with an iron cor- j what dampened the ardor of her captain
don a coast ot 3,000 miies and
occupying and the citizen volunteers, who had at Salem l)ee 20 from New York. sailed from Remember that our Store
the inland rivers to the extent of 5,000 come out as if for a
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby,
frolic, and consider- Boston
Jan 1 lor a Southern port.
s the central
miles, and had twenty-live cruisers in ing discretion tiie better
depot in Waldo county
part of valor, j
Horace G Morse, Harriman, cleared from j
lor all the popular patent medicines of
search of the Confederate steamers Ala- the captain
put his vessel about and New York Dec Ml lor New Orleans.
the day and that our prices are the
bama and Florida, in less than three
John C Smith, Kneeland, cleared from j
days hauled off, to wait for the co-operation of
lowest.
L<*m the reception of the news of the
It is but just to state
Boston Jan S for Apalachicola.
ap- the Chesapeake.
John J Marsh, Drink water, sailed from j
pearance of the Clarence-Tacony on the that the officers and soldiers were anxious
A. A. HOWES & CO.
Nov 11 for Port an Prince.
coast there were
tliirty-two armed vessels to continue on and run the cutter down, Roekport
A
cleared
from
Lester
FOR EITHER SEX.
Lewis, Kimball,
<>ut on the high seas in search of
hut the accumulated advice and disjointher.
This remedy being inDmr left Hampton Loads on the night of ed comments of the bewildered citizens Bangor Nov 27 lor New York.
Lmah C Kaminski, S
arrived
jected directly to the
June 13, live left New York on the mornand the fear for the safety of his vessel at New York Dec 28 fromWoodbury, Ga.
seat of those diseases
Brunswick,
ing of ihe 14th and the remaining twenty- were too much for her captain, and he
of the Oenito-1 I’inary
Lucia Porter, Grindle, arrived at Mobile
three got out from Boston, New York, put her about.
Organs, requires no
When he met the Chesa- Jan b from Tampa.
change of diet. Fare
Philadelphia and Hampton Loads on the peake they held a council of war, and
Mary A Hall,M Veazie, sailed from New j
in 1 to 3
guaranteed
York Dec 22 for Havana.
15th and 10th; and in the next ten days again started for the
—^ days. Small plain packCushing, with the
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Havana
(till June 2(1) there were fifteen more ves- intention of running her dow n.
a!*r<‘$1.00.
1>.V
mail,
TT
H
T1
Coming Dec 11) from Philadelphia.
^
^ ^-MSold only by
sels sent out after her in obedience to the within
range, Read again opened tire on
Sal lie I'On, W H West, sailed from CarR,
H.
urgent appeals, petitions and clamors of them and tired three shots, hut unfortuMOODY. BELFAST.
29
denas Dec 11 for Apalachicola.
the owners, underwriters and
chamber*} of nately for him at this time his ammuniTofa, A S Wilson, arrived at St Jago de
commerce of the various seaboard cities
tion (all he could find) gave out, and the Cuba Dec 24 from Norfolk.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
along the Northern coast.
prisoners would not tell him where the
Meantime, the Tacony played havoc ammunition was stowed.
There were Pensacola Dec 28 from Port Tampa.
Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
along the coast. On the 15th of June, in 500 pounds of powder and 90 solid shot
Headache, Brain Exhaust ion, Sleeplessness,
Dr. A. G. Young, secretary of the State
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheulatitude 37 degrees 40 minutes north, for the 32-pounder gun on board.
Had
matism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dysout
is
blanks
to
of
board
sending
health,
70
pepsia, Anaemia.
Antidote
for Alcoholic
longitude
degrees 51 seconds west, she he found this there would have been
and other excesses, l'rice, 10, 25 and 50 cents.
on which to rehealth
local
boards
of
the
and
burned
the
some
warm
work before the day was over.
captured
brig Uumpire,
Effervescent.
from Cardenas to Boston, loaded with That he did not make this bis lirst search port the work done during the year. Some !
THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
be answered
sugar and molasses. On the 20th, in lati- when coming on board was very singular, of the questions required to
j
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
number of meetings!
are regarding the
tude 40 degrees 50 minutes north, and and can not be accounted for on
Sold by all dealers.
any
1
longitude 09 degrees 20 minutes west, she ground, except that lie had been under which iiave been held by the board, with
captured the hue packet ship Isaac Webb, such a severe nervous strain for the last returns regarding the diseases which have
visited the various sections of the
from Liverpool to New York, with 750 few weeks that he was
almostentirely ex- and action taken regarding them. AState,
We now have a First-Class
new
passengers, and the fisiiing schooner Mi- hausted.
has been added this year
caw ber.
The latter was burned, but beSeeing that there was no further chance question which
Registered Druggist and can fill your
ing unable to dispose of the large number for him in so unequal a contest now, he to the inquiries, is in regard to any cases
prescriptions at less price than any
which are of interest as showing how instore in Maine.
fection is spread, or of any facts illustratfor Pitcher’s
A. A. HOWES & CO.
ing the benefit of local sanitary work.
A

Plucky Privateer.

“Biberty-Bab’s” Red Shoes.
Miss “Biberty-Bab” had a new pair of shoes
Of soft chamois leather, and bright cherryred

shiny pearl buttons, whose changeable
hues
Had turned all the wits in her curly brown
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Children Cry

Castoria.

H’s uromo-ceierg.

When she first put them
with

on

she

was

wild

delight,

And, with eyes all aglow with her wonderful news,
She ran to lier uncle, crving loud in her

flight

“Look! Look! Unc’s E.,
s’oes!”
“Unc’e E.”

Now

was

he,

And he

never

see

reading,

looked up for

my

feigning

to

moment,

or

or
a

pitty wed

for Infants and Children.

more,

millions of persons,

door;

“wed,”
But Huffy and

puffy

snow.”

and white

the world has

It will

it

Infants^and

Children

Children like it.

their lives.

save

without guessing.

It

In it Mothers have

something which is absolutely safe and practically perfect

the

as

a

child’s medicine.

Then Biberty said, as, with infantile scorn,
Shi looked at. her uncle, with eyes opened
wide,
“Do’s worn his white mittens effer since ’e
was horn!
He touidn' wear pitty wed s'oes if he
twied!”
Then she climbed in a chair, and, as with
her hand
She pulled down his paper, said, “Unc/s

E., look,

speak of

to

ns

It is harmless.

known.

ever

gives them health.

are not
as

permit

It is unquestionably the best remedy for

“Wed s’oes? Wed s’oes?” he finally said,
As his eyes settled down on plump pussy

“Joe,”
“I see only Joe’s mittens, and they

years* observation of Castoria with the patronage of

THIRTY

Then he peeped o’er his paper at fair Biberty,
Then looked at the table, then out of the

Castoria

destroys

Worms.

Castoria allays Feverishness.
Castoria prevents vomiting Sonr Curd.
Castoria

cures

Diarrhoea and 'Wind Colic.

Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.
Castoria

dere !”

cures

Constipation

and

Flatulency.

And h saw the “wed s'oes,” as lie “heyed”
her command,
Like two iittie drum-sticks, a-heating the

Castoria does not contain morphine, opium,

[E.

Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach and bowels,

Castoria jueutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas

air.

E.

Parker,

Boston Journal.

in

Grandfather and

his

Old

Castoria is put up in one*size bottles only.
Don’t allow any
that it is

clined in it, and in his dreams lived the
past over again, when he and grandmother began life’s journey together.

to

one

“just

poisonous air.

sell^you

good "and "will

as

It is not sold in bulk.

anything else

on

answer

the plea

every

promise

or

purpose.**

See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.
The far-simile

Then the world looked bright and beautiful to them, for tlieir feet had never felt
the thorns in the
pathway of life. In their

-“■is

signature of

youthful vigor the burdens of life seemed
light to them, for they had willing hearts
and ready hands.
As the years passed by

Children

they prospered; and in tlieir prosperity
they were not unmindful of the poor and
needy. They carried sunshine to the
lonely and comforted the sorrowing. Often tlieir midnight vigils were
kept by the
bedside, of the sick and dying. Frequently the words of the Master came to their
minds, when lie said, “Inasmuch as ye
one

or

narcotic property,

giving healthy and natural sleep.

Arm-chair.

To tiii: Editor nr Tiik Joljixal:
Grandfather's old arm-chair still has its
place in the sitting-room, where he oft re-

have done it unto

other

or

on

every

wrapper.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Don’t Let

CTADf

®

Constipation Kill You.

■

You will find

a

PURE, SURE CURE

in

of the least of these

my brethren, ye have done it unto me.”
had learned to make the golden rule
the rule of their lives.
As the little

They

strangers

joyfully

came

to

welcomed.

vad&a'vefct

tlieir home they were
Ere long tlieir voices

resounded throughout the dwelling
gleeful sport. But soon the angel

in
of

death came and the two youngest of the
three buds of promise were transplanted
bloom in

to

went

fort

a fairer clime.
As the years
the surviving one was a comto his parents, and after reaching

by

Gandy Cathartic

mature

with a youthful bride,
years,
settled down at the old home to
care for
his parents in tlieir declining

he

So

years. As the wheels of time rolled round
the aged couple were cheered by the winsome ways of their
grandchildren. Often

nice

Cure

take,

to

mild,

so

THE STERLING REMEDY CO.,

Chicago.

The angel of death again called,
and grandmother was laid to rest in the
village cemetery. In grandfather's loneTIME-TABU,.
liness, it was a solace to his children to ! On mim! after .\ov.
4, 1 \D5,train*, eoniierting at
Burnham
ami Waterville with thruuun trains t«- r
know that they were smoothing his loneami ir-.m Bangui-, Waterville. Portland and lvly pathway to the tomb. Much of grand- ! tun wi!: run as follows
father's time was passed in the old armFKO.M BELFAST.
chair, dreaming of the “long ago.” By
A M
!■ M
1* m
the hour lie would while the time away Belfast, depart. 720
1 25
;;
do
with his grandchildren; they delighted to Citypoint. (7 25
14 »2
Waldo. 17 :J*;
11 40
t4 25
he with

Maine Central R. R.

grandpa.

Brooks
Knox
Thorndike..

One morning one of the “little ones”
went into the sitting room and as lit; came
out he said, “mamma,
grandpa is asleep
and I can’t wake him.”
The mother
stepped in and found grand father in the
old arm-chair, sleeping that sleep that
knows no earthly waking. Thus ended a
long and useful life; and grandfathe r was
laid to rest by the side of grandmother,
where
a beautiful
maple waves its
branch es o’er tlieir heads.
j. c. u.
Stockton Springs, Dec. 2:>
1895.
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Maidiias take strainer Castine from Bedfast at
2.<hi i-. si., stop over at Castine. rake steamer
Frank dones next mornim: for all landings from
( astine to .Maidiias.
ACF.NTS: II A. Freer, Belfast..!. IF Ryder.
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nt
Ryder's Cove: Win. Femilet on. Hughes
M. Voorii. Castine; K. A Imd^e, Brooksville
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EMPLOY-

Vinaliiavkn, Jan. 8. (Special to Rockland Star.) Good news for stone cutters!
That’s what the visit of Joseph Leopold,
secretary of the National Granite Cornpany of New York to this section during
the past week means. The remainder of
Leadbetter’s Island, not before operated
by this company, has been leased for a
term of years, and a new boarding house
for the accommodation of over 100 men
will be erected, as well as a new wharf
south of the old one, in order to make it
possible for large vessels to load there.
The contract just awarded to this company will supply work for over 100 men,
and is a dam for the water power company of Holyoke, Mass., it being almost
completely built of cut stone. Several
derricks were purchased in Rockland last
week, and on Monday a span of large
horses and considerable other freight were
taken to the island on the steamer Governor Bodwell.
This is encouraging news
for men hereabouts, as many are at present idle and have large families depending
on them.
J. C. Monaghan is superintendent of the works, and Mr. Creed, who is
well known among stone cutters, has been
engaged as foreman. This company also
operates a quarry at Princeton, X. J.,
where a large force of men are employed,
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Cutters.
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New York.

Belfast, aud Castine Route.
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Please buy and try Cascarets to-day.
Ten cents puts a box in your
pocket.
They work while you sleep. If not pleased, buy no more.
Get free sample and booklet from your druggist or from us by mail for the
asking.
Cascarets sold by all druggists, ioc. 25c, 50c.
Address nearest office.

grandfather was seated in the old armchair reading to grandmother; thus they
were
passing serenely down the declivity
of life.
But earthly happiness is uncer-

Good News

Constipation.

5 50
td 02

+0>|15
6 20

FOR FARMERS.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and NorthThe fanners of Maine whose property
west via all routes, for sale bv F. E
C'kowi.kv
cumbered by mortgage are giving enconr
l'AYSON TICKER,
Agent, Belfast.
to a Maine enrerpn/e by insuring in the
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager,
F E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
i
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
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Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
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Boston ^ Bangor S. S. Co.
2

Trips

a

Ool. HENRY (j. STAPLES, President.
0. E. NASH, Vice President.

Capt.

Week to Boston.

WINTER

E. S TURNER,

SERVICE.

BOARD

JAMES K.

HAMS,

FILLKK,

j

j

OF

STAPLES,

A UiEKNON

Knox.
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The death of Colonel Thomas \Y. Knox, ^
a native of Pembroke, N.
II., robs litem- j
tore of an interesting figure and (doses an
active and an eventful career.
Colonel
Knox was born in Pembroke sixty yeaisi
ago and early in the course of his long and
busy life he was employed as an editor of j
the Monitor and Statesman. Seeking a
j
wider field of labor he entered journalism j
in New York and afterward saw service in
the War of the Rebellion where he varied
his military duties by serving as correspondent in the field. After the war
he traveled
extensively and gave to
the world a series of books of travel
which were both
interesting and instructive.
“The Boy Travelers” with
whom Colonel Knox encircled the globe
are familiar figures in juvenile literature
who endeared themselves to children of
an older growth as well.
Colonel Knox's
editorial labors were uninterruptedly continued until his death and his long connection with that splendid newspaper,
The New York Sun, bespake the high
high character of his journalistic attainments.
His death is a genuine loss to
New Hampshire, despite the fact that he
since
ceased to be a resident of the
long
State, inasmuch as his faithful labors,
productive of growing fame, redounded
to the credit of his native commonwealth
in almost equal measure as they benefited
him.
[Concord Monitor.
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The Buccaneers who Sailed and Stole

Question,

and
Wil l.

W

THE

TURKISH EMPIRE

DISPOSED

HE

“A STITCH IN TIME.”!

OF?

Editor of The Journal:
so much feeling now over the
irouble in Turkey, and so many
,,
.Hi opinions as to its final outcome,
t it might be of interest to many
readers of your paper to know
d's word says ou this important
(bid’s word declared what would ;
'!
tlie Turkish empire over twen'.undred years ago, in such plain
that he who leads may underhie
•>

A BELLAMY WHO CONTINUALLY HAD AN
EYE ON THE MAIN CHANCE.
FLY, ATKINSON AND PHILLIPS AND SOME OF
THEIR DARING DEEDS.

IF your Kidneys are diseased,
sluggish or weak;
IF your blood is full of Uric Acid and Rheumatism threatens^
IF the germs of Malaria are tu
your

;

Slaughtered.

Captain

Johnson’s

“History

of the

Py-

rates,” a unique and valuable work, was
“printed for Tho. Woodward at the Halfmoon over against St. Duustan’s church

system;

Fleet street,” about the year 1720, or soon
thereafter, says the New York Post. There

IF your blood is clogged with
poisons and impurities;.
IF your Bladder is weak, inflam-

name was well known
along
the coast of the northern colonies during
of
the
last
decade
the third
century. Phil
lips began life as an honest seaman, and
while on a voyage to Newfoundland was
taken prisoner by Austis, another notoriIt did not take
ous pirate of that day.
him long to become thoroughly reconciled
to his new surroundings, and he was s >on
one of the boldest of Austis’ crew. About
the middle of 1723 Phillips entered into a
conspiracy with several companions, and
they succeeded in running away from
Newfoundland with a small merchant vessel, the capture of which they had effectHe and his crew signed the usual
ed.
pirate articles, which in this instance presented some peculiar features.
Ciptain
Johnson, who had access to the records of
the trials of this crew, has preserved the
articles in full. They opeu with the usual
stipulations regarding the share each officer and man should receive from the
prizes captured, and go on to state the
various rules of discipline to which the
company was to be subjected. The two
features which attract the most attention
are the articles providing that “if any man
shall lose a joint in time of an engagement
he shall have400 pieces of eight; if a limb,
800;” and that providing for the protection of women, which shows that these
men, desperate and abandoned as they
were, were not wholly lost to every sense
“If at any time,” reads this
of honor.
article, “we meet with a prudent woman,
that
offers to meddle with her,
that man
without her consent, shall suffer present
death.”

pirate whose

several editions of it, the first volalone being known to have gone
through four. The best known editions
need
are the first and that of 1734,
although
the latter is rendered less valuable as a
historical authority by the introduction of
much sensational matter which can hardly stand the test of careful research.
captain Bellamy’s career.
For they heal, soothe and
Captain Bellamy, in whom Johnson took
much interest, started on his piratical castrengthen tlie Kidneys.
I
reer early in 1717.
He was a seafaring
They prevent liriglits Disease,
I
Tliev cure Diabetes,
man, and in company with one Paul Wila
and
brick-dust
liams, confederate, he boarded a {Spandeposits.
They dissolve gravel, sand,
ish wreck in February of that
They Alter uric acid and malarial poisons out of the blood,
year, and
not finding as much treasure as he exThey cure Cystitis, Gleet, Prostatitis and the like,
,
resolved
to
blood,
rich
make
pected,
himself
for
indemnify
pure,
They
his loss of valuable time by going
Al'l druggists, 50 cents a box, or send 50 cents in stamps, or silver,
“upon
the account,” as the old expression was.
direct to the Hobb’s Medicine Co., Chicago or San Francisco.
Book on Kidney Health and Blood Filtering Free.
I
Accordingly those two worthies put to
sea, and in a fewr days they had captured
the Whidaw, a small vessel bound from
Jamaica to London with a rich cargo of
The Derelict.
in
out
the
5th
verse
are
brought
Ptolemy
gold dust and merchandise. The vessel
the
first
of
the
southern
diviSoter,
king
Cold and gray the morn awakens on the was a stout one and well armed, and Belsion of Alexander’s divided empire, who is
TOO GOOD FOB A LEADER.
eastern edge of the Grand Banks; the lamy abandoned his own craft, and mountcalled the King of the south, and Ptolemy
lifts for the no ce, and ing twenty-eight guns in the prize started
Phillips sailed for the West Indies, the
Philadelphus, his son or prince who suc- chilly fog-bank
out
on an extensive cruise with 130 desitself like a gruesome pall over
coast of which lie harried for many
It should he arching
ceeded him to the throne.
the grayish waters, there, like a specter peradoes, picked up all along the Amerimonths, evading every effort that was
remembered when the kiug of the north
can coast and
into
aud
service from made by the authorities to take him.
pressed
groaning, swaying
is spoken of in this prophesy it refers to unveiled, heaving
and sheering, evidencing a total absence the crews of captured merchantmen.
Among his captures were m my New Engthe king, whoever that, may be, ruling the
The first trip of which we have any au- land vessels, and although he did not
of the watchful eye and the skilled hand
northern portion of Alexander’s divided
of the helmsman, lies a ship. A ship! thentic account was to the coast of Vir- scruple to send the crews ashore and
kingdom of which Syria was the capital, That thing of beauty which had sailed
ginia, where he hovered about the en- scuttle their ships, as regards cruelties to
and the same may he said of the southern
from port with colors flying, with white trance to Chesapeake bay, stopping ves- men his record is perhaps the cleanest of
kingdom of which Egypt was the capital. sails filled to the
breeze, with brave and sels passing in and out and relieving them any of the chief pirates of his time.
This statement will he made clear as we
hearts whose voices rose with the of any articles of value in their cargoes, Early in 1724 he suddenly appeared oil' the
joyous
study the remainder of the chapter. When gale, and whose minds in the mazes of and not infrequently, if any resistance was New England coast and captured a sloop
the second king, Ptolemy Philadelphus,
duty were ever lixed on the welcome offered, sending the officers overboard as commanded by a trader named Andrew
son of Ptolemy Soter, was on the southern
awaiting them when Christmas should food for the fish. On the Virginia coast llarradine. The prize being a more seaor Egyptian throne and therefore king of
herald the homeward-bound.
But the Bellamy encountered a storm w hich came worthy vessel than his own, he sent the
the south, Antioclius Tlioes was the third
lifting of the raw December fog discloses near sending him to the bottom, and the captured crew, except llarradine, away
king on the northern or Syrian throne, a dismal and
dreary scene; the wind lias Whidaw was so seriously damaged that in the latter, and refitted the sloop for his
and therefore king of the north.
Keep
For some time there had been
lost its minstrelsy and has lowered to a she had to run up to where Machias, Me., own uses.
ing these facts in mind we will examine dirge. The sea-birds hover around and now is for repairs. There, in the terra much disaffection among Phillips’ men,
the Oth verse, which reads as follows:
built
a
and
around as though they viewed the once j ineo</niln, they
and taking llarradine into their confitemporary fort,
“And ill the end of years they shall join
stanch craft as something foreign to their some of the corsair crew thought of es- dence they formed a conspiracy to seize the
themselves together; for the king’s daughelement—or is it that they revel in the tablishing a pirate colony. They had two ship and deliver the officers and vessel to
ter of the south shall come to the king of
Storm King’s anger, in that they alone vessels in their lleet, and when thoroughjustice. Their plan was put info executhe north to make an agreement: but she
are abb* to survive his wrath upon all ocly repaired set sail for the Newfoundland tion in April, 1724, but several of the ofshall not retain the powers of the arm, :
ficers. including Phillips, made such recasions, to shriek at his utter inability to banks.
neither shall he stand, nor his arm: hut!
drive them from his domain, and to mock
sistance that it was necessary to kill them
A Bit AY E MAN’S DESPERATION.
she shall be given up, and they that !
A
in order to accomplish their design.
the efforts of the toiling few who have
Bellamy took several valuable prizes off
brought her, and he that begat her, and ; failed?
Newfound land and was enjoying a profit- few days later the vessel was carried
lie that strengthened her iu these times.” j
and
into Boston
delivered up.
On May
The derelict tells her own story; her able
expedition when a French man-ofThis verse had a most wonderful fulfill- j
12th a special court of Vice Admiralty
boats aie smashed, her rudder is gone and
war, carrying soldiers to Quebec, hove in
ment, when Ptolemy Philadelphus was !
was convened and four of the pirates were
the relics of spare spars and hawsers
on the
sight. The Wliidaw, mistaking her for a
Egyptian throne and Antioclius about her
quarters give evidence of an merchantman, engaged her with much condemned. Two of them were executed
Tlieus on the Syrian or northern throne.
on June 2d and the others were reprieved
herculean effort to guide her path through
These two kings were involved in war, and
spirit, but the pirates soon found that
tlie relentless billows.
Nothing stands they were no match for the trained soldiers J to await the issue of a petition to his
after a time the northern king had an inHisthe King, in their behalf.
but her
mizzen-lowermast
with
t lie who
fought with great determination from majesty,
surrection in his own dominion and was
ero’jaek yard a-coekbill, while above is the decks of the Frenchman. They there- tory does not relate what disposition was
to bring the war with the southobliged
seen her ensign, the remnant of which is
e stated i
this verse that three
fore decided upon escape, and sailed south finally made of them.
The southern king
ein king to a close.
lashed to the ero’jack brace, which does with the man-of-war in close
,i .1 -i.
.-ed < \ rus on the Persian
of his straitened cirpursuit. The
taking
advantage
service
as
a
who
to
be
hauled
and then a very rich king,
halyard—never
Gov. Lowndes’ Inaugurated.
pirate vessel escaped under the cover of
cumstances, proposed terms of settlement,
No
down.
water-tanks
are
on
the
would
be
all against Grccia,
ii
deck, night, however, and continued her flight
that would, as lie thought, in time add
and forward are evidences of a battle with
•;; r t: h.
past the old Machias river landing down ITKST REPUBLICAN GOVERNOR ELECTED
the northern kingdom to the southern,
the remaining copper has a tight- j the New
bisD-rian gives in the names of
IN MARYLAND FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS.
England coast.
which he was very anxious to do; so lie thirst;
Smurv as follows: ( ambyses.
fitting wooden lid, and in it is a piece of | Jt is impossible to tell what outrages
Annapolis, Mu,, Jan. 8. Hon. Lloyd
sent hack to the northern king these
broken tolling which has conveyed the
nins Hyrtaspes and then Xerxes
have committed upon that Lowndes was formally inaugurated as the
Bellamy
terms of settlement:
That Antioclius
might
the fourth, and very rich king
steam, and which dripped its meager concoast had it had not been that his career successor of Gov. Frank Brown shortly
Tiieos, tiie northern king, should divorce
The bell at was
ir: e.
ii)- till against Greece to the his wife Eaodice and disinherit her two densing^ into other vessels.
brought to a sudden termination by after 12 o’clock, to-day. Never before in
the break of the forecastle-head is shat- the
b at lie raised an army of over g.desperate resolve of one of his pris- the history of this city has there been
sons and take Ptolemy Philadelphus’, the
cf
the
result
crowbar
tered,
J.ting men and marched against “King of the south,"
beatings oners, whom he had pressed into his ser- such a large or enthusiastic outpouring of
daughter “Berenice” by aching arms when the rockets
had vice as
The excitement ran so high,
pilot. This man was the master Maryland citizens to witness that inaugas his wife and queen, thus making her
and
when
so stirred
some
fast
that
were
liner’s of a vessel which had been taken some ural ceremony.
up,
people
Party lines were blotted
children heirs to the northern kingdom, given out,
enkindled
a spark
of
to
this
in
the
followed
him
see
■.s
lights
hope
many
months before near Cape Cod, and, being out, hundreds of life-long and well
and uniting the two kingdoms.
famished breasts of the toilers, only to be well
Thus the
as he had soldiers.
acquainted with the coast, he was known Democrats being conspicuous in
The northern king was obliged to subcrushed by a flicker, the shadow of a few forced
fulfilled.
vise was wi.mderfully
by the pirates to work at the wheel. and about the State House. In addition
mit. to these terms. .So, as stated in this
phesy does n«*t tell how the ex- verse, they were joined together by the anxious moments, and the thing was gone. One night, while the crew were indulging to witnessing the inauguration of the first
soulful was the task; in one of their
would come out, but the historfrequent drunken orgies, Republican Governor in 30 years, hunof the south, “Berenice,” Manly, tearful,
when Hope itself lay dead, when Reason he ran the vessel
that Xerxes was defeated and king’s daughter
ashore, and leaping over- dreds were attracted by the prospect of
to the king of the north to m ike this
itself had lost its throne, had they fought
The I going
a- nearly all of his soldiers.
board, swam to the beach and made his seeing the new order of things in the Legagreement, she being the bond of that
the
odds
: kings who succeeded Xerxes
of
those
maddenagainst
mighty
The second vessel of the pirate islature.
escape.
agreement. But the prophetic word says ing
P- rsiau thione are not mentioned
Since 1801, the Democrats have had a
elements—hunger, thirst and expos- ! fleet, which was following close behind
further that “she shall not retain the powphesy, 1 suppose for the reason er of the arm: neither shall he stand, nor his ure. Madly and incoherently they spoke, | him, also rail upon the rocks and in a short majority of the members of both houses
until each was lost to know another’s j time went to
y important events took place
pieces. When the pirates in unbroken succession. Indeed, at most
arm: hut she shall be given up and they
1"
the optic nerves had lost their ; realized what had
reign.
happened they brutally of the sessions the minority has been too
that brought her, and lie that begat, her, verbiage;
save when an occasional spark
i.
“And a mighty king shall
murdered every prisoner on board and small to have any marked influence upon
and lie that strengthened tier, in these functions,
on
the
1 it sli ill rule with great d->mhorizon, then would a threw their bodies into the sea. and the legislation. The fact that the new Govtimes." We find that after Berenice went appeared
mad lucidity pervade their souls for the next
d" ai-crding to his wiil.'’
to be
day the inhabitants of the coast wit- ernor was elected by the people independthe wife of the northern king lu-r
and with its disappearance would a nessed the
i>e declares that the next great
time,
lather died.
Then the northern king put
ghastly spectacle of a score or ent of party lines, was emphasized by the
of utter inanity supersede.
■vent
after this rich kim;—-the
collapse
more of mangled corpses washed on the
great popular demonstration which was
Berenice and her sou who had been
away
•■:.<■ who would succeed Cyrus, the
Tis night again, and a clear northwest beach
made in his honor at Cumberland and all
the incoming tide.
by
born to him and recalled Laodice, his
i 1 red up ad against
reeia \\ horn
moon lights up
the firmament—brightly
Seven of the pirates escaped by swimalong the route to Baltimore, yesterday.
farmer wife, and reinstated her as queen.
and coldly, and the scud is living across
t'oimd to he a-axes the great—
ming ashore, and they would probably 1 It. wasco .tinned last night ami this mornher husband,
Then Laodice poisoned
!'<•
its face at lightning speed.
ihearUing up ol some mighty Antioehus Theos. the northern
Anon, and it have gone unmolested had not the dead ing in Baltimore and along the various
king is felt below—the
\\
ii!d do according to his own
has
gale
begun anew, bodies on the beach acted as silent but lines leading into the city. Arriving here,
land placed her son Seleucus < allinicus
fin*! b\ following history along, !
and ere long the waters are lashed into unmistakable witnesses
against them. Mr. Lowndes was greeted by thousands
upon ilie throne, and then went iu pursuit
m ki'i_ after Xerxes, who ruled
billows and the frail vessel is again The inhabitants were
huge
aroused, and in a of persons who took part in a great paof Berenice and her son and destroyed
I
t d munioi; and
Life again few hours all the survivors of the wreck rade preceding the inaugural ceremonies.
being swept by their fury.
aeconling to his them with the
Egyptian guard which ac- seems to
\i« xander the Croat. and by I
The meteorological conditions were
possess the mariners, but with were apprehended.
They were all sent to
Berenice from Egypt to her
!
companied
rhe 1 i>tor\ of his short reign,
that life a gnawing, a craving, a madden- 1
Boston, and on the confession of Bellamy perfect. The Governor-elect was escorti home in Syria and remained with her to
a a
hi> kingdom was divided,
desire for drink awakens, until the were condemned and executed.
ed to a handsomely decorated reviewing
her in her Syrian home.
With this ing
:
'i
fourth verse proves beyond a guard
grave decision of a voluntary sacrifice is
stand near the State House, opposite
bit of history the Oth verse is very plain,
FLY NOT IT TO 1IIS NAME.
Aa xander the Creat was the j
arrived at, and, huddling together in a
Francis street.
After the procession had
and we can understand it as follows: ‘’and
No less notorious a pirate than Bellamy
kinc mentioned in the Md and 4th 1
sheltered spot, they draw lots.
No pen |
passed, Mr. Lowndes was escorted to the
in the end of years” (sometime after the
was William Fly,
an Englishman,
who State
and when he shall stand up his
what
was
to
but
ere
the inauguration
where
follow,
House,
mentioned in verse Oth should end may picture
■in shall
la* broken, and shall be Kings
the gleaming steel has claimed its victim, began his career by heading a mutiny on took place in the Senate chamber, in the
their years) “They” (the Kings on the
i
in
a
vessel
the
board
Guinea-bound
'-wild the four winds of heaven;
a generous wave sweeps the ship amain
spring presence of the senators, the members of
throne when this union takes place)
!•• his
and that last of all terrible resources has of 172(3. While at sea the crew rose under the House of Delegates and the judges of
posterity, nor according to j “Shall
themselves together” (unite)
join
the
ofthe
of
murdered
n.biion which he ruled: for his kingleadership
Fly,
been averted.
the court of appeals.
Day after day, day after
“for the king's daughter of the south”
ficers and started on a cruise to the coast
ad be plucked up, even for others
a helpless wreck, she drifts hither
day,
Standing on a small uncovered platthe
of
Phil(Berenice
daughter
Ptolemy
Here they captured a
those.’' It would be impossible for ;
and tiiitlier, far from the track of vessels, | of North Carolina.
form, erected at a front window of the Senadelphus king of Egypt) “shall come to
the South Carolina au- ate
small
but
to give in a few words a clearer and
and
sloop,
until
a
chance
forlorn,
chamber, Mr. Lowndes delivered an
the king of the north to make an agree- tempest-tossed
>;• -Unite
vessel passing within hailing distance thorities had for a number of years made address to his thousands of listeners.
At
description of Alexander's ment.”
the southern king’s
(Berenice
who
came
e
from the history we have of it
any- the conclusion of his address, Chief Jusstands by. But the shouts of the eager ! it so unpleasant for pirates
went from her home in Egypt to
daughter
deemed
their
coast
that
where
near
s
4th verse gives long before it 1
they
brothers to the rescue are lost; no response
tice Robinson of the court of appeals, adAntioehus Theos the king of the north as a
it advisable to sail north as speedily as ministered to him the oath of office. Then
n existence.
comes back over the mocking waters, no
bond of agreement betw een the two kings)
set
out
for
fmd by the history of those times
accordingly
They
sound save the scream of the sea-gull. [T. possible.
the ancient text book was signed and
“but she shall not retain tlie power of
i“e: a comparatively short but powH.
in the Coast Seamen’s Jour- the New England coast, capturing a Bar- Lloyd Lowndes became Governor of Marythe arm."
(Berenice did not hold the nal. Mathias,
badoes vessel on the way, out of whica land.
;cic?: Alexander died and his kingshe hoped to, for the northern king
la came divided (or broken as the power
they took several prisoners, including a
after a short time put her away and thus
The Farwell Property Declined.
■be’ said) into four divisions,
Bowdoin Alumni Dine.
the
passenger from Boston named Atkinson.
she lost the power of the arm.) “Neither
The pirates were persuaded that Atkinson
c-rn, eastern, southern and western
shall he stand.” (Laodice poisoned AntiThe
committee
of
the
Grand
of
New
with
a
and
w’as
Lodge
York, Jan. 7. The 20th annual
acquainted
capable pilot
i-big the prophet’s language divided och
us, so he did not stand, and by destroyMaine, I. 0. O. F., to whom was referred the New Eugland coast, and, despite his dinner of the Bowdoin college alumni was
■. the
four winds of heaven) raeanand
Berenice
her
son
also
her
Egyp- the matter of accepting or rejecting the protestations of ignorance regarding navi- given at Hotel Savoy to-night. Previous
•ward the four points of the com- ing
tian guards that brought her from Egypt Farwell property in
Unity, for an Odd gation, they forced him into service, to the dinner an election was held and
and this prophesy further says that
to Syria, and
with tlie death of her Fellows Home, have declined the
gift. threatening him with immediate death if the following officers chosen for the enmid not be divided or go to his posor “he that begat her,” fulfills
with
a membership of
father,
the vessel was not navigated in a proper suing year: President, J. H. Goodenow;
Sixty-seven lodges,
hut it shall be plucked up for
v.
the remainder of the Oth verse.
11,350, voted against acceptance, while 55 manner.
beside those, although Alexander J
vice-presidents, J. L. Chamberlain, A. F.
After taking a number of prizes off Libbey, \V. 1. Curtis, Lucien Howe and
x i ves, children and other relatives to
lodges, w ith a membership of 8,055, voted
(to he continued.)
in favor of acceptance.
The others did Delaware bay Fly ordered Atkinson to Dr. Alva S. Alexander; corresponding
fin* throne, which they tried to do
not respond.
*"T their lives in the
take the vessel into Martha’s Vineyard,
secretary, Lincoln A. Rogers; secretary
attempt. Ilis
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
committee are of the opinion that but the pilot, whose knowledge of the and treasurer. Dr. Dillingham.
in was finally taken
by four of his Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for theThe
order does not need such a large farm, coast was much greater than he would
;a!s and divided among themselves,
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
which must always be kept up, and never allow, sailed past that island and beyond
: billing the
prophetic word as found their children while teething, with perfect
to sell or exchange a foot.
allowed
One Nantucket before Fly had any idea where
DO YOU
1th verse.
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Atkinson came near
vi-rse.
“Ami the king of the south : gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and of the greatest objections is that the they were going.
in
order
fee
and
never
with
his
and
is
for
liis
the
best
Is
gets
nothing
simple
for
Diarrhoea.
*e strong, and one of his princes; j
life,
temeiity
remedy
pleas- |
paying
At most, under the conditions of was only saved from Fly’s wrath by the
-hail he strong above him. and ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every can.
of the world. Twenty-live cents a bot- the will,
the order gets but a condi- interposition of some of the other pirate
ominion; his dominion shall he ai part
If so there are four things you w ish
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
tional titl *.
subject to certain con- officers.
dominion.
to know' before you part with your money.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
ditions which must be performed. As the
Atkinson’s hold move.
4th verse just considered gave a! take no other kind.
Iyr4<>
First.—Are the men who will handle
Grand Lodge would be obliged to have
I'tion of how Alexander's kingdom |
Atkinson perceiving that his life was
your money success fid. capalook
after
the
trustees
Farso
the
i vided into four parts, and this otli
home,
in danger every moment, now determined
Professor—“Young ladies, I wish to imhie. iionorable business men?
•"imply states that the southern por- : press on your minds that the Latin for hero well estate would also have trustees. to try the plan of setting the crew against Second.—Docs the investment offer
These
boards
would
be
is
victor.”
:
continuous,
and,
liis divided kingdom should be j
whose tyrannical rule had long since
absolute security?
Fraulein Emma (to herself)—“I’ll remem- while all might be harmonious for the Fly,
i- or -monger than any of the other j
gained him the hatred of every man on
Will the income be more than you
Victor is my beau’s name.”
present, yet contingencies might arise in board. Several of the ship’s officers were Third.—
and the one who rules the southern ber;
j Professor (after two months)—“Fraulein the future. After the Grand
are getting at present?
Lodge might taken into his plans, and it was not long
ia is called the king of the south. !
Emma, name hero in Latin.”
Fourth.— Is it probable that in addition
have spent §50,000, something might come
read further in this verse that one
before the entire crew was ripe for muFraulein Emma (who has a new beau)—
to the regular dividends you
ii> princes, or one of the sons of this “Max.” [Fillegende Blaetter.
lip where it would have to forfeit it, and tiny. By this time Fly had, by fitting out
original investment will appreall revert to the estate. These are the ob- !
"i ’lie south, would be
several of his prizes, made himself master
strong above i
ciate in value?
You make no mistake when you buy Dal- jections which inlluenced the committee
1’hat is, this southern king would
of a fleet of four vessels. Atkinson had |
Not many investments that offer all
I
a son to succeed
him who would be ton’s SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC aild to decline.
been retained on his ship, which was the
these inducements, are there?
dalton's family pills. Everybody says so,
The committee sent a letter toO. J. Far•Hirer and have greater power than his I
and
largest and best equipped of the four,
and “what everybody says must be true.”
The stock of the Petit Hanan Land
well of Unity on Tuesday.
In declining 1, soon found an
I.
We find that only two of the
opportunity to put his de- & Industrial Company offers every one
“So yo’ kin be coaxed but not druv, kin the property the committee extended
■longest and most prominent of the four
execution.
into
successful
signs
of them.
-ions are mentioned in this prophesy; j yo’?” said Uncle Mose to the young yellow thanks to the gentlemanly trustees for
One morning, while the pirate chief was
A SECURITY REDEMPTION
They have acted | engaged in watching some approaching
will look at the history of those two I! m'an who had just declared himself. “My their many courtesies.
««le m irster had a mule ob dat kind, an’ in the utmost
: we find that Seleucus Xicator had the ;
good faith, and are entitled vessel through his glasses, he was seized,
j1! when de ole man died dat beast brought
the thanks of the Grand Lodge.
•i t hern
I on a signal from the pilot, and confined in
division, with Syria for its capital, j jist sebben dollars, w’eu odder mules was to The
trustees are now at liberty, if they
he is styled the king of the north. sellin’ fer two hundred.”
Atkinson taking command then
irons.
[Indianapolis see
to tender the property to some
guarantees every share of stock forever.
fit,
Soter
had
the
southern
Journal.
the fleet straight into NewEngi<‘iuy
division,
navigated
other benevolent society, as Mr. Farwell
I* Egypt for its capital. Although the
were
entire
where
the
Pays Quarterly Dividends
company
j land,
intended the farm should go to such.
"•them king did not rule over as much
seized by the authorities in June, 1720.
Relief In Six Hours.
"ii'itory as the northern king, yet his
j They were carried to Boston, where they
°ver
Colby’s new president, Nathaniel But- were tried the following month. Lieu'•rnnient was stronger and he a more I
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
in
in six hours by the “New Great
before
the
relieved
student
•'t. kind ruler. He being
ler, appeared
body
assisted by
tenant Governor Dummer,
highly educated South American Kidney Cure.” This new his
]
official capacity for the first time, at
-’uhlished some very noted institutions
eighteen “gentlemen of the council,” sat and in all probability will increase in
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
aming and his son Ptolemy Philadel- I exceeding promptness in relieving pain in chapel exercises, last Thursday morning. J in judgment on the case, and Fly and value at least 50 per cent, during tin
After the usual devotional exercises, he three of the most notorious of his men
when he became ruler carried out I the bladder,
next year.
kidneys, back and every parj
same principles of
learning and im I of the urinary passages in male or female, gave a five minute introductory address, were condemned for murder and piracy,
Par value 810.00 per share. How main
vement, and so his government reached j It relieves retention of water and pain in which was very warmly received by the and on the 12th of the same month were shares do you want if every word of this
him
as
students.
His
remarks
showed
:‘!uher standing, and he was considered I passing it almost immediately. If you want
led to execution.
Fly’s body hung in
is true?
A postal card costing one cent
if powerful than his father.
j quick relief and cure this is your remedy. friendly to social interests and athletics chains at the entrance of the harbor for a will bring you the proof you ask for.
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel- In
Sold
|T
life
as
he
was
in
the
intellectual
by
college
was during
long time as a ghastly warning to all evil
Ptolemy Philadelplius1
Me.
and moral part of the course.
-ii
that the Hebrew Scriptures were fast,
doers.
PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
1
'idated into Greek at his request.
A PIRATE ANI> A GENTLEMAN.
55 Church Street, Belfast, Haine.
It is very plain that the characters
Captain John Phillips was still another or Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.
for Pitcher’s Castoria.

!

reader will take the Bible and
; be elevent Ii chapter of the book
,iel lie will lind the most re- |
It :
.•
historical prophesy known.
\.
in the third year of the reign of
■us and gives the most important
the rise and fall of nations, and
the events arc described so mibat the most sceptical cannot deny
hat those things foretold in this
a
c come to
pass and in the right
'r..d gave us the history of the
events before they transpired,
mians afterward, so by compar
at
(»od said would be with what
ms say has been, we can see that
avo perfect confidence in what
v
concerning the final disposal of
kisli empire. Although we find the
i.
history of the Turk beginning
40th verse and continuing
the remainder of the chapter, yet
get a better understanding of
•rsi s it we begin at the first of the
and follow it through verse by
unparing t he same as briefly as
w ith
history.
■d by reading the 10th chapter of
itt
what was recorded in the
given to Daniel by one of God’s
as an explanation of a dream
We also lind tIn* date
libel had.
-opliesy. it being the third year
•
yrus' reign, tlr.it mighty man
-d named ('yrus and foretold his
linn one iiundred years before
're
:!-«»: Isa 44:2s).
*i*n.
(.See Isa
in cresting to read the history
it man and see how an unseen
led him forth conquering and to
In running through the first
:.e elevent ii chapter of I)aniel, or
lOtli verse where the prophetic
tlie l urk begins, we will simply
historian name the eharaeters detherein, foi spar, will not allow a
ount of them.
; verse is not prophesy, but is a
k n< •wlefigment that the one talk■..:,i*• i had stood hy and strengthas the Mode in the first year of
:!:. and 1 think one will only have
the history oi that period of his
.eknowledge the tact of the state"And iww I will show
vise ‘id.
u: b.
Beliold. there shall stand
hive kings in Persia: and the
-rail »e fat richer than they all;
bi- strength through his riclies
s’ i■.■ up all against tin* realm of

or

|V«u

were

ume

diseased,

j

D?jjobb'S

Oparagus

KwfllyPiilS

■

'AGOOD THING PU5H IT AlONGI

I

[

-•

Tobacco
Plug
A

■

Great

Piece for*
10 Cents-

Big

j

“I am cured since taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla,” is what many thousands are saving.
It gives renewed vitality and vigor.
“Are you going to the war, Darlev
“No:
I’d like to, hut ! haven't time to
headgo
quarters and find out where it’s going to he
fought. It wouldn’t he any fun
a
tifket to Venezuela, and disc over that, tlie
darn thing was To lie fought at Southamp-

to’bwy

ton.”

■

[Harper's Bazar.

A man once had a baby
tiger in the house
for a pet.
Very nice as long as the tiger
staid little.
But the tiger got bigger and
hit, the man's hand off.
A cough is a

baby

Little Dot: “Teacher says we needn’t all
learn to write the same hand.”
.Mamma:
“That pleases you, doesn’t it?” Little Dot:
no.
It's
as
hard
to
learn
“Why,
to write
just
one way as another.
Now, if she’d only Tell
us we needn’t all spell the same
way, there’d
be some comfort in it.” [London Advertiser.

■

i,r«‘

“Doesn't your husband suffer
with rlieiunatisin V" ‘-Yes, but it’s
what the rest of us have to

dreadfully

to

No-To-Bae, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore a: Wilson
“Miss Bobleigli says she dnamed of
me,”
s:*id Willie Washington. “Indeed:"
“Yes.
An 1 she also says that's the iast mince
pie
she's ever going to touch."
[Cleveland
World.
the

To

■

■

..

■

The

tier tor N.*rth-S< nth Blankshire—
you twit me with having turned my rout.
Years ago I supported this
Then
1 h id a reason.
measure.
But now,
gentlemen, I have lost my reason." And be
wondered at the deafening smile that. per-

|

j

She—People
inv

'■

me

for

’em !

He—I don’t

care.

I

be,

—

Two

MEDICINES

hewn

so

complete,and w- say
physicians that we keep supplied
new preparations on the

ma rket.

Another Lot of that

Delicate
and

Lasting
Perfume

.it 25cf an ounce, just received.
Also A oz. Screw Top davs

Vaseline at tOc.,
both great sellers.

Lives Saved.

Don’t stag out when you can save
money by coming in.

Personal attention to
prescrip

tions.

Phiebe Thomas, of Junction City, 111.,
told bv her doctors she had Consumpand that there was no hope for her, hut
bottles of Dr. King’s New Discovery
completely cured her ami she says it saved
Mrs.

was

POOR & SON

tion
two

Mr. Thos.

her life.

Eggers,

|
!

!

Money?

|
;

Ho is naturally
was
cured.
It is such results, »f which these
are samples, that prove the wonderful efficacy of this medicine in Coughs and Colds.
Co.’s
Free trial bottles at A. A. Howes
and
Drug Store. Regular sizes

two

weeks

thankful.

Farmer Hayrix— My hoy wants me o> send
him to college, but I don't believe the results
is wuth the money, do you?
Vans.
Konshock
Farmer
My cousin
Jake's hoy, he went to college ami growed
of muscle
a
lot
and
sich
sich a head of hair
A ild
that lie's makin' S--r»b a week as tin(Rant of Madagascar,” and only has to show

Sleighs & Jumpers
Now
.No

a

Best

Arnica

by

For sale

A. A.. Howes & Co.

play the piano. Would you say
beautiful’or ‘play it beautifully
“Neither." “How would you fix it then."
“I’d say you‘play a beautiful piano.’
[ Chicago Record.
“Now,

‘play

for Sale.

in

ISAAC s.

better

a

:im4S

STAPLES.

BROOKS, MAINE.

PILES!

salve.

in the \v«*rl«l for Cuts,
Ulcers. Suit Rheum. Fever

alve

Bruises, Sores,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skiu Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction «>f
Price *J"> cents per box.
money refunded.

I

man

day.
Burk ion's

The

tteady

Walilu County can sell
t.i’b* than l will for the money.

—

twict

j

ONE HUNDRED

l.'iP Florida St,

Sail Francisco, suffered from a dreadful
tried with| cold, approaching Consumption,
| out result everything else then bought one
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery and in

I

it

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointmen
Blind Bleeding. Ulcerated and
Itching
absorbs the tumors, allats the

Ie

itchiugat once, acts

poultice, gives instant relief.
Indian l’ile ointment is
prepared

as

.incur
1 ales.

a

Dr. Williams’

only for Piles
Itching of the private parts,and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
bv mail. §1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’ti CO„ Prop’s, Cleveland, O
Solo at MOODY'S, Belfast.
Iy4«

ami

NERVO-LEPTINE.

I !•“ now
discovery for
the treatment of n rvous

When

Baby was stole, we gave her Castoria.
was a Child, she cried for Castoria.

When she

j

When she became Miss, she

the cure of epilspev and
diseases. Noopmin no
no
bromides, no sedatives nor anoused.
dynes
Price reduced to ,§l on. Marvelous
results. Personal testimonials on tile and fur-

morphine,

nished on

clung to Castoria.

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria

••

]

Children Cry

and

-§§"§§-

I'll
my darling.
make over my share to my brothers and
know
it.
and
let
everybody
sisters,
never mind.
Who cares
He—Um—er
I don’t.
what people say?

She—You needn’t

EVER^—

■

really

ever

with all the

I’ll-

won't be lied about

never

that way.

-—BO N D—

I"1

marrying

sides.

■

1

are

She—But, my dear, all that will make
talk, and it will get into the newspapers be-

■

Invest

say you

horsewhip

I’ll

it!

DRUGS
I

money.

arc

-§§o§§-

People.

He (hotly)—The miserable slanderers ! I'll
| sue them in a court 'if law! I won't stand

goods

our

Our stock of

lias

<U»l people who require medicine to regulate the bowels and kidneys will find the
true remedy in Electric Bitters. This medicine does not, stimulate and contains no
whiskey nor other intoxicant, hut acts as a
Ii acts mildly on the
tonic and alterative.
stomach and bowels, adding strength and
the
tone
to
organs, thereby aiding
giving
Nature in the performance of the functions.
Electric Bitters is an excellent appetizer
and aids digestion. Old People find it just
exactly what they need. Brice fifty cents
per bott’e at A. A. Howes N: Co.’s Drug
Store.

<

*■

1 es,

lower in price than
as fine -in
gualilg.

[Household Words.

Old

•>

■

Undo Many.

mem

vaded the meeting.

SuflVrers of Rheumatism.

Gm4i

“(ientlemen,

■

the

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Care for
Mom.- time in my
practice 1 take great pleasure m saying that it u a
most wonderful
Ur
Rheuniatism : in faet.it is the
remedy
only one I have found tor the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
*

■

Ise In Time.
Catarrh starts in the nasal passages, affecting eyes, ears and throat, and is in fact, the
great enemy *f the mucous membrane.
Neglected colds in the head almost invariably precede catarrh, causing an excessive
flow of mucous, and if the mucous discharge
becomes interrupted tin* disagreeable results of catarrh will follow, such as had
breath, severe pain across forehead and
about the eyes, ;i roaring and buzzing sound
in the ears and oftentimes a verv offensive
discharge.
Ely’s Cream Balm is the acknowledged cure for these troubles.

nothing

endure.'’

f Somerville Journal.

Use Adamson’s Botanic Cough Bal-

tiger.

sam.

s

Cascarets-(’andy Cathartic, Guranteed to
Constipation, sold hy Kilgore & Wilson.

<-

_

application.

_,

i.i;2,
Talcoti,
trlsble A
T

..

nkkvo-lkptivk CO.,
*»#. Hanford inn.
Agents I’er the l. s.

Kin
( a., sole

SKATES.

j

II

“I have discovered what started tin* new
“Let’s have it.” “Listen
woman craze.”
to this testimonial in a patent medicine advertisepnent: ‘Since taking four bottles of
your health restorer I am a new woman.’

[Life.

For both

Boys

and Girls.

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.
J. H. & J. W. JONES,
Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St.

Searsport

Schools in No’s 3 and 5 closed
The
very successful terms.
teacher in No. 3 was Miss Lura B. Bennett of
Montville and in No. 5 Miss Esther G. Hills
of Northport-Mr. Elisha Swift is failing in
health-Miss Alice Morrill, who has been
quite sick, is better-There will be a Leapwood.
Dr. <) S. Erskme was called to care year ball at Morrill’s Hall Monday evening,
for In hi and he is as comfortable as could be Jan. 20th.
It is thought his eyesight will be
Centre Lingolnville. Mrs. Jonas Cal.-x|>• ted.

Locals.

Work is progressing

wliarf.

Nickerson’s

on

W. Black left by boat Monday for Bos-

J.
ton.

E. L. Warren of Bucksport

was

in

town

Sunday.
Prescott Morey, I). I). S., is

T.
a

for

in town

days.

few

Mrs. J. M. Dodge
day morning.

Bucksport

went to

Sun-

day

The sick

Haven,

for New

j

join

to

Capt.
from

D.

her husband at Ne* York.

S. Goode 11 arrived home Friday
business trip to New York.

Ship R.

Thomas, Capt

R.

sailed from

C. G.

Nichols,

fliogo Jan. 7th for New Yoik.

]

Meyers, W. M. Parse and F.

C. N.

J. Blather arrived by train Saturday

j

consumption Monday.

quality.
Allen received

Mrs. Lizzie

news

The I

«

day

school bids fair to be very successful.

skating on
earthquake

P.

Whitcomb,

E.

|

Clerk.

of the

Searsport
Bank, held in the hanking rooms
the
Tuesday afternoon,
following board of
directors was elected: James CL Pendleton,
J. B. Nichols, G. A. Nichols, Geo. F. Smith,
Na-

Pendleton.

James G. Pendleton was
elected president of the bank, Chas. F. Gordon, cashier and James A. Colson, assistant
cashier. The hank has declared a semi-aunual dividend of rive per cent.
Obituary. Died in Searsport, Jan. Oth, of
apoplexy, Capt. If. E. Patterson, aged 77
years. Capt. Patterson was born in Belfast,
Aug. is,
gan

Isis.

following

the age of thirteen lie be-

At.

the sea, and continued in that
!

occupation for twenty-live years. He commanded several vessels, among tl em schooner Tennessee and brig Albatross.
Early in

about

the fifties he

ing

to

went

California, where

remained several years.

returned

to

Sea-sport

New

in

18(14 and

lie

has

re-

..The

a

number of

Masons

our

Monday

workmen have the out-

R. R.

the new cottage at Dark Harbor
done.... Alpheus Pendleton is buildlarge addition to the Brackett cottage.

a

leaves

j

she

J

Martha

will

Lucinda

Mrs.

this week for
remain

Harriman

Massachusetts,

where

months.Mrs.

some

visiting her children in
vicinity... ..Josie A. Partridge

French is

Boston and

| left last week for Foxboro, Mass.... Mrs.
here and in
! Wealthy Watts, who lias been confined to
days of ship- the bed several weeks
by Severe illness, is
building. i'or a long time lie has been one |
not able to be up yet-A. A. Staples, who
ol the directors of the
Searsport National has been at work for Perkins Bros, at NorH-'i i"
He was a man of
very genial temcross, has arrived home.... \. (J. Black has
perament, and his loss will he deeply felt h\
dosed out lus store here and will soon go to
his many Irieuds and associates.
PatCapt
Massachusetts, where lie has employ cent.
terson is survived by a
wife, three sous—
dan. »>th the thermometer was 20° below
Clias.j ,,i Kansas City,
George W. of Huiiozero.
Many say it was the coldest snap
iuoi, Hi., and Edward P. of St.
Joseph, Mo.,
they ever saw-Sell. Jon than Cone loadand a daughter, Mrs. Charles B. Norris of
ed bay here last week lor Boston... .The
Grand Island, Nebraska.
1'lie funeral took
meadow is well frozen over. It, makes tine
place Tuesday afternoon, lb v. (). H Fernald
skating, which is much enjoyed by old and
conducting the services.
young-The high tide and storm of last
north searsport items.
week did considerable
here.
J. W.

August,
week

on

I he

Anderson
business.

man

is Geo.

with

smile

a

Partridge.

Thertf

will

school house

was

in

Bangor

last

i
on

It is

his face just

now

ten-pound boy.
spelling match at the
Ilist, No. X this,
Thursday,

lie

a

a

in

eveuiug.
Miss Neva Brown of Swanville was in
town last, week
visiting her brother, Mr. A.
E. Brown.
Mr. anil

Mrs. Wallace Gray of Swanville
were in town last
week, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Mathews.
The remains of Prince Crowell, who died

Searsport \ illage last, week,
this place for interment.

in
to

j

were

brought

Mr.

Crowell

had reached the advanced age of Kll

vears.

j

all

the fishermen

CORRESPOND ft NCR.

Palermo. Mrs. Simon Baclielder returnhome last Saturday from Boston, where
she has been visiting friends.. Miss
Emily E.
ed

Hatch

is

spending

weeks with her
sister, Cora A. Go>-dwin-John H. Black
went to Augusta last week to visit a
sick
friend-John Perkins returned from Boston

Saturday

to

winter with his

a

few

spend the remainder of the

sister, Maria Marden.

Monroe. Mr. Warren Nealley, who has
been in Portland the past fall for medical
treatment, by the advice of his physician has
gone to Florida for the winter_Mrs. Mary
Gilmore, who fell a few weeks ago and hurt
her leg, was doing
finely when she made a
misstep and hurt it again very badly. She
is now confined to her bed and suffers a
good deal. She has the sympathy of all her

neighbors and friends-People in this vicinity are getting in this winter’s supply of
ice....Mrs. F. R. York
her mother this

improving....Mr.
from

Aroostook

other relatives

was

in town

visiting

week-Mr. Ed. Nelson is
and Mrs.

are

visiting

Eugene

Carter

Will Carter

and

here.

Mrs. Fred Atwood has been
quite ill, but is improving. P. C. Rich, reported ill last week, is convalescent. Mrs.
Crowley is on the sick list. Miss Belle
Winter port.

Thayer just recovering from an attack of
tonsilitis, and Miss Ella Parker is sick with
same disease-A bold
robbery wan
is

the

in town the night of Jan. 8th.
The thieves entered Charles McDermott’s
barn and took a harness and carriage robe
and killed and carried off a nice fat
sheep.
There is no clue to the rascals yet, but

committed

be ferreted out.
hoped they
.The officers of Garfield Lodge, I. O.
O. F., for the ensuing year were init

is

will

Monday evening, Jan. 13th, as follows: Chat. W. Fernald, N. G.; F. L. Ward,
V. G.; W. B. Belches, Secy.; D. M.
Spencer,
Treas.; Geo. Blake, W.; A. J. Crocker, Con.;
Thos. J. Caloon, R. S. N. G.; Percy Campbell, L. S. N. G.; Geo. C. Ward, P. G.; F.
stalled

W.

Haley, Chap.;

F. W.

Carleton,

R. S.

S.;

M. McAuliff, L. S. S.; Walter Calderwood,
A. S V. G.; Elmer Clark, L. S. V. G.; C. A.
Lougee, I. G.; H. E. Kneeland, O. G.;
Trustees, Chas. W. Fernald, Geo. F. Snow,
Ellery Bowden.

lost

their

weir

building

material, boats and fish-houses.

a

meet every Tuesday evening in Penobseot ball. The club is gaining in number.
About thirty were present last week....
Through the kindness and generosity of Mr.
L. J. Morse of Bangor, Denslow Hall Association has been made the recipient of a
grand piano, which will be greatly appreciated by the stockholders and the community at large.... \t the annual meeting of
Powmil Lodge, F. and A. M., the following
officers were elected: Albert M. Arnes, W.
M. ; Clifford N. Fletcher. S. W .; (diaries
Heath, J. W.; Chas. S. Rendell, Treas. :
Frank H. (Vusens, Sec. Maitland R. Lafolley, S. 1).; Elbridge R Ginn, ,J. I >. The officers elect will be publicly installed by I).
1). G. M. Rode 11 A. Packard and suite, of
Northport, Jan. 29th.. .The Current Events
Club will meet with Mrs. James Treat to-

J
!

I

day, Thursday.

mout

Mr.

of

preached

a

very

interesting

sermon

at

church

last Sunday-Mr. Winslow
Seavey is at home from Auburn, for a brief
visit-Walter Hillman, B. F. Harding,
Truman Cook and a number of others from

the

are

1

!
■

Mrs. A. I). Hayes of Belfast is spending
the week here as the guest of Mrs. R. T.
Herrick.
Andrew Knowlton of Belfast spent
Sunday here as the guest of Miss Flossie
Mr.

Drink water.

Shaw returned home lastw'eek
from a very pleasant visit to friends and
relatives in Boston.
Mr. John

Fred Smith and wife

Saturday

and

came

up from

will remain until

a case

Notwithstanding

there appears to he

the

hard

good supply of
good food in this vicinity as yet. This fact
has been fully demonstrated in the past ten
days. Within that time there have been
four banquets to which the general public
were invited, as follows: The installation of
the officers of Georges River Grange took
place, followed by a tine supper, to which the
members of the South Montville Grange
were invited and were present to the number of 40. Jan. 7th the officers of E. H.
Brad treet l ost, G. A. R., were installed,
and a claui chowder was served to the members, ladies of the Relief Corps, and invited
guests. Jan. 0th the Ladies’ Sewing Circle
a

Williams of Isles boro called on Mrs.
Charles Orcutt last Sunday and reports her
as gaining remarkably fast in health and
strength. This is cheering new^s for her
family and friends, after her long illness.

tiue supper
Hall,
was served, dan. 31th occurred the installation of the officers of the Society of the Eastern Star at the Masonic Lodge rooms.
A
large number were present from the surrounding towns and a bountiful supper was
served in the Lodge’s dining room and was
highly enjoyed by all-J. J. Walker and
daughter Madge are now in St. Louis_The
Drama entitled “Our Folks” is in rehearsal
met in Crockett’s

by

where

a

people of this village and will
played here under the auspices of the
Grange Jan. 22d.. .The people of West Waldo
the young

be

ladies of the Good Templars society
annua meeting Wednesday evening, Jan. 8th, a ad chose the following ofThe

held their

ficers for the

ensuing year: President, Mrs.
Mary Packard; vice-president, Miss Annie
Shaw ; secretary, Mrs. Rose Snow ; treasurer,
Mrs. Kate Driukwater; trustees, Mrs. Ruby

Drankwater, Mrs.
Fannie Chapman.

E.

B.

Elwell and Mrs.

ladies connected with the Good Templar society will give a masquerade this evening at Good Templar’s hall. Perhaps the
short notice given of the affair will deter
The

many from

appearing

in

still it is

costume,
number will attend
costumed notwithstanding the brief time to
Either way all will enjoy the
prepare in.
ball just the same. So come early with your
pardner, if you wish to be in the lirst set
formed for the grand march.
believed that quite

a

nebec

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley’s “Over
Palestine Hills on Horseback.”

23d with

they

should receive very

appear in concert.

flattering offers

Time will tell.

to

Jan 11.

Cone.

Rolerson, Sandy-

U S Revenue Cutter

Woodbury, cruis-

ing.

Jan 12. S lis 1’ M Ronnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven;
Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
14. Sch, Jennie Greenbank,
Jan.
Meader,
Boothbay.
Jan. lo. Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Boston.

Jan 8. Sch Marcellus,
Boston.
Jan 11. Sell Carrie C
land.

Sellers, Gloucester and

AMERICAN PORTS.

When 1 speak of the
wonder if you have the
idea of it I had before coming here.
1

New York, Jan 8. Ar, sch Star of the Sea Hopkins, Fernandina; 10. cld, sch Gen. Adelbert
Ames. Lane, Fernandina.
Philadelphia, Jan 11. Cld, sch J Holmes Birdsall, Providence; 13,ar, bark Havana, Port Tampa.
Boston, Jan 7. Ar, seh Fannie & Edith, Ryder,
Belfast; 8, ar, sch Winslow Morse, Newton, \N interport; cld, sch Carrie E Look, Stevens, Baltimore and Galveston; Flora Rogers, Darien, Ga;
sld, sch Daylight, coal port; b, ar, seh Hattie
Page, Dill, Belfast; 11. cld, seh Young Brothers,
coal port; 12, ar, sch Annie (J (ptiner, Nicholson,
Bucksport; sld, sells John C Smith, Apalachicola;
Carrie E Look, Baltimore; Winslow .Morse, Winterport; 13, ar, brig H B Hussey. Charleston. S
C; eld, seh Hattie Page, Dill, Belfast; sld, sobs
Flora Rogers, Darien, <Ja: James Holmes, Belfast ; Young Brothers and Daniel B Fearing, coal

1 thought it would be a continual
rain,
be a very disagreeable season; but
such is not the case.
We have rain only

and

occasionally—not more than three or four
line rains during the winter.
For about
eight months we have no rains. It gets
somewhat dry and dusty, but the weather
is

so

ple

perfect that
their

cut

we

do not mind it. Peo-

..

..

'■

—

li ui.dmi A. \V:!

This
eases

most

fearing

rain.

from

exempt
have them

once

a

showers.

while over the

Sierra JIadre range of mountains, which
are five or six miles distant, and we can

J
i

I

ing, strawberries fresh from the vines,

I

saw

two

fine blackberries.

white frosts; and

guavas,
two ago

We have had
one

winter

the

thermometer registered H8° above zero—4
below freezing.
Very many
people come here to spend the winter
months, and many of them get so infatuated with the country that
they buy

degrees

homes,
A

for future

Sermon

to

use.

the

Grand

Army.

The members of Major How Post 47, of
Haverhill, Mass.. G. A. R.,aud th Woman’s
Relief Corps, attended the
morning service

The three

for wars in the past, viz.,
persoual ambition for renown, desire for
more territory and religious
differences, do
not now exist, lie asserted, and his belief
was that in the existing troubles the commission wrould settle the difficulty or open a
way for the settlement.
causes

under

>

express,

>f

or

>

druggists.

Scates Hedical Co., Westbrook, ,1e.

shortness of

breath—a
sensation
of

HALES

d^ess

HONEY

and heat

0F

in the
throat.

HOREHOUND
AND

Neglect
is dangerous.

TAR

Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar acts
like a charm on the throat and bronchial tubes.
Use it before it’s too late.
8old by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one

minute.

Pure Blood
Means no scrofula, enlarged glands,
boils, ulcers, sores, abscesses, pim-

ples, humors, rheumatism,

neural-

gia, eatarrh, tubercle syphilitic,
other mints. Pure blood means

or

Isle, lor burial.

In Koekport. Jan. 3, Kdith Bernice,
Mr. and Mis. Chester M < arver. aced
years
Ckowki.l. In Searsport, Jan. 0, ITince Crowell
mouths.
aged St) years ami
Ci N.MNiiiiam. In Belfast. Jan. 8, Isabel, wife
ot N\ m. J Cunningham, aged 43 years.
<iKai>y
In Bel ia>t. J a u !*, Merl IL, son of Ira
ami Alice (irady, aged 1 year am. 2 months.
Lo.nd. In Tenant's Harbor, St. George. Jan 7.
Deacon Robert Long, aged 8.". years, 3 months anil
bAKvi:i;.

sleep, strong tiers,s, healths livers
and kidneys—t very organ doing its
duty properly.

daughter of
D»

ends

These

tn

using “the onl>

he

1 ed

r» a

combiner

bv

B

Purifier and Nerve Toni.

day s.

Nerve-Tonic

i
j

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

DALION’S

Respect

FAMILY

PILLS
act
PK.

Stomach.
not
or

give

performance

natural functions,
in
Have you

ach,

a

skin?

pain

Alum

or

it,

We want to reduce our stock of sheet
music, and have decided to offer f< ur
hundred sheets at

of its

it will retaliate

decidedly unpleasant.
a

distress in your

or

•"> CentH per
stom-

irritation of the

an

are

baking powders

are

recognized by

all

a

for it is

a

responsible

of this unwholesome

food,

physicians,

renders food with which it is

for

As

NO

cream

its greater

more

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

a.

CO., 106 WALL ST., NEW-YORK.

Belfast, Me

Price

\V K KKL\

Print nn Market.

<

FOR

unvnt.
1 H E

"

>1' RN \ L

Pr,<e /'a at Prod are r

A

of

economical in use, because of

strength.

St.,

Itelfast

pure, wholesome fruit acid derived from

and is

of which will take

I AUTOHARP.

CORRECTED

It adds positively anti-dyspeptic qualgrapes.
ities to the food. It makes finer, lighter, sweeter

food,

one

75 Main

“

tartar,

ticket,

to hurry this
KHKK with each ropy

give

Mears & Pitcher,

for

Baking powders sold, either wholesale or retail, at a lower price than
Royal,” are almost invariably made
from alum, and therefore of inferior quality and dangerous to health.
a

special inducement
we

partially

indigestible.
The danger to the public is not trifling,
alum baking powders are numerous.
How are they to be avoided?

Royal Baking Powder is made of

a

sale,
a

that alum

mixed

Copy,

This music includes some of the hest
standard, popular and new puhlicat u.s
in high priced editions.
It is an opportunity of a lifetime to purchase musu

the symptoms of disordered
resulting from unwholesome food.

large part
fact,

way

headache,
in the side,
a

These

digestion

a

Of Music.

it food that will irritate

retard it in the

Sale

Special

at the

standing armies of the various nations was
driving them into bankruptcy, and already
they were counselling for universal peace.

o!

;

positive

I'.AUMiV. In Boston, Jan. I, Mrs. Sarah A.
iSj.otlonli Burntry. need 3S years and b months
he ivitiains were taken to (,‘reen’s
Landing, Deer

FOR YOUR

our

large and luscious, ripe tomatoes,
oranges and lemons; and a day or

S1--

DIED.

Ames,

Have

storm.”

found,

\v

■

DALTON'S INSTANT RELIEF PLASTERS
relieve instantly; cure quiekly.

so
afraid of these electrical
storms in the Eastern States, after
being
here a while want to see a real thunder

and

w

a

>

Infill in public favor,
promptly ami DO Nul OKI

who are

morning

\

:io 1

stand

clouds sweep down upon us and we have
a veritable thunder
storm, and we like it;
it. makes us think of home. Even those

fruit market this
brought in this morn-

!

|

artillery of heaven [and see the
clouds chasing each other over the mountain tops.
Once in a year or two the

over

—

:

Mr. and

1‘a ri KitsoN. In Searsport. Jan. 3, Capl. R. E.
I’aiterson. aged 7 7 years.
FOREIGN °0RTH.
I
Swazov. in bucksport. Jan. b», Elizabeth C.
wife ol John \\ Swazey, aged t58 years.
St Helena, Dec 2.3. Passed, hark Fred P LitchSmith.
In Vinalhaven. Dee. 28, Dora,daughter
field, Chadbourne, Hong Kong for Baltimore.
Santos, Nov 28. Sld, bark Doris, Masterton, ot Mr. and Mrs Hood win Smith, aged 4 vears.
S11• i:i.iNdF.k.
In Nobleboro, Dee. 2b..’ Calvin,
Baltimore.
Montevideo. Dec 13. In port, bark Willard son of Francis and Annie Sidelinger, aged 11
years ami 1 1 months.
Mudgett.for Boston or New York.
Whkelek. In Malden, Mass., Jan. 3, John A.
Hong Kong, Dec 5. In port, ship Wandering
Jew, Nichols, to he sold by auction Dec b; Jan 13, Wheeler of Rockland, a native of Belfast, aged
f»3 years, 1 month and 3 days
ar, ship Daniel Barne*,'from Philadelphia via
The remains were
taken to Rockland and placed in receiving- tomb,
Nagasaki; sld, bark Amy Turin r. Baltimore.
Barbadoes, Jan 3.
Sld, sch Altneda Willey, to be taken to Belfast for burial.
Whitcomh. In Montville, Jan. 12, Miss Lizzie
Apachicola.
Callao, Nov2<». Sld, ship Louis Walsh, (Jam- A. Whitcomb of Belfast, aged 23 years. 8 months
and 7 days.
man, Payta.
;

hear the

“I looked

restedy

of the Blo<

■

We are al-

thunder
in

Me.

-I.

cure or
guarantee
money back. A bank lu b .■. ith
every bottle. If yea arc not ur:
cash the check. Full pints, ;?!.<•■ 1 y

grain

never

I»

Nervous Svst. in.
a

and have it threshed
in the field and leave thousands of bushels
in sacks piled up out in the open air for

months,

a! way

to

one

M s. Wilson w ites:
I am fifty w
old. and for twenty years have bc< in i::
ferer f:\nnon < ft osedis u es i'vli'.L.
women arc tl
ii:n
M>• nttca.iu.t 1
Swan's Nk
ing called t > 1)
Hs-oo > Ton:.-. I ]
v 1
1
an
took it as di*
i, receiving
benefit I inr.ne lia
linked a noth'
and after .\-w eh
t
f.r.enl ewi .1
I
«
t
myself a we 1 w
reeommeinl i t >; ! ■.
o:;r M .•
llieted as a Spei 1 ..•
•:-< re tv
Ma-

Adams-Colk.man.
In Denver, Colorado, Dec.
19, Frank Adams, foimerly oi Deer Isle, and
Mrs. II. l’». Coleman, both of Denver.
In Washington,
Dvkk-Uveklock.
Jan. 2,
Jeremiah Dyer of Washington and Kuphemia
(fverlock of Liberty.
Jobka.n-Cona.nt. In Belfast, Jan. lf>, b\ Rev.
J. M. Leighton, Jonathan W. Jordan of Lowell.
Mass., ami Miss Mabel'.e W. < <>nant of Belfast.
Wavni;-llmvoEN. In Belfast. Jan. H, by Bev.
Geo. Fk Pnfts, Daniel Wayne of Watertown,*South
Dakota, and Miss Annie M. Bowden of Boston,
formerly of Frankfort, Me.
W IIITKHKAI'-JOUDAN. In Belfast. Jan. 13, by
Rev. John F. Tilton, William C. Whitehead and
Jennie T Jordan, both of Belfast.

1b

Gov

Providence.

k

MARRIED.

Baltimore, Jan 11.

Sld, sell

to

v

suffer the serious illnesses which
frequently afflict her sex? Read

is not a valuable
liave i:i the house.

Somerville, Mass., Dec. 30, to
H. Plummer, a son—Alton Dag-

Towne. In Seattle. Wash., Jan. 3.
Mr>. W. R. Towne, a son.

ports.

fuegos.
Newport News, Jan 13.

Plummer. In
Mr. and Mrs. O.

gett Plummer.

cash the cht

you,

what Mrs. Wilson says about I)r
Swan’:'. Nerve and Blood Ton;:.
and consider whether this remedy

BO JiJSi.

Miles, Hinckley, Rock!

cure

too

SAILED.

began

First Parish church Jan Oth, w hen
Rev. F. A. Gilmore delivered an able discourse upon “Universal Peace.”
In his remarks the speaker referred to the terrible
loss of life and the sufferings incurred during wars, and showed that famous generals
The Seymour Quartette happening to be at had
always counselled peace instead of war.
the store one afternoon of last week, a genPeace, he said, was preferable, and the age
tleman asked them if they would favor the of reason advocates it. He quoted scenes illustrating the terrible carnage and horrible
crowd with a song while waiting for the mail
loss of life that had happened
during wars
to arrive.
Being a very obliging set of even from the early years.
The present age, lie claimed, w'as not in
young men they readily complied and sang
favor of w'ar, but rather in favor of the seta few selections, which were
greatly appre- tlement of
disputes by arbitration, and he
ciated by all. The rich, clear baritone of
predicted that in the near future an interMr. Faxon and the sweet tenor of Mr.
Chap- ! national peace alliance would be formed.
The cost of the new battleships and the exman, in combination with the melodious
pense incurred in the maintenance of the
Smith and the
soprano of Mr.

reminded that the Waldo and and KenMusical Convention meets in Freedom, Jan. 30th at 10 a. m_The past week
has been the coldest ever known here_A
reading room has been fitted up on the floor
below St. George’s hall, by the young peoRaymond
ple, aided by Rev. H. W. Abbott. This will
also be used for a committee room for the deep rolling bass of Mr. William Smith, at
Sunday School and V. P. S. C. E. Mr. Ab- once held the hearer. For a country quarbott has placed his library in a small adjoin- tette it is hard to beat and after the hayseed
ing room-A course of eight lectures for gets thoroughly sifted through their luxurithe repairing of the church will begin Jan. ant locks, we wouldn’t be a bit surprised if
are

point.

to

‘During

following

They

the last of the mouth.

at

Liberty.

the

j

Dr.

times

Hill, by

Sld. ship Centennial. New
York; 12. ar, sell Yale, Boston; 13, ar. bark
Doris, .Masterton, Santos; sell Isaiah Hart, Williams. Boston.
Fernandina, Jan 7. Ar. seh Wu H Sumner,
Pendleton, New Haven; 8. sld. seh II J Cottrell.
Haskell, New Bedford; 10, sld, seh Isaiah K SretMrs. Grant: song, Addie Davis. Remarks | son, Trask, St Kitts.
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 8. Ar, seh F < Pendleton,
|
by the Grand officers followed. It was a I Burgess, New York; lo. sld,sch .Melissa A Willey,
Portland.
very enjoyable occasion to all present.
Wilmington. N c, Jan HI. Cld. sell Henry < Tos1 by. Stubbs, Kingston, Ja.
I Jacksonville, Jan 11. Ar. sells .Etna, Jordan,
Season
in
Southern
Rainy
California. New York; Florence Leland. do; 13. eld, seh
I Sarah I) J Rawson. French. St. Johns. P R
Savannah, Ga. Jan 12. Sld, sell Mary L Crosby,
Our East
Searsmont
correspondent Trim
in. New York.
sends us the
extracts from a
Portland, Jan 13. Ar, seh E L W arren. Boston.
Norfolk, Ya, Jan 13. Ar, seh Joel F Sheppard,
private letter from .Southern California: Welch, Amboy.
•‘Our rainy season
Dec. Hist, a little i Thoma.-ton, Mp, Jail 13. Sld. sell R W Hopkins,
Hiehborn, Newport News, to load coal for Cien-

same

and Mrs. F G. Currier of Camden
spent Sunday with Capt. and Mrs. Win. Pat-

Miss Georgie Hall of Lincolnville has reBelfast, attending court as
between Troy and Jack- turned home after a very enjoyable visit to
sou parties.... Walter
Harding of Waldo her grandmother, Mrs. A. E. Driukwater.
was in town last week-Mrs. Turner, who
Sunday was a most charming day after
lias been spending several weeks with her the
long siege of cold days, and many were
father, John Sprague, has returned to her out to enjoy the delightful change in the
home in Auburn-La Grippe, has begun its weather.
depredations in town. Quite a number are
The Mason Consolidated Specialty Comon the sick list in
consequence and Dr.
pany, advertised to appear last Friday evenDodge is kept very busy... Mr. Robert
ing, failed to connect. Probably the fear of
Hawes celebratexl his eightieth birthday,
a small house caused them to
change their
Jan. 3rd.
He is very smart, bodily and
minds. It was just as well.
mentally, for one of his age.

Troy

success.

Thursday evening by District Deputy Grand
Master Samuel Adams of Belfast, assisted
by R. G. Dyer as Grand Marshal; C. R.
Coombs as Grand Warden; W. K. Keene as
Grand Scribe; B. B. Greenlaw as Grand
Treasurer. Following are the officers: N.
G F. F. Grant; V. G., I. Neallev; R S., G.
A. Palmer; P. S., A. H. Mayo: Treas., F. L.
Palmer; W., A. Ritchie; O. G., E. Billings;
Con., F. Putman; I. G., L. Ritchie; R. S. X.
G., W. B. F. Twombly ; L. G. N. G., M. Parker; R. S. S., E. Bnzzell; L. S. S., R. Clements; Chap., J. Pattee; R. S. V. G., W.
Grant; L. S. V. G., F. Fairbanks. After the
installation a tine program was given, as
follows:
Music by choir; piano selection,
Mrs. Grant; selection by Frank Fairbanks,
clarinet; A. D. Harlow, cornet, Alice Grant,
piano; recitation, Linda Chase;song. Louise
Mayo; recitation, Mertie Jenkins; piano
duet, Alice Grant and Louise Mayo; song,
Frank Fairbanks and wife, with banjo accompaniment; recitation, Eva Cook; selection, instrutL—atal, Fairbanks, Harlow and

rainy season,

News.

Mr.

Rockland

decided

later than usual.

Northport

Mr.

a

The officers of Monroe Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
of Monroe were publicly installed
last

construction

terson.

Waldo
Edgar Harding
closed a very successful term of school at
the Centre last Friday. Miss Eva Garcelon
closed her school at Green’s Corner the same
day.... Miss Carrie Weymouth and Miss
Lueena Harding left town Jan. 10th. for
Medfield, Mass., where they expect to spend
the winter-Rev. Wm. Dunnoek of DixTroy.

witnesses in

COUNTY

on

damage

Grant’s mill was broken badly, also the
steamboat wharf and Ross' wharf. Nearly

stallation

will

in several <>f the vessels built
btorkton during the palmy

-V

of Bull

J. P.

train_Mr. E. H.
Lafolley arrived home from Bar Harbor last
week... .Mrs. Desire Harris is spending several months with her sister, Mrs. Charles
Rendell... Miss Mary Palmer of North Searsport is visiting Mrs. C. S. Rendell_Capt.
and Mrs. Charles Park arrived home Sun! day from Revere, Mass.. The Wliist Club

of

Sandy point.

lien-since. Capt. Patterson invested

mained

severe

observed

were

tuunelling

Of these Africa was
Africa, Europe,
Libby, Treas.; A. R. Myriek, Con.; W. on the staff of George Washington, and kept
a
of
all
lie
heard
and
M. Emerson, M. D., Warden; S. A. Myriek,
diary
saw Washington
say or do that was of importance.
Major
O. G. ; Win. Gett hell, I. G.: Ira Libby, R. S.
Hamlin after the Revolution went to Russia
to N. G.; Robt. Cookson, L. S. to N. G.; W. and entered the service of the Cz
ar.
He beH. Reynolds and J. Lancaster, S. S. The came a colonel and fought against Napoleon.
He left his diary in the United States, and
Brooks. Calvin Works, who (lied on his installation ode was finely rendered by a for
many years it was in great demand among
farm in Jackson last week, was one of our special choir. Instrumental music by Cook- the Revolutionary soldiers and their deson’s
enlivened
and
scendants.
The diary cannot now be found,
Orchestra
entertained
own men, as he was born in this town and
the invited guests. Speeches and poems and Gen. Hamlin is corresponding with vahas always got his mail here. He was buried
rious Revolutionary societies hoping that it
in the new cemetery at this village_Mr. were then in order, after which supper was may be found.
served at the Central Hotel by Bro. TwomA. Houghton, who is spending the winter
with his son-in-law, T. A. Elliott, is in fair bly. Then, last but not least, the Odd FelSHIP NKIVS.
health, but does not venture out of doors lows with their wives, sweethearts and invited
to
Fellows
Odd
Hall
FORT
or kelFAST.
guests repaired
this cold weather... .Jan. 12tli was surely a
ARRIVED.
wonderful day for Maine. The roads were where all joined in a social dance until the
.Tan b. Seh Carrie C Miles. Hinckley, New York.
dry and dusty in this village with not a part- small hours of the night. All voted the inJan 10. Sch Jonathan

better. Dr. Blanchard attended him_Mr.
and Mrs. Augustus Stevens of Troy were in
the village Thursday-Mr. Oliver Whitten,
who has been visiting friends in Montville,
returned home last week.

and

York.

side

I.i

1850, accompanied by his brother,
Ellerson, he went to
Colorado, where they engaged in gold mining, in wlii< h they were very successful. He

quite

ice.Two

our

organized a lodge of the Eastern Star Chapter-It has been an extremely cold week here. Your correspondent
noticed the thermometer at break of day
Tuesday morning and it registered 22 below icle of snow to be seen in any direction_
zero.
Quite a number of bard stories were A. E. Chase lias his teams hauling ice on
told at Pendleton's store that evening about wagons... .The Masonic installation at the
the weather, but one retired ship captain, I G. A. R. hall to-morrow, Friday,
evening
think, took the cake. He said be went out will be largely attended, while the banquet
to milk bis cow in the morning and had not and supper at the hotel will doubtless be the
milked long before lie discovered something event of the winter-Mr.
Hutchins of the
w rong and looked down and saw that the milk
Sagadolioc Fertilizer Co., was here last
had froz n into an icicle from the bottom of Monday in the interest of that
company. M.
the pail up into the teat and burst it open- J. Dow lias long been their agent in this
fea
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with
Quite
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place.
ver... Capt. Chas. Rand let arrived home last
Stockton Strings. Mr. William Cleaves
week, sick with a rheumatic complaint. His arrived home Jan. 9th from Houlton,
Me.,
schooner, the H. R. Tilton, is hauled up in where he has been
employed by the B. & A.
evening
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shocks
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by train Monday to attend the funeral
their father, Capt. R. E. Patterson.
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The officers of Invictus Lodge, No. 38, I.
The Hamlin Biography.
O. O. F., of Unity, were publicly installed
Gen. Charles Hamlin of Bangor in examJan. 8th by D. D. G. M., Sami. Adams, asining the records for the biography of bis
sisted by Clias. K. Coombs of Belfast as I
I father, the late ex-Vice President Hannibal
Grand Marshal, E. E. Wescott of Belfast as j Hamlin, found some valuable historical paHannibal Hamlin's grandfather was
Grand Guard, A. K. Myriek, Grand Warden, J pens.
Eleazer Hamlin, who was a major in the
J. L. Ames, Grand ecretary, 8. P. Libby, Continental
army, and be enlisted four of
Grand Treasurer. The following are the offi- bis sons in the company of which be was
captain. Major Hamlin named several of
cers for the present term : F. M. Fuller, N.
his children after the continents, America,
G. ; E. Dodge, V. G.: Percy Blanchard, Sec.;
Asia.

Mr. Charles Taylor and his children from Michigan are visiting his father.
W. II Rolfe’s men are busy making cans
for the Portland Packing Co.... A number

here, the
first Dec. 30th and the other Jau. 10th....
Twenty-two degrees below zero is the coldest wave yet.
Wonder if we will have any
snow this winter?

Charles E. Patterson of Kansas City, Edward R. Patterson of St. Joseph, Mo., and
Mrs. C. B. Norris of Grand Island, Neb., arof

don’t propose to

Unity

Charles Lord has traded for a new horse.
He believes in keeping his hand in the business_Eddie Webster took a sudden and
cold bath in the mill pond—the result of

Mead of Bridgton, Me., has been
secured as* principal for the High School
Mr. Mead comes well recommended and the

present year: E. A. Bilker, Foreman; L. W.
Rich, 1st Asst.; B. F. Young, 2d Asst.; Fred

we

village went to Albion Thursday
to attend the Grange-Jan. 16th the officers of Sandy Stream Grange will be inbrick sawed an extra joint while doing some
stalled by J. G. Harding of Waldo....Mr.
carpenter work. It. was his thumb joint.... Harrison
Damon, who has been ill, is much

H.

Pendleton Sr., Engine Co. No. 2 has
elected the following officers to serve the

baked bean supper will be served.
go to the preaching fund.

with you;

dina
The lighthouse hoard at Washington gives
notice to mariners that on or about Jan 20, the
Stamford Ledge bell buoy in Portland harbor,
which was discontinued Jan 2, and replaced b y an
iron ice buoy, will be established at Portl and
breakwater light station for the winter, and during thick or log gy weather will be struck by machinery as heretofore, a single blow everv 10
seconds.
Boston, Jan. 14. The fishing schooner Fortuna,
Captain Greenlaw, from Boston for Georges
banks, was in collision last night with the British
steamer Barnstable, off
Highland Light. The
schooner was cut almost in two and sank within
three minutes. Fourteen of her crew weie saved
by the steamer, but nine went d wn with the vessel. Those drowned belonged in Gloucester where
they leave families.
Loss of Sen. Brunette.
Sch Brunette of
Searsport, ('apt Welch, from Portland hound east
with corn in bulk, went ashore on Hart’s Island in
the thick snow storm Sunday night. Tug Somers
N Smith of Rockland attempted to pull her off
Monday, but found it useless, as the forefoot, keel
and stern post are gone and the bottom is badlv
stove.
She will prove a total loss. The vessel
and cargo are owned by A J Nickerson of Scarsport. The cargo only is insured. The Brunette
is 81 4G tons net, and was built in Searsport in
1871. ( apt Wm II West arrived at Rockland
Sunday evening and went to Hart’s Island Monday to sell the wreck and cargo in t he interest of
the owners and underwriters lor what he can get.
Charters. Ship State of Maine. Japan to New
York, p t. Sch Carrie A Bucknam. Kings’ Ferry
to Point-a-Pitre, lumber, $5.75.
Seh llenrv Crosby, Savanna 11 Mar to Chester, logwood, §3. Sch
Henry Clausen, dr, Baltimore to Tampico, coal,
§1 80 and coke §2.35. Sch Gen A Ames, Fernandina to New York, lumber, &4.G2 12. Sell Joel F
Sheppard, Cnion Island to Boston, lumber, §4.87
1-2
Bark Henry A Litchfield, Savannah to New
York, lumber, .§4.50. Sell Nahum Chapin, Perth
Amboy to Portsmouth, coal, 70 cents. Sch Joel
F Sheppard, Norfolk to Savannah, coal. 8o cents.
Fite kbits. The Freight Circular of Brown N
Co, New York, reports for the week ending Jan
The first few days ot the new year have eer
; 11.
tuinly been characterized by an exceedingly quiet
j condition
of affairs in all departments.
< the
past week, however, there lias been some re
vival of interest from the leading shippers of case
j petroleum tor tonnage to far Pastern destinations,
but where negotiations have been suggested the
ideas expressed for transportation of the staple
have been so low tha* owners have refused to entertain the bids submitted, viewing the situation,
with its present scarcity of suitable tonnage, as
ruling strongly in their favor. The requirements
it is believed are not extensive, yet inquiries have
been made for Japanese, Java aiid other ports. In
long voyage, general cargo tonnage there is a momentary pause in the demand, the lines between
here, Australia and the ('ape having covered
fairly their necessities for the time. Barrel petroleum freights continue very dull, but previous
rates to V. K. and Continent are sustained by the
limited supply of suitable vessels. There is nothing special doing in the River Plate lumber trade,
few inquiries from that section coming to the surface. Rates are nominally unchanged. Tonnage
for naval stores from primary points has been on
better demand, while shippers showing a w illingness to meet higher range of rates, but with suitable vessels scarce, important negotiations are
held in check. Some little inquiry is noticed for
vessels to load coal for West India and South
American ports, but general cargo out appears to
be scarce, and the offerings of home ft eight do
not increase to any appreciable extent.
Rates in
both directions continue low, and considerable
’complaint is heard relative to the unremunerative returns. Coastwise freights continue dull,
hence no opportunity is afforded to secure an improvement in current rates.

One of the shrewdest moves made, and
which is likely to net millions to its pro-

jectors,
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Spoken. Jan G, off Brunswick Bar, sch Win H
Sumner, Pendleton, from New Haven for Fernan-

Hill Gold Tunnel Company.
This tunnel is to be run entirely through
the mountain which is in the heart of the
Cripple district, and has already struck some
Thursday evening, Jan. ‘23d.
of the richest leads in this section, although
Of the declination of the Farwell estate they have only about HOO feet of it completed.
of men are now working night and
by Maine Odd Fellows the Rockland Trib- A force
| day on it and, from surface indications, they
une says:
| will strike at least twenty rich veins within
The Rockland Odd Fellows who have the next three mouths.
been energetic in pushing this matter are
The company practically owns all the
deeply disappointed over the declination of veins in the mountains, and will develop
the offer, many of them considering it in the them through their
tunnel, which will give
it full ownership to what will be equal to
light of a blow to the order.
more than twenty mines, in this the richest
The officers of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. section of all
the Cripple Creek territory.
O. O. F., were installed Tuesday evening by
For a limited time Messrs. Denslow, Ward
&
of
Co.,
Miss Bertl.a I. Bird, D. D. G. M., assisted
Broadway, New York, who are
the Eastern Agents of the Tunnel Co., will
by Mrs. Annie Adams as Grand Marshal take subscriptions
to the stock and give full
Ice cream and cake were served after the information by mail to
any one wishing
lurthex particulars and price.
installation.

proceeds will

your money
get left.

Vose will cut between 300
and 400 cords of hardwood.... Willis Phil-

....Sayward

Capt. Phillip
Gilkeyaml
day morning for New York, where Capt.
GiIkey will take command of ship Josephus,
loading oil for Shanghai.
R.
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with
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make it the social event of the

District Deputy O. O. Cross of Waterville
visited Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., last
Thursday evening. The officers will be installed at Knights of Pythias Hall next

Mrs. M. E. Luce. The hay goes to a firm in
Haverhill, Mass for I. M. Luce, D. L>. S.,
in Merrimac, Mass-Apple buyers will find
nice apples here in Waldo Centre; but bring

Milliken’s

on

are

loaded

j

city.

for that

black-

new

will

Waldo Centre.
Mrs. Ralph Freeman
has her mother of Thorndike Station and
Mrs. Annie Bessey with baby Claude Leroy,
of Brooks, spending a few days with her....
Mrs. Addie Walker is in Belfast visiting
friends_Ralph Freeman and Orrin Wentworth have loaded five cars with hay for

cutting puipwood-Sixteen cars
hay were shipped from this
! place in four successive days. More hay has
Tuesday j been shipped from and brought into this
place this winter than for any one year for
Fred at
town

the dangerous illness f her son
Brunswick, (ia., and left bj tiam Wednes-

of

choppers

The

spruce have 100 cords cut,
more to cut.
About half

and of very

ice is about twelve inches thick
line

Thorndike

Grinnell began harvesting his crop

W. E.

which

lias

cksport
Fred Cunningham has his
smith shop about completed.
B

The annual supper and entertainment of
the Cong’l Society will take place. 1 hursday j

evening, Jan 30th.

Clark

It is not generally known that almost all
the fabulous wealth which has been taken
out of Cripple Creek in the last six months
has gone to small but shrewd investors,
The officers of Waldo Lodge, I. O.O. F., who bought up shares in the different mines
at
From investments of a
very low prices.
Past
were installed last
Friday evening by
few hundred dollars, many a comparatively
Grand N. G. Pettingill, assisted by A. G.
man
has
come
to
be able within a few
poor
months to write his cheque for hundreds of
Spencer as Grand Marshal.
thousands.
Belfast Division, U. R. Knights of Pythias,
A number of these mines are to-day paywill give its annual drill, concert and ball at ing dividends each month which are double
what
the entire stock cost less than a year
the Opera House, Feb. 19, and as heretofore

given consisting of dialogues, recitations,
declamations, singing, tableaux, etc., after

gone to
for the*'remainder of the winter.
Carrie

The officers of Belfast Lodge, N. E. O. P.,
installed last Monday evening by
District Deputy N. G. Pettingill.

be
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Port Spain,Dec. Sld.sch Cyrus Hall, Coombs,
Ja d aica.
St Kitts, Dec 22. Sld.sch Jesse Lena, Deve r
eaux, Tuspau, to load for New York.
Havana, Jan 13.
Ar, hark Matanzas, New
York; sell J Manchester Haynes, Philadelphia.
Point a-Pitre, Jan 13.
In port, bark Beatrice
Havener, Hichborn, from New York, disg.

were

derwood died at her home last Sunday,
after a long illness. The funeral services
were held
Wednesday at 1 p. m_There
will be a sociable at the Band hall Wednesday evening, Jan. 18th. A programme will

C.

spkct.

Clark.... Miss

even-

ing.

of ire for local

sufferer-

terrible

improving.

12th, the guest of his brother, Mr. Hiram
Clark_Mr. M. E. Clark lost a valuable
She got hung in the barn,
cow last week.
and Clark says she committed suicide....
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Benson of Bangor
were in town the 12th, the guests of G. O.

I
!

wrecked

Charles Huntley,
schooner Brunette, arrived home 'lut-suay.
first officer of

Capt.

a

How Small Investors Have Acquired Large Interests in Cripple Creek Gold Mines.
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O. Fernald of North Searsdriving home from the County
port
Grange broke his horse’s leg, and he had to
he shot then and the e.\Ir. Jefferson
Clark of 8t* ckton Springs was in town the
Pri

Conn.

Mrs. J. P. Butman left b\ steamer Mon-

day

Village.

spkct

over our

spared him,

Richard Smart and wife left by boat Mou-

Belmont.

terrible gloom was
Jau. lltli when
the news reached us of ibe accident to
Clarendon II
Gross.
He was blasting a
slick of wood in Ins dooryard ami before he
eon hi get away the fuse went off in his face,
owder and
li ling his eyes and face full of
Pitt
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4'1 a d< > Hav, p ton, i'i on </ 1 1 nr
miles, 11 Im.
dried, p 11,.
4 c 5 Hides, p H>,
:t„4
I 85 a 2 oo | Lam!*, p II,.
Beans, pea,
a 7
medium, 1 do <» 75 Land* Skins,
3ne4d
VCl’w eves 1 40 ,r 1 f»o Mutton, | * ||,.
r,
4
Butter, p Ih,
18 c 22 Oats, p l*u, 32 II,. 3oii 32
Beef, P lb,
5 c 7 Potatoes.
2d « 30
Bariev, p Im,
4« 4 1 2
5(>c55j Konnd Hog,
Cheese, p It,.
locl2 Straw, p ton, 5 0«>n (*» OO
1 o c 12 Turkey, p II,.
Chicken, p lt>,
14 a 1*5
Calf Skins,
5o,/ ooi Tallow.
2//4
14c Id Veal, p lb.
Duck, p It,,
*0/7
is! Wool, unwashed, 1 4 1 d
Kjrps, p do/,
8c 10 " ood, hard. 3 .10// d on
Fowl, p It*.
14 c 1 d Wood, soft, 3 00/1.3 .“0
Geese, p Ih,
lie-tail Price.
la til it Mnrki l.
,»

Beef, corned, p lt>, 7 c8
18
Butter, salt, p box.
45
Corn, p Im,
Cracked Corn, p bn, 45
Corn Meal, p Im,
45
12c 14
Cheese, p lb.
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20
dc'.i
Codfish, dry, p 11.
Cranberries, p qt, So in
Clover Seed, p It,. 12 c 14
Flour, p Idd, 2 75c4 75
H.G Seed, Im, 2 85c 2 OO
8 c 11
Lard, p Ih,

i»o« 1 oo
Lime, p 1*1*1,
Oat Meal, p II,, 3 1 -2u4
2/i 3
Onions, p If,.
()il,kerosene, gal. 13 n 1 d
4« 4 12
Pollock, p lb,
h n o
Pork, p It,.
1 20
Plaster, p bid,
live Meal, p lb,
"3
Slu>rts, p ewt, 0<la
5»d
dat*
sugar, I* lb,
40
Salt, T. L. |.> bn.
Sweet Potatoes, 4//4 1-2
Wheat Meal,
2 1-2 a3

